
The Peremptory Casey Davies

Chapter 701
Carver
When Vince, Ulysses, and other
disciples left, they all looked dull. Vince
was absentminded and walked in a
daze.
He suffered the biggest setback in his
life today. He had planned to find Casey
to have a fight with him, so he could
prove his strength through the fight.
However, he learned that Casey was at
the medium stage of inner force. It was
shocking to him. He lost his fighting
spirit instantly.
His father had spent so many years to
reach the medium stage of inner force.
Casey was almost the same age as
Vince. But he reached it easily, which
made Vince think that his own talent
was insignificant.
Since then, Vince had known there was
a big gap of strength between Casey
and him. No matter how hard he
worked, it was impossible for him to
come across it.
...
In the next two days, the news that
Casey killed Theodore spread all over
Chinatown. Meanwhile, the name of
God of Death also became a hot topic.
Because of the restriction of the rules,
Casey did not continue to attack the
Turner family after killing Theodore. He
asked Caro to use the power of
Guanling to keep the Turner family in
check.
After that, Casey had been staying at



the H Country Alliance.
The leader of the team of the Executers
was afraid that Casey would do
something out of wack. Therefore, he
often went to Visit the H Country
Alliance during this time. Casey noticed
that Griffin was surveilling him, but he
did not complain about it.
One afternoon, Casey and Nicolle were
drinking tea in the living room.
“What! You’re married. You even have a
daughter.” Nicolle put the cup on the
table and looked at Casey in surprise as
if Casey had done something bad.
“Yes, my daughter is a month old. Is it
strange?” Casey stared at Nicolle and
asked.
Nicolle sighed helplessly. It looked like
that he had missed the good
opportunity.
“It is a pity that he gets married and has
a daughter,” Nicolle said to himself.
Hearing his words, Casey felt
speechless. How could Nicolle think that
it is a pity that he got married and had
had a daughter?
“Mr. Britt, it is a happy thing that I have a
daughter. Why do you say it is a pity?”
Casey asked.
“It’s a good thing for you. But it’s pity to
me. I thought you could be my son-in?law. But now it is impossible. You
even
have a daughter, and my daughter won’t
have any chance at all,” Nicolle said
helplessly.
Hearing what Nicolle said, Casey didn’t
know how to reply to him. He didn’t
know what to say.
At this time, Caro came into the living
room. Seeing Caro, Nicolle said, “Caro,



you have no chance now.”
Caro was confused and asked, “What
do you mean?”
“Case is married and even has a
daughter. You have no chance now,”
Nicolle said directly.
Now Caro understood what Nicolle
meant. She blushed and glared at him.
Then she said, “Dad, what are you
talking about? It has nothing to do with
me.”
“It has something to do with you. Casey
is a very excellent young man. How can
I find a man like him for you in the
future? Alas, he is married. I can only
envy that his wife has such a good
husband,” Nicolle replied.
Caro was very angry with her father.
She took a glance at Casey. Her eyes
twinkled when she saw him staring at
her. Then she instantly looked away.
She felt that if she continued to stay
here, it would be very embarrassed for
her. She turned around and walked out
of the living room.
“Caro seems to be aloof and detached.
But she is very shy,” Nicolle said.
Casey smiled with embarrassment. If he
were Caro, he would be shy when he
heard what Nicolle said just now.
Soon, Caro, who went out of the room
just now, turned back again. When
Nicolle intended to ask her why she
came back, he heard the sharp voice of
a man.
“Caro, why do run when you see me? I
won’t hurt you. Stop it. I have taken the
betrothal gifts this time. I will marry you.
Please accept my proposal.”
After Nicolle heard this voice, the smile



on his face suddenly disappeared and
he stood up from his chair.
Caro’s face darkened and she hid
behind Nicolle. Then she secretly
glanced at Casey.
At this time, a man went into the living
room quickly. His speed was very fast
and looked powerful. People could find
that he was not a simple person.
Casey looked at the man and found that
he was in his thirties. He had a
mustache and his eyes were deep set.
He looked gloomy.
“Carver, what are you doing? I have told
that we H Country Alliance won’t accept
your visit,” Nicolle said with a dark face.
Carver smiled and said, “Nicolle, you
are wrong. As your future son-in-law, I
come to propose to Caro. You should
welcome me. I have prepared the
betrothal gifts. Please let Caro marry
me.”
“Stop talking nonsense. You’re not my
son-in-law. Caro won’t marry you. Get
out now. Otherwise, I’ll teach you a
lesson.” Nicolle snorted.
Carver didn’t leave. He was brazen and
said, “Nicolle, it will hurt our relationship
if you fight with me. As you know, we
have similar strengths. We can’t defeat
each other. Besides, you are older than
me, and I am your future son-in-law. It’s
not good for you to hit me.”
“Damn it. Get out now! I won’t accept a
bastard like you to be my son-in-law,”
Nicolle said angrily.
“Don’t talk to me like this. Why do you
call me a bastard? At least I have
reached the medium stage of inner
force. You should be happy that I can



marry your daughter. I am just more
than a decade older than Caro. I think it
is acceptable. Don’t interfere in our
marriage,” Carver said shamelessly.
Casey narrowed his eyes when he
heard his words. He didn’t expect that
Carver had reached the medium stage
of inner force. And he was just in his
thirties. He was indeed a rare genius.
“I won’t marry you. You are disgusting.
Even if you have powerful strength, I will
not like you,” Caro shouted at him.
“Caro, don’t say it. I am hurt.” Carver’s
words make the other three of them feel
sick.
Nicolle looked at Carver who was
shameless in front of him. He felt
annoyed. Carver had pursued Caro for
more than half a year. Although he was
at the medium stage of inner force, he
indulged himself in sexual proclivities.
People could find that he was obscene
judging from his appearance.
In addition, Carver was eccentric and
weird, which made others scared.
Therefore, Nicolle didn’t dare to let his
daughter marry him.
At this time, Nicolle noticed Casey next
to him. His eyes lit up and he thought of
something. He made up his mind and
then talked to Carver.
“Stop daydreaming. I have a future son?in-law, and my daughter likes
him very
much. They have been engaged, so you
have no chance.”
“He is my son-in-law is here. Carver, get
out now.”
As Nicolle spoke, he stretched out his
hand and pointed to Casey.
Chapter 702 The Pantheon



Casey, who was standing aside, was
stunned when he heard Nicolle’s words.
Why did Nicolle say that he was his
future son-in-law?
At the same time, Nicolle winked at him.
Casey knew that Nicolle used him as a
tool to drive away Carver.
He found that both Nicolle and Caro
disliked Carver. But he was powerful,
Nicolle couldn’t take strong measures to
deal with Carver. He had no choice but
to use Casey to drive him away.
Since Nicolle and Caro had helped him
a lot when he stayed in the H Country
Alliance these days. Casey thought that
he should give them a hand. Anyway,
he was just pretending to be Nicolle’s
son-in-law, so Casey nodded to him.
Carver turned to look at Casey. When
he saw Casey, his eyes were full of
disdain.
“Nicolle, are you joking? Will this guy
compete with me for Cara?” Carver
asked.
“He is not worse than you. Most
importantly, Caro likes him. Now it has
nothing to do with you. You can go
now,” Nicolle said.
Carver turned to look at Caro and asked
incredulously, “Caro, do you really think
this guy is better than me?”
Although Caro was shy, she understood
that this was the way for her to get rid of
Carver. She blushed and said, “Yes, he
is much better than you. I like him. I
won’t marry you.”
Carver’s face darkened and he looked
at Casey fiercely.
“Boy, you dare to pursue the woman I
like. You’re gonna die. Anyway, for the



sake of fairness, let’s have a fight. The
winner could marry Caro. If you can
defeat me, I won’t pursue Caro.
Otherwise, Caro will be my wife,” Carver
said.
Hearing the words of Carver, Caro was
furious. She didn’t expect that Carver
was so shameless that he even wanted
to compete with Casey after knowing
that she liked Casey.
However, before she could speak
anything, Casey said calmly, “Okay.”
Seeing Casey agreed to have a fight
with him, Carver smiled meaningfully. It
was obvious that he didn’t think the boy,
who looked only in his twenties, could
beat him.
Carver went to the place under the Tai ji
Pattern in the living room and looked at
Casey provocatively.
Casey also walked over. The reason
why he agreed to fight with Carver was
that he found Carverwas not a
pushover. If he wanted to let Carver give
up pursuing Caro, he could only defeat
him.
As for Carver’s strength, Casey was not
afraid of him. He had reached the top of
outer force and was at the medium
stage of inner force. Except for the
Grandmasters, Casey thought that
nobody could defeat him.
As long as Carver was not a
Grandmaster, he would beat him today.
“Dad, why does Casey agree to fight
with Carver? If Casey lost, that bastard
would keep stalking and pestering me. I
don’t want to marry Carver.”
Nicolle looked at Caro calmly and said,
“Don’t worry. Don't forget that Casey is



also at the medium stage of inner force,
so he may not lose. Let’s watch them
fight first.”
Caro nodded at him. Now she can only
rest her only on Casey.
Carver stared at Casey and said, “Boy,
let me introduce myself. I’m Carver from
the Pantheon. I hope you can remember
my name. Because I will become your
nightmare forever.”
Casey was stunned and he felt that he
seemed to be familiar with the name of
the Pantheon.
He remembered that when he left
Guanling, Terence had asked him not to
provoke people from the Pantheon.
Since he left Guanling, Casey had never
been in contact with the Pantheon. And
he had never even heard of any news
about the Pantheon.
It was the first time Casey heard
someone said the Pantheon to him.
Although Casey was a little surprised,
he still looked very calm. He replied, “I’m
Casey Davies.”
“Casey Davis? It sounds familiar, but it
doesn’t matter. You will eventually lose
to me.”
After that, Carver directly rushed to
Casey at full speed. He stretched out his
hand and intended to pinch the neck of
Casey.
Casey raised his hand to resist him.
Then he fought back with his palm and
pushed straight at Carver’s chest.
Carver narrowed his eyes, and he
stopped Casey by using his other hand.
After that, he looked at Casey with
surprise.
“Are you at the medium stage of inner



force?” Carver exclaimed.
“What’s the problem?” Casey asked.
“You are very young. How could you be
at the medium stage of inner force?
Well, your name is Casey. Are you the
man who killed Theodore?” Carver
asked and stared at Casey with wide
eyes.
“Congratulations. You guessed it,”
Casey said with a smile. He rushed
forward and began to attack Carver’s
head.
At this time, Carver did not dare to look
down at Casey. He began to fight with
Casey with all his strength. They fought
against each other fiercely. Caro was
dazzled by their movements.
Caro began to admire Casey. She had
just heard that Nicolle said that Casey
was at the medium stage of inner force.
Now she saw it in her eyes and was
deeply impressed by his strength in the
fighting.
At this time, Nicolle stared at Casey with
a heavy face. He said to himself, “The
strength of this boy is above me. What
an incredible thing! How can he have
such strength at such a young age, It
makes people green with him.”
As they fought, Carver gradually found
that he was down in it, which made him
horrified. He was beaten by a boy who
was only in his twenties. If the people in
the Pantheon knew it, they would
definitely laugh at him.
“You are no match for me,” Casey said
to Carver.
Carver snorted and punched in Casey’s
chest. Casey stretched out his hand to
stop him. By using the strength of



Carver, he pushed the hand to Carver
quickly.
Carver took the opportunity to hold
back. For an instant, he had already
arrived at the door.
He smiled at Casey evilly and said,
“Boy, you are really surprising. I didn’t
expect that I could meet you with such
powerful strength today. Caro is yours
now. But you have attracted the
attention of our Pantheon. I will meet
you again.”
After finishing his words, he
disappeared into the door.
Casey didn’t expect Carver to escape,
but he didn’t chase after him. Now it
seemed that the trouble of Caro was
solved.
But Casey himself seemed to be in the
trouble.
He walked to Nicolle and asked, “Mr.
Britt, do you know the Pantheon?”
Nicolle looked solemn and said, “The
Pantheon is always very mysterious. I
don’t know much about it. But I’ve heard
that the Pantheon claims to be the
strongest organization in the world.
Carver is just ordinary member of the
Pantheon.”
“It is said that the Pantheon could
control the world and nobody could stop
them.”
Chapter 703 A Secret Book on Martial
Arts
Casey was making a video call with Edit
in his room. Seeing that Edith and their
daughter were and sound, Casey felt at
ease.
He would make a video call with Edith
every two days to tell her about his



condition. If he called her late
sometimes, she would blame him. It
seemed that she was scared by his
accident last time.
Now Darius was in charge of the affairs
of the Davis family. Edith was protected
by Baron who was an inner force expert.
Therefore, Casey didn’t have to worry
about their situation in B City.
Casey was immersed in his memory
with a smile on his face. At this time,
someone knocked on the door of his
room, which made him come back to
himself.
“Come in,” Casey said.
When the door opened, Caro entered
the room. She didn’t wear her usual
leather pants and black jacket and was
wearing a blue dress with her hair
scattering on her shoulders. She put on
a bow hairpin and had light makeup.
She looked completely different from
that of her being aloof and detached.
Casey was stunned when he saw Caro.
He almost didn’t recognize her.
Caro seemed to be a little shy. She
blushed when she saw his reaction.
“You look prettier than before. It is lovely
that you are dressed like that,” Casey
praised. He regarded himself as an
elder.
“It’s none of your business. I can do
whatever I want,” Caro retorted
immediately.
Casey sighed helplessly, thinking that
she would not change her character for
the time being even if she changed her
dressing style.
“Why do you come to me?” Casey
asked.



Caro handed an old book to Casey. It
seemed that the book had been stored
for a long time. The edge of the book
had been crumpled. Fortunately, it was
made up of the best printing papers.
Otherwise, the book would have been
decayed.
The cover of this book was blank. There
was nothing on it. Nobody could tell the
content of the book from its cover.
“My dad asked me to give it to you. He
wanted to thank you for helping me get
rid of Carver. Since you don’t lack
anything, it is the only thing that he can
give to you in return,” Caro said.
“What kind of book is it?” Caro was
interested in it when he heard her
words. Nicolle was the president of H
Country Alliance. The book sent by him
wouldn’t be common.
“My dad said that the book was found by
my grandfather from the tomb of inner
force expert who was living in the time
of the Republican period. Although they
don’t know the strength of the expert, it
is a secret book of martial arts.”
“However, its content is very different
from the way of deep breathing that we
use nowadays. My dad has tried to
practice according to the way written in
the book, but he has never succeeded.”
“He thought you are very talented, so he
chose to give it to you. Maybe it is useful
to you.”
Hearing what Caro said to him, Casey
had a strange smile on his face. This
book was taken by her grandfather from
the tomb. To be exact, he thought that
the book was stolen from the tomb.
“Excuse me, was your grandpa a grave



robber?” Casey asked.
“What are you talking about? The tomb
was in M Country at that time. The
people of M Country intended to dig up
the tomb to do research about it. My
grandpa thought that even if the expert
died, his things belonged to H Country,
which couldn’t be taken by M Country.
Therefore, he went to dig the tomb
before them. After that, he spent a lot of
money sending the ash of the expert
back to H Country. Anyway, his home
was in H Country,” Caro explained.
Casey nodded at her. But he still felt it
funny. To prevent the people of M
Country from digging the tomb, Caro’s
grandpa chose to dig it before them. It
seemed reasonable. But Casey felt it
strange.
“Well, I’ll accept it. Please help me
express gratitude to your father.” Casey
stretched out his hand and took over the
book. Since the book was of the inner
force expert before, he was interested in
it.
After that, Caro became hesitant. It
seemed that she had something to tell
him.
Casey asked, “Is there anything else?”
Caro took a deep breath and then put a
small thing into his hand. She said, “This
is for you. Thank you for driving away
Carver.”
After finishing her words, Caro quickly
ran out of his room.
Casey looked down at the thing in his
hand and found that it was a hand?woven scented sachet of the crooked
shape. Obviously, it was made by a
novice.
If he guessed it right, it was made by



Caro. He didn’t expect that Caro, who
looked cold and aloof would make the
sachet for him. Although it looked
terrible, he accepted it for her intention.
After putting away the sachet, Casey
took a glance at the book in his hand.
He turned on the first page and found it
was ancient characters on it. Although
Casey could distinguish the meaning of
most of the characters, it was difficult for
him to read.
The book told a way of practicing martial
arts, which was very different from the
way of breathing deep breathing.
Besides, it was extremely difficult, he
had to spend a long time learning it.
“Maybe I can take it for recreation. It is
more important for me to improve my
inner force,” Casey said to himself.
...
It was in the Turner family.
All the senior members of the Turner
family gathered together in the hall. The
dread in the hall seemed to weigh in the
air. There were broken cups everywhere
and even two tables were broken.
Freeman was furious with his red eyes.
He stared at everyone in the hall as if he
went crazy.
“Theodore, my boy, he is the hope of
our Turner family. Now he died. Why did
he die? Casey should be the one to die.
God, it’s unfair.”
“Theodore was the disciple of the
Grandmaster. He was at the medium
stage of inner force. How could he be
killed by Otis’ grandson?”
When Freeman was in sadness,
someone came to persuade him to calm
down. Freeman hit the men who came



to persuade him.
“How could I Calm down? My most
excellent grandson is dead. How dare
you ask me to calm down? I won’t
reconcile unless you can bring
Theodore back to me.”
Everyone became silent after hearing
his words. They didn’t dare to say
anything.
Freeman narrowed his eyes and then
said, “It was all caused by Otis. If he
hadn’t left the Turner family and set up
the Davies family, Theodore would have
been killed by his grandson.”
“Listen! Find several excavators for me
tomorrow. I’m going to dig Otis’ tomb. I’ll
take the revenge and torture his
corpse.”
Chapter 704 I’ll Destroy the Turner
family
The next afternoon, Casey was reading
the book given by Caro. At this time,
Caro came to his room again.
Caro was wearing a dress like
yesterday. It was an orange dress.
Since Casey said that she looked pretty
in the dress, she was gradually used to
being in a dress.
“I just received news from our men.
They said that Freeman went to a
mountain in the suburbs with senior
members of the Turner family. And they
took several excavators. But we don’t
know what they want to do.” Caro said
directly.
Casey raised his eyebrow and put away
the book in his hand. Then he asked,
“Excavators? Do they plan to find a
place for Theodore’s tomb?”
“No. In recent years, your father has



been asking me to investigate the tomb
of your grandfather after his death. Only
the Turner family knows the location of
his tomb. However, after the
investigation in recent years, I have
roughly determined the general place of
the tomb. It is in the suburban area
where they are going today,” Caro
replied.
Casey suddenly narrowed his eyes. He
then stood up and said, “Let’s go to it
now. I want to know what they want to
do.”
Caro nodded and immediately went to
arrange the car for him.
...
They were at the foot of a mountain in
the suburbs.
At this time, the members of the Turner
family were surrounding a public toilet.
There were several excavators next to
them. The people who went to the toilet
were scared away by them.
Freeman stood at the front, squinting at
a place beside the public toilet. He said
coldly, “Otis, have you expected that
you would be buried near a public toilet
after you died?”
“You are rubbish and should stay with
the excreme all the time. You didn’t
deserve to be buried in any fine place.”
“You must be satisfied that your
grandson has killed my grandson. But
I’m not satisfied. Theodore is my most
excellent grandson. He would bring
glory to our Turner family if he were
alive. Now he is dead.”
“I come here to vent to my anger. Even
you are dead, I’ll never let you go.”
"If I guess it right, your grandson will



come here later. I’m expected to his
expression after he knows that you have
been buried in such a place.”
“Theodore had told me that the inner
force expert is not allowed to attack
common people. Therefore, even if he
comes here, he could only watch me
destroy your tomb and couldn’t do
anything. I’ll let him know I’ll get even
with him after he killed my grandson.”
...
People around Freeman heard his
words. They knew that Freeman was
stimulated by the death of Theodore and
he was mental now.
“Damn! How dare Casey take revenge
on our Turner family? He is annoying.”
“Yes, why couldn’t he stay in H country?
Why does he keep making trouble for
us?” He is crazy.”
...
At that time, a car stopped not far away
from them. Casey and Caro get out of
the car and looked at the Turner family.
“Why are they surrounding the public
toilet?” Caro asked doubtfully.
Casey snorted. He had guessed the
truth. Then he said coldly, “Let’s go and
take a look at it.”
At this time, a person appeared not far
from Casey. It was Griffin, the leader of
the Team of Executor.
Griffin stared at the Turner family ad
sighed helplessly. Then he said, “I hope
it will be nothing happened today.”
Casey and Caro walked to the back of
the Turner family. Casey said,
“Freeman, what are you going to do with
your men? Do you want to let them dig a
tomb for you?”



When they heard the voice of Casey,
they all turned to look at him. They
made a way for Freeman to let him see
Casey.
Freeman turned around and saw it was
Casey. He burst into anger. He had
been thinking of the face of Casey and
wanted to kill him these days.
“Bastard. I knew you would come here.
You are the grandson of the loser. How
dare you kill the heir of our Turner
family? In the past, it would be treason
and heresy for you to kill Theodore. You
would be condemned to hang,”
Freeman said coldly.
“Wasn’t it because Theodore was
weaker than me that he lost? If I am the
descendent of the loser, isn’t it meant
that you are even inferior to the loser?”
Casey sneered.
Freeman’s face darkened immediately.
He said, “You do have a sharp tongue.
But no matter what excuse you made,
you are a traitor and bring shame on the
Turner family. It is an undeniable truth.”
“Humph, now I know why my grandpa
chose to left and changed his first name
after I saw you and your family. If it were
me, I wouldn’t stay in such a shameless
family either,” Casey retorted.
Freeman was angry and his face turned
red. He didn’t expect himself to lose to a
man much younger than him. He felt
uncomfortable in his heart.
“Damn! No matter how much you said, it
couldn’t change the fact that your
grandfather is a disgrace to the Turner
family. Your grandfather was buried by
me next to the public toilet. I’ll let him
stay with the excrement forever. You



and the Davies family can never change
your situation.” Freeman had a smirk on
his face.
Hearing what Freeman said, Casey
clenched his fists and his eyes became
fierce. Although he had guessed why
Freeman came here with the members
of the Turner family, he was angry after
Freeman said it to him.
“I’ll kill you!” Casey said and gnashed
his teeth.
Freeman didn’t fear him and said, “I
know that there is a rule that inner force
experts have to follow. You can’t attack
me as an ordinary person. If you killed
me, you would ask trouble for yourself.
Casey, now your strength becomes your
limit. I know you can’t do anything to
me. Haha.”
Caro tugged at Casey’s arm and said,
“Casey, don’t be impulsive. I’ll ask the
people in Guanling to come here. They
will deal with the Turner family.”
Casey heaved with anger. He had never
furious. Freeman buried his grandfather
next to the public toilet. Nobody would
bear it.
“What a funny thing! Even if you are
powerful and string, you can’t kill any of
us. You’d better get away now. You can
never defeat our Turner family.” They
mocked Casey.
Hearing their words, Casey was so
angry that he wanted to kill all of them to
vent his anger.
“Casey, today I’ll dig out your
grandfather and torture his body. What
can you do with me? You killed my
grandson, so you have to pay the price,”
Freeman shouted at Casey.



Casey couldn’t bear it anymore.
Freeman was hateful. Even if there were
a rule in the inner force experts, he must
kill the people of the Turner family
today.
The rule couldn’t stop him from taking
revenge on them.
“Nobody could stop me today. I’ll kill all
of you. I’ll destroy the Turner family,” C
Casey growled.
Chapter 705 The Rule Is Bullshit
“It’s just your bravado. You wouldn’t
dare to kill us. As long as you attack us,
the Team of Executor will find you.
They’ll teach you a lesson at that time.”
A member of the Turner family laughed
at Casey smugly. He didn’t take it
seriously.
Casey squinted at the man, then he
rushed to throw a punch at his chest.
The ribs of that man were broken in an
instant, and many of them were directly
inserted into the internal organs. He
wouldn’t die for a short time, but he had
to suffer the pain.
“I…I…” The man wanted to say
something with his eyes widened.
However, he had no chance to speak
again.
All the people of the Tuner family were
surprised by Casey’s attack on that
man. They all took steps back and didn’t
dare to provoke him.
Seeing that Casey killed the man with a
punch, they were all scared.
“You killed an ordinary people. Are you
not afraid of being sanctioned by the
Executor?” Someone shouted with
horror.
“Ordinary people? You are doomed to



die today. I’ll kill all of you,” Casey said
in a cold voice.
Seeing Casey so furious, Caro knew
that she wouldn’t be able to stop him at
this time.
Freeman didn’t expect Casey to kill that
man. His body trembled and he was
horrified.
“Casey, do you know what you are
doing? You killed him, so you will be
punished. How could you be so foolish?”
Freeman said.
Casey’s eyes fell on him and smiled at
him. He said, “I killed him. And I’ll kill
you. You can’t do anything to stop me.”
After that, he walked slowly to Freeman.
The members of the Turner family all
looked at Case with fear. None of them
dared to stop Casey. Theodore was
even killed by him. How dare they
challenge Casey?
They had thought that Casey would be
limited by the rule of inner force experts.
However, Casey didn’t care about it at
all. If they had known it, they would have
run away early.
Freeman felt his forehead sweating.
Now he provoked Casey and didn’t
know how to handle it. Freeman was
scared that he would be killed by Casey.
At this time, a man stopped Casey. It
was Griffin.
“Casey, stop. You have killed a person.
Don’t ask trouble for yourself,” Griffin
said.
Casey took a look at Griffin and asked,
“Are you a member of the Team of
Executor?”
Griffin nodded and said, “I am the leader
of the Team of Executor of Chinatown in



M Country. I’m Griffin. I have been
watching you for a long time, in order
not to let you do anything wrong.”
“To do something wrong? They have
planned to dig out my grandfather and
torture his body. I just want to take
revenge on them. Is there anything
wrong?” Casey asked.
Griffin sighed helplessly and said, “I can
understand that you are angry with
them. But you are an inner force expert.
They are all ordinary people. According
to the rule, you can’t kill them.”
“The rule is just bullshit. I’ll kill these
bastards today. Nobody could stop me,”
Casey shouted.
“If you insist on it, I’ll stop you,” Griffin
replied.
When the members of the Turner family
heard that Griffin was the leader of the
Team of Executor, they felt relieved.
Since Griffin was the leader, he would
be able to stop Casey.
“Casey, you’d better surrender now. The
leader of the Team of Executor has
come here. You can’t be unscrupulous.
Stop it and confess your mistakes now.”
“Casey, don’t be so arrogant. There is a
man who can control you. Since the
leader is here, you won’t be able to kill
anyone,” Freeman shouted at him. He
felt relieved and was not afraid of Casey
at this moment.
Casey narrowed his eyes and took a
look at Griffin. After that, he snorted and
rushed towards Griffin.
Griffin was ready to fight. Seeing Casey
attacking him, he immediately moved.
They began to fight against each other.
Their strengths were so powerful that



people around them had to take steps
back because of the force caused by
their fighting.
Now they knew the strength of a man
who was at the medium stage of inner
force. They all felt scared when thought
of it.
“Gosh! You have reached the medium
stage of inner force at such a young
age. You should cherish your talent. If
you stop now, I’ll help you join the Team
of Executor. With your talent, it must be
easy for you to become a senior
Executor,” Griffin said while fighting.
“Sorry, I’m not interested in it,” Casey
replied.
Griffin paused and then said, “I can
allow you to beat these people to vent to
your anger. But you can’t kill them. I’ve
made a concession.”
“Don’t try to persuade me. I’ll kill all of
them today.”
Casey had released all his strength. He
was advanced in outer force and at the
medium stage of inner force. Even
Griffin was no match for him.
After a while, Griffin felt that it was hard
for him to fight with him. He regretted
that he came here alone. He should ask
Sullivan to come with him.
“How do you practice your inner force?
Why is it so powerful?” Griffin asked.
“I’ll tell you later. I’m not available now.”
After finishing his words, Casey took the
chance and found the flaw of Griffin. He
then gave a punch at his chest.
Griffin’s face changed and he fell down
on the ground with the blood flowing out
of his mouth.
Casey didn’t plan to kill Griffin, so he



just made him faint. Then he could kill
all the members of the Turner family.
Seeing that the leader of the Team of
Executor was defeated by Casey,
everyone gasped in astonishment and
they looked very heavy.
Freeman had thought that Griffin would
solve Casey easily. However, Griffin
was beaten by Casey. At this time, he
finally knew how powerful Casey was.
He looked around and immediately ran
to the car. He wanted to escape here.
As for other members of the Turner
family, he couldn’t help them.
After Casey defeated Griffin, he noticed
that Freeman intended to run away. He
rushed to him at full speed and grabbed
him by the shoulder.
Freeman trembled and turned his head
slowly. Then he saw Casey with a fierce
expression.
“Isn’t it late to run now?”
Chapter 706 Killing
Freeman was getting cold feet. Casey
was at the medium stage of inner force,
so he couldn’t resist his strength at all.
If Casey planned to kill them, it would be
the doom day for the Turner family.
“Casey, please don’t be impulsive. I’m
the brother of your grandfather. We are
relatives. It is not right for you to attack
us.” Since Freeman couldn’t deal with
Casey, he could only hope that Casey
would let him go because of their
kinship.
“Relatives? You are not worthy of it.
Now you remember that my grandpa is
your brother. Why didn’t you think of it
when you chose to bury him near the
public toilet?” Casey growled and broke



the arm of Freeman directly.
Freeman screamed and was breaking
out in a cold sweat in an instant.
“Please let me go. I beg you. I can give
you all the property of the Turner family.
Please let me go, please,” Freeman
begged.
“I’ve thought you would rather die than
surrender. But I didn’t expect you to be
a coward. I’m ashamed to be related to
you,” Casey snorted.
“You bastard, how dare you to scold
me? I am the patriarch of the Turner
family. You’re just the grandson of the
loser.” Freeman realized that Casey
wouldn’t let him go, so he began to
scold Casey directly.
“You can tell these words to Death when
you meet him. Today, the Turner family
will disappear in this world.”
Casey didn’t continue to speak. He
directly wrung the neck of Freeman.
Then he carried Freeman in his hand
and looked at the members of the
Turner family.
At this moment, he was the god of
Death from the hell.
Those who were evil would be killed by
him.
“He is crazy. Run!” At this time,
someone shouted. The members of the
Turned family ran away in all directions.
Casey threw the corpse of Freeman at
those people.
As ordinary people, they couldn’t
escape from the person who was at the
medium stage of inner force.
How far can these ordinary people run
even if they run in front of a master with
great internal strength?



He shuttled between those people. Then
everyone screamed and fell down to the
ground.
Casey killed them. Every member of the
Turner family was slaughtered like a
lamb. They all died in Casey’s hands.
He didn’t care that the Executor would
punish him. Freeman had gone too far.
If he didn’t take revenge on them, it
would be meaningless for him to be an
inner force expert.
Griffin, lying on the ground, looked at
Casey, who looked like the god of
Death. He sighed helplessly and knew
that Casey had made a big mistake.
Caro felt very worried. Although she
wanted to stop Casey when she saw
him killing the members of the Turner
family, she couldn’t speak anything.
After all, the Turner family was doomed
to die. But she was worried that Casey
was targeted by the Executor because
of this matter.
Casey killed so many people this time.
Nobody knew how the Executor would
punish him.
After a long time, when all the members
of the Turner family fell to the ground,
Casey stopped and kept panting.
He glanced at the blood on his hand. He
tore a piece of a man’s clothes and
wiped his hand casually. Then he
walked to Caro.
“Let’s go,” Casey said.
Caro thought of many things. She
wanted to talk to Casey, but in the end,
she just nodded and walked with him to
the car.
Nobody had expected that the powerful
Tuner family would decline in this way.



The members of the Turner family who
followed Freeman to the suburbs
survived no more than five people. 90%
of the senior members of their family
were killed. Even if the Guanling didn’t
attack them, they would fall apart.
After returning home, Casey went to a
bath and changed his clothes. Then he
made a video call with Edith, saying that
he might have been in some trouble and
couldn’t be able to attend Sherry’s
birthday party.
Edith didn’t blame him this time. She
asked him worriedly if he was fine.
Casey told her that it was not big trouble
and he would handle it. As long as he
was free, he would make a video call
with Edith to make her not worry.
After that, he called Terence and told
him that he had destroyed the Turner
family.
Terence was surprised and delighted
when heard it. Finally, the vendetta
between the Davies family and the
Turner family came to an end.
Casey didn’t tell Terence that he killed
them in front of the leader of the Team
of Executors. After all, he couldn’t
change anything even if he knew it.
Casey knew that the Team of Executor
would come to him. But he didn’t know
how they would punish him. If they
wanted to kill him, he wouldn’t await his
doom.
As long as there was no Grandmaster
coming to arrest him, he was confident
that he could escape. The rules of
Executor could control the inner force
experts. But it didn’t fit the Grandmaster.
If they were going to kill him, Casey



would hide became a Grandmaster.
After hanging up the phone, Casey took
a deep breath and recalled what
happened today. He knew was
impulsive.
But he came here for revenge. No
matter what means he took, the Turner
family was destroyed, so he was not
regretted.
He came to Caro and asked her to find
someone to dig out Otis’ skeleton from
the place near the public toilet and sent
it back to H country. Then they could
bury it in the cemetery of the Davies
family.
Caro agreed. But she asked worriedly,
“The Executor s won’t let you go. What
are you going to do next?”
Casey smiled and said, “It will be a
solution. Don’t worry. I’ll wait before they
come to me. And I’ll ask how they will
punish me. If they want to kill me, I will
run away. According to the strength of
Griffin, the Team of Executor of
Chinatown in M country couldn’t stop
me.”
Hearing his words, Caro didn’t know
whether she should praise his strength
or blame him for his recklessness.
There were few people who dared to
say these words.
Casey and Caro sat in the living room in
the evening. Casey was reading the
book on martial arts. Caro was uneasy.
She would stand up and go to check the
situation outside from time to time.
At this time, Nicolle came back from the
outside. When he saw Caro’s action, he
asked, “Caro, what’s wrong with you?
You look unsettled.”



“Dad, today...” Caro began to explain
what happened today to Nicolle.
At this time, they heard the steps of
some people outside the living room.
After a while, seven people appeared at
the door.
Caro’s face changed and she knew they
were members of the Team of Executor.
Nicolle turned to look at the door. His
eyes widened when he saw the seven
people.
As the president of H Country Alliance,
he knew the members of the Team of
Executor in Chinatown of M Country.
He looked at these seven people
carefully to confirm their identities in his
heart. Then he murmured, “All the
members of the Team of Executor are
here now. What happened?”
Chapter 707 No. 5 Prison
Griffin and the rest six members of the
team went into the living room. Tony
walked in behind Griffin, looking at
Casey with a serious expression. This
time, seeing that Casey was so
powerful, he was shocked again.
Griffin had always been the most
powerful member of the Team of
Executor in Chinatown of M Country.
However, he should be injured by Casey
and even make the judgment that all the
members of Team of Executor should
deal with Casey together.
Previously, when Tony was facing
Casey, he felt a little proud. Now, Tony
was afraid. He thought: Luckily, Casey
was not a mad man, otherwise I would
have been killed that night.
"Chairman Nicolle, we're performing our
duty. Please forgive us for any trouble



we may bring to you." Griffin spoke to
Nicolle.
Nicolle smiled with embarrassment and
said, "Griffin, what happened? It's been
more than 10 years since all the
members of Team of Executor worked
together last time. Is there anything that
is so serious?"
Griffin looked at Casey and spoke, "As a
matter of fact, I'm a little afraid now.
Although all members of our team will
work together, I'm not sure whether we
can catch him."
Nicolle followed Griffin's eyes. Hearing
that, he was startled, murmuring,
"You...You're not sure...Casey..."
"Dad, this afternoon, the people of the
Turner family wanted to dig the corpse
of Casey's grandpa out of his tomb.
Casey acted on an impulse and the
people of the Turner family were all..."
Caro told Nicolle what happened today.
Nicolle gasped. He didn't expect that
Casey would attack the people of the
Turner family. Besides, hearing that all
the people of the Turner family were
killed, he was scared.
"Casey, you're indeed the most powerful
genius among the geniuses I've ever
seen. You even kill the student of a
Grandmaster. You might be the most
gifted person ever in history." Griffin
spoke to Casey.
"However, you shouldn't kill so many
ordinary people. If you use other tricks, I
won't interfere with it. It's normal that
there is rivalry between two families.
However, you used the most stupid way.
So we have to deal with you."
"Maybe we seven can't catch you even



if we fight together, but we've already
reported it to headquarters. If you resist,
it'll be Grandmaster that will come to
catch you next time."
Griffin explained to Casey with a trace of
pity in his eyes.
Sullivan also sighed. Their Captain was
not the kind of person who would easily
admitted that someone was powerful.
Now he believed that the seven
members of Team of Executor, among
whom there were two inner force
expects in medium stage and five inner
force expects in initial stage, should be
unable to catch a young man who was
only in his twenties.
It was definitely the top remark Griffin
had given someone in his life.
Casey raised his eyebrows. Now, he
had already offended a Grandmaster. If
another Grandmaster was sent to deal
with him, however powerful he was, he
would live a difficult life.
"Don't be anxious. I won't run away now.
Why not tell me how you'll punish me
after you catch me now?" Casey asked.
"We'll put you into No. 5 Prison." Griffin
answered.
"That's all?" Casey was a little puzzled.
"Yes, we've decided to put you into No.
5 Prison." Griffin spoke.
Casey looked at the seven members of
Team of Executor, finding that they were
all staring at him with sympathy in their
eyes. Seeing that, he couldn't help
wondering what No. 5 Prison was like.
"It turns out that you'll just put me in jail.
I thought that you would punish me
severely." Casey said with a smile.
"Boy, No. 5 Prison isn't just like a



general prison. Generally speaking, we
prefer to call it No. 5 Purgatory." Sullivan
spoke.
Griffin nodded and said, "He's right. If an
inner force expect makes a big mistake
outside H Country and is meanwhile
considered to be extremely dangerous,
that person will be put into No. 5
Prison."
"You can consider being eligible to be
imprisoned in No. 5 Prison as an
acknowledgement of your power.
However, the overwhelming majority of
those who are put into No. 5 Prison will
die."
"I've never been to No. 5 Prison, so I
have no idea what it is like. However,
there is a rumor that it's a jungle. There
isn't much food there, and people who
are put into there are powerful.
Therefore, those who are not powerful
enough even can't survive the first day."
"It's said that No. 5 Prison is originally
set up to give gifted and powerful people
like you an opportunity to reform.
However, as far as I know, the reason
why No. 5 Prison is founded is that
Executors don't want to spend too many
resources to kill those who have made
mistakes. After all, they're all powerful
and it takes a great price to kill them.
Therefore, Executors put them into the
same prison and let them kill each other,
so that they will kill the people who have
made mistakes themselves."
Hearing that, Casey had a general
understanding of No. 5 Prison.
It was more like a gathering place of
experts in fighting and geniuses than a
purgatory. It was just that these experts



in fighting and geniuses there had made
great mistakes.
"Then, how long are you going to keep
me in there? Could it be that I'll stay
there all my life?" Casey asked.
"You may well say so. There isn't term
of imprisonment for anyone who is put
into No. 5 Prison. If someone is put into
No. 5 Prison, it's nearly impossible for
that person to come out." Griffin said,
"But there's a rule in No. 5 Prison. Every
prisoner in No. 5 Prison will be given a
chance to vote. When more than half of
the prisoners in No. 5 Prison agree
someone to come out, that person will
be able to leave No. 5 Prison."
"This rule is actually meaningless.
Those who are put into No. 5 Prison all
think highly of themselves, so they won't
agree to let others leave the prison.
There is nearly no one who can get the
vote of one tenth of the prisoners, not to
mention the vote of half of the prisoners.
This rule has been always effective.
However, no one could come out of No.
5 Prison in so many years." Sullivan
added.
Hearing that, both Nicolle and Caro put
on serious expressions.
Being put into such a prison was
basically the same as being sentenced
to death.
Even if Casey was powerful and was
able to survive in that place, he would
never be able to come out.
Casey thought about it. He seemed to
be comparing being put into No. 5
Prison and being dealt with by two
Grandmaster.
"You can choose to resist or even run



away. However, if you do so, you'll be
done. Once a Grandmaster is sent to
deal with you, you'll be killed at the
moment Grandmaster catches you."
"Casey, go ahead."
The members of the Team of Executor
immediately walked and stood in a
formation. They were all serious. They
were just going to deal with Casey
alone, but they didn't relax their
concentration for a moment for it.
Casey gave them a glance, after which
he waved his hand and said, "Don't
bother. I'll go with
you."
Chapter 708 The Choice Casey Made
After hearing what Casey said, both
Nicolle and Caro were astonished. Soon
after that, Caro hurriedly spoke, "Casey,
don't go to No. 5 Prison. If you're put
into it, you'll never be able to leave it."
Casey smiled and said, "If I don't go
there, I'll be hunted by a Grandmaster.
I'm afraid that I've been an enemy of
Myles. If another Grandmaster hunts
me, I'll soon be killed. It's better to hide
in No. 5 Prison."
Hearing that, Caro didn't know what to
say. Considering the current situation of
Casey, comparing staying outside the
No. 5 Prison, it might be really safer to
be in No. 5 Prison.
When Casey said those words, he was
serious. After all, considering how
powerful he was now, if he fought with a
Grandmaster, he would definitely be
killed. Although it seemed that people
would never be able to leave No. 5
Prison after being put into it, there was
still some hope.



The members of Team of Executor
didn't expect that Casey would respond
to them in this way. They had expected
that they would had a fight with Casey.
After hearing what Casey said, they
were a little astonished.
"Before going to No. 5 Prison, I want to
ask you two questions." Casey said.
"Go ahead." Griffin spoke.
"Is there any Grandmaster in No. 5
Prison?" Casey asked.
"The Warden of No. 5 Prison is a
Grandmaster. Except the Warden, the
most powerful people is just in medium
stage. But the levels of inner force
expects in medium stage are different.
Some of them are no weaker than a
Grandmaster." Griffin replied.
Casey nodded and then asked, "Then,
can Grandmasters casually enter No. 5
Prison?"
No, they can't. I understand your worry.
Many of the people in No. 5 Prison have
the experience of offending, but no
Grandmaster has especially ever gone
to No. 5 Prison to take revenge on them.
With the Warden, even if there is a
Grandmaster wanting to break in, he or
she has to consider whether it's worth it
or not." Griffin answered.
Hearing that, Casey made a sound in
return and said, "I don't have any
question now. You can take me to No. 5
Prison now."
Both Caro and Nicolle were seriously
staring at Casey. It was not a trivial
matter. After all, it would affect the future
of Casey. However, Casey acted as if
he didn't take it seriously. Seeing that,
they were all anxious.



"Casey, you...You must protect your life.
Guanling needs you. If boss knew that
you are put into No. 5 Prison, he would
be worried about you." Caro spoke.
Casey gave her a glance and said with
a smile, "Don't worry. These days, I've
been reading the book on martial arts
given by you. I've learned something. If I
can completely learn what is taught in
this book, I should be able to be
essentially more powerful. At that time, it
should be easy to make half of the
prisoners to vote for me."
Caro was immediately stunned. She
didn't expect that Casey stayed so calm
because of that book on martial arts.
Besides, hearing what Casey said, she
was astonished. Now, Casey had
entered medium stage. If he became
essentially more powerful, didn't it mean
that he would become a Grandmaster?
She had never heard that anyone could
become a Grandmaster in his or her
twenties.
"Are you serious?" Caro asked while
staring at Casey.
Casey smiled, but he didn't answer.
Then, he came close Griffin and other
members of Team of Executor.
Griffin and other members of Team of
Executor didn't relax their concentration
because of the attitude of Casey. They
were worried that Casey was trying to
fool them and that Casey was just
pretending. Therefore, they were still
alert.
Watching Casey being taken away by
the members of Team of Executor,
Nicolle sighed helplessly and murmured,
"He's so gifted. It's a pity that he's



impetuous. If this thing didn't happen, he
would definitely be a bigwig among the
martial artists of H Country in the
future."
"Dad, do you really think that Casey will
be in No. 5 Prison for the rest of his
life?" Caro asked.
Nicolle didn't know how to answer. If it
were an ordinary genius that was put
into No. 5 Prison, he could speak those
words. But it was Casey, who had made
too many miracles, that was taken
away. He shouldn't think about the
things about Casey in the way he
thought about the things of other people.
"Maybe he can really fight his way out of
No. 5 Prison. For the time being, let's
expect it." Nicolle murmured.
Caro nodded seriously.
"By the way, Caro, do you have a crush
on Casey?" Nicolle moved to another
topic, turning his head and asking.
Caro blushed at once. She glared at
Nicolle and said, "I don’t like him. Dad,
stop kidding me."
Nicolle laughed and said, "I have no
idea if you like him or not."
...
In the Rocky Mountains of M Country.
In a few continuous mountains, several
people were walking towards the foot of
the mountain. Compared with these
towering mountains, they were as small
as ants. Looking down from the peaks,
people could only vaguely see a few
small black spots.
They were exactly Casey and the
members of Team of Executor of
Chinatown of M Country who were
escorting Casey. It took them a day to



take Casey to this place.
It was a depopulated zone. And the
famous No. 5 Prison was located in this
place.
When they were far from No. 5 Prison,
they could see that these mountains
were surrounded by a wall about thirty
meters high. The space inside the wall
all belonged to No. 5 Prison.
This wall was built to prevent the
prisoners from escaping. There was
electricity of 300000 volts on the wall. If
someone wanted to climb up the wall,
the person, even if he or she was a
Grandmaster, had to think about if they
would be instantly electrocuted.
They came to the only place where
people could come in and out. It was a
hidden building. The staff members,
who kept the No. 5 Prison functioning
normally, all lived in the building.
The Warden, who was a Grandmaster,
also lived in this building. Of course,
there was no need for the Warden to
take over him in person. Therefore,
Casey certainly had no chance to meet
the Warden this time.
Soon, the members of Team of
Executor came close to a huge iron door
with Casey. There was a small house in
front of the door, in which an old was
sleeping. Half of his hair was white.
Griffin approached the door of that small
house, knocked on the door and said,
"Hi, we come to send someone here.
There is a person who is considered to
be extremely dangerous and we need to
put him into No. 5 Prison. Please open
the door and let him in."
The old man opened his eyes, but he



was still sleepy. After seeing Griffin, he
spoke, "Oh, it's you, Griffin. You should
catch a person that is considered to be
extremely dangerous? You're so
capable! Bring him over and let me have
a look."
Sullivan came close to the small house
with Casey. At this time, Casey's hands
were tied with a chain. Griffin required to
tie Casey's hands several times, so
Casey put it on.
The old man looked at Casey up and
down. Then he sneered and said,
"Griffin, could it be that you're out of
your mind? This guy seems to be in his
twenties. Is it possible that he is an
extremely dangerous person? In my
opinion, he's not as dangerous as the
wild wolf in the opposite mountain. Stop
kidding me."
Chapter 709 Being Put into Prison
Seeing that the old man didn't believe it,
Griffin sighed helplessly, after which he
took out a stack of documents from his
pocket. They were reports on what
Casey had done in M Country and the
documents that had been approved
from H Country.
"Conway, you mustn't look down upon
him just because he's only in his
twenties. He's very powerful."
This old man was named Conway
Young. He was the janitor of No. 5
Prison. He was an inner force expect in
medium stage. In the past, he had also
served as the captain of a Team of
Executor.
Hearing what Griffin said, he twitched
his lips and said, "I've seen many
powerful people. Those who are really



very powerful are all not young. It's
impossible that he, a young people in
his twenties, is very powerful."
"Considering that you consider him to be
an extremely dangerous person, he
should be in initial stage. He's so young,
so he could be said to be very gifted.
But people who are put into No. 5 Prison
are all gifted."
"Besides, to tell you the truth, people
like him, who are young, gifted but
actually not very powerful, are most
likely to die. Some of them die within
two days of going in. I've seen too many
such things."
At ordinary times, there was few people
Conway could talk to. Therefore, when
he met people, he would talk a little too
much. After taking over the documents
Griffin handed, he spoke a lot.
Griffin and other members of Team of
Executor all listened to Conway and
didn't interrupt him. However, Tony
wanted to laugh because the way
Conway acted was very similar to the
way he acted when he just met Casey.
When he lost face because of Casey
again, he felt worse than others
because he had looked down upon
Casey.
Conway noticed that Tony was holding
back his smile. He immediately glared at
him and questioned, "Why do you
laugh? Could it be that I was wrong?
Look at you. You're so ignorant. Listen,
being a janitor here, I've seen a lot of
geniuses. And the person you bring
here is not so gifted."
"You're right. But in my opinion, you
should take a look at the investigation



report about Casey." Tony spoke.
Only then did Conway lowered his head
and read the investigation report about
Casey. When he saw that Casey had
been in medium stage, he exclaimed,
"What! This guy has been in medium
stage? How it is possible? He's only in
his twenties. Could it be that he just
seems to be young?"
"Conway, he's indeed just in his
twenties. You don't have to suspect it."
Griffin said.
Conway gave Griffin a glance and then
looked at Casey. After that, he
continued to read the investigation
report.
After finding that Casey had killed the
student of Myles, a Grandmaster,
Conway couldn't help raising his head
and giving Casey a glance.
"How is it possible for this guy to kill a
student of a Grandmaster?"
When he found that Casey injured
Griffin, who had tried to stop him, and
then killed all the people of the Turner
family, Conway sighed, shook his head
and said, "Silly boy. You're so silly.
You're so gifted, but you should do such
a silly thing. You're completely ruining
your future!"
Before, Conway was contemptuous of
Casey. Now, Conway completely
considered Casey to be a rarely see
genius. He had been a janitor here for
many years, but it was the first time for
him to find that someone entered
medium stage in his twenties.
Casey did surprise him.
"Conway, can you open the door and let
him in now?" Griffin asked.



Conway nodded and said, "Come with
me."
They approached the iron door together.
Conway took out a crumpled piece of
paper from his pocket, handed it to
Casey and spoke, "Boy, there are rules
of No. 5 Prison on this piece of paper.
Have a look at it. You just need to
remember one thing: Don't try to run
away by climbing up the wall. Except
this, you can act in the way you like.
People inside are powerful. You had
better be smart. If you can kill someone,
just do it. If you don't kill them, they'll kill
you."
"Thank you." Casey said.
"You're welcome. Even if I give you
these suggestions, you might not be
able to survive for a few more days.
Don't think that you're safe because
you're in medium stage. Some inner
force expects in medium stage are more
powerful that other inner force expects
in medium stage. And there are many
inner force expects in medium stage
inside. Besides, many of them are very
powerful. You had better be careful."
Conway kept talking.
Casey was a little embarrassed. In his
opinion, the reason why this old man
kept talking was that he was too lonely
when he worked as a janitor.
Soon, they were close to the iron door.
Conway came close to it, entered the
password and pressed a button. Then,
the iron door opened slowly.
There was a tunnel that was a hundred
meters long behind the door. The
reason for building this tunnel should be
to prevent prisoner from taking the



opportunity to escape when the door
was opened.
If Casey was right, there should be
some mechanisms in this tunnel that
were used to prevent prisoners from
escaping. Otherwise, it was not very
difficult for inner force expects, who
moved very quickly, to pass through this
100-meter tunnel and run away after
they heard that the door was opened.
"Well, go in. Remember to guard against
a man named Ewing. That person is a
mad man. When you meet him, you had
better run away at once. Otherwise
you'll suffer." Conway spoke.
The members of Team of Executor also
gave Casey a glance. Then, Griffin
spoke, "Good luck."
Casey nodded and walked into the
tunnel without any hesitation.
Casey knew that it would be very
difficult for him to go out after going in,
but he didn't struggle. After all, even if
he managed to avoid being put into No.
5 Prison, he would be hunted by
Grandmaster.
Staying in No. 5 Prison was a good
chance for him to temporarily avoid
being hunted by Grandmaster.
Moreover, there were many experts in
fighting here and that he could take the
opportunity to become more powerful by
fighting with them.
Casey was only sorry that he couldn't
attend the banquet held on the 100th
day after his daughter was born.
However, he had taken his mobile
phone with him. He also bought a solar
charging mobile power supply. He tried
before and found that he could make



phone calls. After all, people working
here needed to make phone calls.
As long as he kept video chatting Edith,
everything would be fine. At that time,
he could say that he was forced to
attend the activity of surviving in the
wilderness. Occasionally, he could show
Edith his life through videos.
After Casey went into the tunnel, the
iron door was closed. After seeing the
members of Team of Executor off,
Conway quickly entered the building and
approached an office. He pushed the
door open and went in. There were two
other old men sitting inside.
"Come on, a person was put into the
prison just. This time, it's a young man
in his early twenties, but I believe that
he has great potential. I bet that he can
survive for more than 10 days." Conway
said with a smile.
"What? A young man in his twenties?
Conway, are you out of your mind? Few
people coming here in their twenties
could survive more than five days. I bet
that he can survive three days."
"I bet that he can survive for two days.
Recently, the people inside are divided
into small groups. After going in, this
young man might encounter both single
and a group of people. And he's so
young. So, he won't survive for a long
time."
Conway put on a playful smile. To win
money from these two old men, he was
not going to tell them that Casey had
been in medium stage...
Chapter 710 It Is Not too Late to Run
Away Now
At the end of the tunnel, three men of



different body form were standing
together. They were staring at the tunnel
with their eyes narrowed. It seemed that
they were looking forward to something.
These three people didn't look much
different from the people of the outside
world. However, if people looked
carefully at them, they would vaguely
feel that they were brutal people. Only
people who always did dangerous
things could look like that.
Besides, although they three stood
together, they were guarding against
each other as if they might suddenly kill
the people around.
They three were all inner force expects
in initial stage. If they were in the
outside world, they would be considered
to be powerful. However, when they
were in No. 5 Prison, they were the
weakest people here.
In No. 5 Prison, people might run into an
expert in fighting in medium stage at any
time, so inner force expects in initial
stage all lived in danger. Those who
were not intelligent and powerful enough
basically couldn't survive for more than
three days.
The inner force expects in initial stage,
who could survived in No. 5 Prison for
many years, were all very smart.
Besides, they all had their ways to save
their lives when they fought with inner
force expects in medium stage.
There wasn't something like trust, friend,
help, and so on in No. 5 Prison. In this
place, there was only benefit and desire
to live. To survive, people here would do
anything.
Therefore, in this place, no one would



trust anyone other than himself or
herself.
However, to have a greater chance to
survive, some of them would form a
short-term alliance with others. Most of
those who did that were inner force
expects in initial stage. Recently, there
were many small groups in No. 5 Prison.
Of course, in just a few days, nearly half
of the people who cooperated with
others began to kill the people they
cooperated with for not liking each
other.
When these three people happened to
pass by the end of the tunnel, they
heard the sound made when the iron
door was opened. They realized that
there was a newcomer.
What they liked most was that there was
a newcomer. No. 5 Prison allowed
people that were going to be put into it
to take things with them. Many people
would take a lot of things with them
when they were put into the No. 5
Prison. As long as the people inside kill
the newcomers, they could get what the
newcomers took with them.
People inside the prison lived in
appalling conditions. And there wasn't
enough food. Because of all that, these
people would attach great importance to
even a small packet of snacks. If
someone came here with cigarettes,
even the inner force expects in medium
stage would come to fight for it.
"What will the newcomer takes with
him? I have long not met a newcomer.
Even if I met one, the things the
newcomer took with him or her would be
taken away by others. This time, we're



so lucky that we run into a newcomer as
we happen to pass by this place." The
shortest man said.
"When he's out of the tunnel, kill him.
And then we'll know it." The man with
scary scar on his face spoke.
"Let me make it clear now. The things
we get this time must be divided equally.
If any of you two have any other ideas,
I'll kill you with my long blades." The last
man carried two long blades on his
back. He had the strongest air of
forcefulness among them three.
At this moment, in the wood that was
not far away from this place, there was
someone hiding in the earth beside a
tree. Only half of his head was not
buried in the earth. Now, he was looking
at the three men who were standing at
the end of the tunnel.
"Let them fight with the newcomer first,
so that I can know how powerful the
newcomer is. Then, I'll take advantage
of that. I'm so fucking smart!"
"Fuck, I almost laughed. Calm down.
Calm down. At this moment, I mustn't
expose myself."
When Casey walked out of the tunnel,
he found that there were three people
standing at the end of the tunnel. It
seemed that they were waiting for him.
Casey was stunned for a moment. He
thought that they were the staff
members of No. 5 Prison and that they
specially came to welcome him.
However, he soon found that his idea
was somewhat absurd. According to the
remarks made by Griffin and other
people, it seemed more reasonable that
they came to rob him of his belongings.



When they three saw Casey, they were
also stunned. Unexpectedly, it was a
young man just in his twenties who was
put into No. 5 Prison.
"I've thought that it would be a powerful
person that would come in.
Unexpectedly, it's a reckless young
man. Even if a person is very weak, the
staff members still put that person into
this place. No. 5 Prison is getting worse
and worse." The shortest man spoke.
"Isn't it great? I can kill a young man in
his twenties alone. After I kill him, we'll
get all he has!" The man carrying two
blades took the two blades off his back.
The man with scary scar on his face
also put on a disdainful expression and
said coldly, "Don't waste time. Hurriedly
kill him in case other people will come
here."
Casey gave them a look and said, "I'm
serious. It's not too late for you to run
away. When you attack me, I won't give
you the chance to run away."
Hearing that, the three people laughed.
They didn't take what Casey said
seriously at all.
"He's really a reckless young man. Fella,
maybe people in the outside world
called you a genius, so you believe that
you're quite powerful. But you're in No. 5
Prison now. There are many people who
are more gifted than you are. Don't
pretend to be powerful here." The
shortest man spoke.
"Really? Then you can have a try."
Casey said tonelessly.
"Humph, I'll let you know how powerful I
am!"
The shortest man rushed towards



Casey at a speed that rare inner force
expects in initial stage could move at.
Casey narrowed his eyes. Feeling the
air of forcefulness of this person, he put
on a playful smile.
Among inner force expects in initial
stage, these people could definitely be
said to be among the most powerful
people. However, they were just in initial
stage. However many tricks they had,
they couldn't defeat Casey, who had
entered medium stage.
However, they wouldn't know that
Casey, who was only in his twenties,
had already been in medium stage.
After coming close to Casey, the
shortest man gave Casey a punch in the
face.
Casey took his wrist and then gave him
a kick in the belly. Casey waved his arm
and heavily threw him to the ground.
That man put on a frightened
expression. He didn't expect Casey to
be so good at fighting at all.
"You shouldn't have attacked me alone."
Casey spoke.
That man opened his mouth and wanted
to say something, but Casey didn't give
him the chance to do so. He stepped on
his throat, killing him.
On the note Conway gave Casey, it was
made clearly that he must kill his
enemies without mercy when he had the
chance to do so. Otherwise, he would
suffer.
"You're in medium stage!" The other two
men realized that they had misjudged
Casey. This person was young, but they
couldn't afford to offend him at all.
They decisively turned around and



wanted to run away.
However, Casey had already caught up
with them.
Since they came to attack him in a
group, then they should go to hell
together. In this way, they could
accompany each other.
The person, who hid in the wood and
was going to rob Casey of his things
after the three men fought with Casey,
watched Casey kill the three people in
shock.
He knew that he would also be killed if
he was found out.
Inner force expects in medium stage
could tell where a person was by that
person's breath. It was not very safe for
him to hide here.
"Fuck, why would he be an inner force
expect in medium stage? Fuck, I had
better run away now!"
That person had been hiding in the
earth. Now, he got out of it and wanted
to leave before Casey found him.
However, soon after he began to run, he
heard someone speak. The voice he
heard gave him goose bumps.
"You want to run away soon after you
see the fun. It isn't right, right?"
Chapter 711 Then I Will Wait Here
Casey's second day in No. 5 Prison.
In the small house in front of the prison
gate, Conway was asleep. At this
moment, there was a sound of wind. As
an expert at the medium stage of inner
force, Conway was still alert even when
he was sleeping. He opened his eyes
and looked out the window.
He saw a figure rushing towards him at
an unimaginable speed, and the sound



of wind was caused by this person when
he was galloping.
Conway felt a slight tremor on the
ground, and the leaves on the trees on
both sides rustled.
A person, just by galloping, could make
such a big change in the surrounding
environment. People could imagine how
terrifying this person was.
Conway stood up, reached out and
pressed a button on the table, and then
walked out of the small house.
The incoming person was extraordinary.
As an inner force expert at medium
stage, he could feel the power of the
incoming person, and he trembled.
Then, to what extent the strength of this
person had reached, Conway had only
one answer left in his heart.
Grandmaster!
"It seems that the person comes to do
harm. Is he here for jail delivery? Oh my
god, I hope he does not to kill people
casually, otherwise I may die here
today."
Conway felt anxious for a while. He had
been here for so many years, and he
had never encountered a situation
where the Grandmaster came
personally.
The person stopped as he approached
the iron gate, and his clothes dropped
slowly, without any mess caused by the
gallop just now.
The rustling leaves also became quiet
because the person stopped.
Conway stood there with a grave look.
"Could you tell me what bring you here
today, sir?" After taking a deep breath,
Conway stared at the man, pretending



to be calm.
"Kill a person, open the door." The
man's voice was a little hoarse.
"Sir, don't be kidding. This is No. 5
Prison. Even if the person you want to
kill is inside, I won't let you in," Conway
said.
The man stared at Conway and said,
"My apprentice was killed. I only rushed
back a few days ago. I heard that the
man killed everyone in my apprentice's
family, and then he was imprisoned
here. I, Myles, have only accepted one
apprentice in my life. I thought he would
inherit my mantle, but I didn't expect him
to be killed by others, so I must kill this
person to avenge my apprentice."
Conway's eyes widened, and the name
Myles had long resounded in his ears.
How could he not know how powerful he
was?
"You...you are Myles, Grandmaster?"
Conway muttered.
"Yes." Myles replied.
Conway took a deep breath, but he
didn't expect that the person here was a
famous expert in the ancient martial arts
world.
What he didn't expect was that Myles
came to kill Casey who had just been
locked in yesterday.
At the beginning, he thought it was a
pity that Casey was so young and so
talented but was put in jail. Now he
knew that Casey killed a Grandmaster's
apprentice and was hunted by the
Grandmaster. He suddenly felt that the
reason why Casey came here was to
escape.
"This kid is really surprising. He killed a



Grandmaster's apprentice and is now
locked up in this prison that he can't get
out. I really don't know whether to call
him stupid or smart." Conway sighed
with emotion. .
"Grandmaster Myles, I know that you
have a lofty status in the ancient martial
arts world, but no one has broken the
rules of No. 5 Prison for so many years.
In fact, entering No. 5 Prison is not
much different from the death penalty,
maybe the person you want to kill will
die tomorrow by other people inside, so
please go back," Conway said, looking
at Myles.
Myles snorted coldly and said, "Only by
killing him can my hatred be resolved."
Conway was nervous, for fear that
Myles would get angry and kill him by
the way.
When the two were in a stalemate,
dozens of men rushed out of the
building over there and quickly
surrounded Myles.
Many of these people knew Myles, and
after seeing him, they all showed a
surprised expression.
Myles stared at these people and said
coldly, "Well, do you think that you can
stop me in this way?"
"Grandmaster Myles, we just act
according to the rules. Please
understand us," Conway said.
"Well, I must avenge my apprentice. I
promise you that I will only kill him, and I
will leave after killing him," Myles said
coldly.
Everyone looked solemn. If Myles, a
Grandmaster, insisted on breaking
through, they were unable to stop him.



Just as they were worried, another man
came over here. The man walked on the
roof of the building, then jumped and
stepped on the branch of a tree lightly,
and then fell in front of everyone.
"Myles, you should know what kind of
rules there are among the inner force
experts. Your strength is tyrannical. We
may not be able to restrain you, but if
you insist on breaking our rules, it will be
a bit unreasonable."
The speaker was wearing a black and
white robe, his hair was combed in a
bun, and his hair was mixed with black
and white, and looked quite immortal.
Conway and others secretly breathed a
sigh of relief when they saw this person
appear, because this person was the
warden of No. 5 Prison, Dudley, who
was also a Grandmaster.
Myles stared at Dudley in front of him
and said, "Dudley, I haven't seen you for
a few years, and your powerful has
improved a lot. It seems that your
strength has grown rapidly in recent
years."
Dudley smiled and said, "Myles, you
flatter me. I entered the realm of
Grandmaster many years later than you.
Compared with your profound
accumulation, I am much worse."
Myles did not take Dudley's compliment
to heart, and continued to say, "You
should know my temper. My apprentice
was killed. The murderer is in your
prison now, since he is already in
prison, it doesn't matter to kill him.
Please make an exception for me."
Dudley did not feel any humble mind
because Myles was a Grandmaster who



had become famous many years ago.
After hearing what Myles said, he just
smiled and said, "Myles, the rules
cannot be broken casually. Many of the
ones we are locked here are stared at
by Grandmasters, but there has never
been a Grandmaster who has ever gone
in to kill anyone."
"Once I set this precedent for you, I am
afraid that there will be a large number
of people imitating you it in the future. At
that time, the reputation of No. 5 Prison
will not be ruined. I won't deserve to be
a warden, either. So please forgive me."
Hearing Dudley's refusal, Myles knew
that he couldn't directly break in and kill
Casey. Dudley and dozens of masters
on the scene, if he really wanted to fight,
he might not have the upper hand.
After a long time, Myles let out a cold
snort, and then directly sat up cross?legged on the ground.
"If that's the case, then I will wait here. If
that kid doesn't die for a day, I won't
leave for a day!"
Chapter 712 Be A Local Despot
No. 5 Prison.
On a hill that was neither high nor low,
Casey was sitting cross-legged on a
boulder, staring down at a bracelet he
was wearing on his wrist, trying to take it
off. Unfortunately, he tried many times,
but he didn't succeed.
And not far from Casey, a fat man was
panting and chopping down a big tree.
There were several trees falling down
beside him. What he held in his hand
was a simple axe made of stone,
although It's hard to chop trees with the
axe, but for an inner force expert at
initial stage, it was a piece of cake.



This fat man was the one who hid
before and wanted to take advantage of
the fight between Casey and others.
When he was about to escape, Casey
caught him back, and did not kill him as
he did with the other three men.
One reason for keeping the fat man's life
was because Casey didn't understand
the situation in No. 5 Prison yet, so he
needed someone to explain to him, and
the other reason was because Casey
didn't feel the sanguinary breath of the
three people who died in his hands on
the fat man.
Perhaps more than half of those
imprisoned in this prison were extremely
wicked people, but there were certainly
many people who, like Casey, killed
people for revenge, and were eventually
imprisoned here.
The fat man's eyes were much clearer
than those of the previous three. Under
consideration, Casey kept him. Of
course, more of the reason was that
Casey wanted to find a free coolie. For
example, the fat man was now being
asked to build a wooden house before
night, otherwise he would be in danger.
"You mean the prison administrator
controls us through this bracelet, except
for them, there's no way to take off this
bracelet?" Casey asked.
The fat man turned his head and
glanced at Casey, and said, "Yeah,
don't underestimate this bracelet. This
bracelet can not only track your location,
but also release extra high voltage
current, which will paralyze you
instantly. Even an inner force expert at
medium stage cannot resist it for more



than a second under this super-strong
voltage current."
Casey raised his eyebrows, but he didn't
expect this little bracelet to have such a
powerful effect.
Griffin put it on Casey on the way here.
He said it was a unified requirement of
No. 5 Prison. It was used for positioning.
Casey would not have worn it if he had
known that it could still release
electricity. Now he knew that he was
trapped by Griffin.
It's no wonder that Griffin and his party
dared to enjoy the scenery along the
way.
Casey did not pay attention to the
bracelet anymore. Anyway, everyone
here had it. He was now a prisoner and
really needed some restraints.
"Boss, I think we really don't need to
build a house in this kind of place, here,
the easiest way to survive is to hide. If
you stay in a fixed place like this, you
will be a target for others," the fat man
said to Casey.
Casey glared at him and said, "Just do
it, don't talk nonsense. If you can't build
it before sunset, I'll kill you."
The fat man dared not say anything, and
hurried to chop the wood.
In the evening, the already tired fat man
breathed a sigh of relief as he watched
the construction succeed, although it
was a bit crude, but it was habitable.
Seeing that the fat man had completed
the task, Casey didn't say much. After
putting his things in the wooden house,
Casey asked the fat man how to eat
here.
The fat man said that in prison, there



was only one chance to get food every
day. At 8 o'clock in the evening,
everyone could go to the gate and get a
boxed lunch.
This boxed lunch was their food source
throughout the day.
During the period of receiving the box
lunch, no one could take the other
people's box lunch casually, otherwise
they would be punished by electric
current.
Therefore, during the half-hour of
receiving a box lunch every day, it was
the calmest time in the whole prison.
However, this rule was only valid within
half an hour of receiving the lunch box.
After this time, or leaving the gate
position, they would no longer be
protected by prison administrators, and
they deserved to be robbed.
Therefore, the time after receiving the
box lunch was often the cruelest time in
prison.
In a place where food was so scarce, in
order to get an extra meal, some people
didn't care lives of others at all.
At eight o'clock in the evening, Casey
followed the fat man to the gate, and
saw that there was a pile of boxed
lunches neatly placed there. There were
already many people in line to get it.
Everyone only got one, no one dared to
get more.
Casey took a closer look at the people
who were in the line and found that their
aura was not weak, but most of them
were at the initial stage of inner force.
Casey did not see an inner force expert
at medium stage.
According to the fat man, inner force



experts at medium stage would have
some subordinates, and they would let
these subordinates come over to get
food, but they would not come in
person.
After taking a box of lunch, Casey felt
that the gaze of the people around him
was obviously a little unkind, and the fat
man was even more worried, because it
was easy to know that Casey was a
newcomer, and the newcomer's boxed
lunch was often the easiest to be
robbed.
Sure enough, on their way back, they
encountered four times of encirclement,
two of which were single person and the
other two were a combination of two
people.
These people didn't know Casey's
strength, thinking that Casey was a
newcomer, and being so young, it must
be very easy to grab his food, but their
final end was the same.
The boxes in these people's hands
eventually fell into Casey's hands. The
fat man saw that Casey snatched other
people's boxes so easily, he was a little
bit speechless in shock.
"It's no wonder that those inner force
experts at medium stage rarely go to
pick up the lunch in person. With their
strength, even if they grab it at random,
they won't starve."
Back in the wooden house, Casey put
down a total of seven boxes in his hand,
and the fat man touched the only box in
his hand, looking at Casey with envy
Casey noticed the look in the fat man's
eyes, saved two lunches for himself,
and gave the rest to the fat man.



"These are enough to me. You helped
me build a wooden house today. These
are rewards for you. I don't think you are
evil. It should be forgiven for you to be
imprisoned here. I won't embarrass you.
Now, after this meal, you can leave,"
Casey said.
The fat man looked at the six box
lunches in front of him, and he cried.
how long he hadn't had enough. With
his body type, he only had this small box
of lunch every day, how could he be
full?
"Boss, you are my benefactor. Thank
you."
The fat man said to Casey, and then
gobbled his food.
Casey didn't say anything, and started
eating. Two boxes of lunch were enough
for him. As for the future, he didn’t think
much about it. Anyway, if he couldn't
have enough food, he could grab
someone else's. Here, he didn't have
any guilt.
Before long, the fat man ate the six
boxes of lunch, and then he hiccups.
He turned to look at Casey, stood up,
bowed respectfully to Casey, and said,
"Boss, I am Foley, I am not a ungrateful
and vicious person. Since you are
willing to feed me today, then I will never
let you lose. From today onwards, I will
be your follower. No matter what
happens, you can tell me, I will certainly
do my best for you and never betray
you!"
Casey looked at the fat man and smiled,
and said, "It's up to you."
The next morning, the fat man was lying
on the branch of a big tree not far from



the wooden house, sleeping soundly. At
this moment, the sound of someone
running awakened him instantly.
He opened his eyes and saw Casey
rushing to the tallest tree here, tapping
his toes, and jumping to the top of the
tree in a few strokes.
After that, a powerful voice spread
across a radius of more than a kilometer
in an instant.
"Today, this mountain will belong to me,
Casey. Anyone who steps into my
territory will be killed without mercy!"
Chapter 713 Growing Potatoes
Casey's voice spread far away, and
many people who were moving nearby
laughed when they heard him.
There was such a matter that someone
occupied the mountain as its own
territory in the No. 5 Prison before, but
those who did it all died miserably in the
end, so when they heard that there was
a person doing it, they couldn't help but
feel a little bit funny.
The fat man also looked at Casey
anxiously. He didn't expect that Casey
would suddenly do this. Originally,
Casey built a wooden house here, which
made him very worried. Now Casey
directly announced to everyone that he
was staying here. Didn't he let others
target them?
After Casey got down, the fat man ran
towards him and said anxiously, "Boss,
it doesn't matter that you occupy the
mountain, but why do you have to
announce it? Someone must have been
eyeing us now. Let's leave here before
someone comes to make trouble. Let's
give up the wooden house. I'll get you



one later.”
Casey smiled and glanced at the fat
man, and said, "If I didn't shout, how
could they know that this mountain is
mine? If someone is asking for trouble, I
will kick them away. You don't have to
worry about it."
Hearing what Casey said, the fat man
couldn't refute. He thought that Casey
was an inner force expert at medium
stage, and in a short time, he shouldn't
encounter too much trouble.
And the reason Casey did this was to
make people run over and make trouble.
Although he was currently locked in this
No. 5 Prison and could not get out,
Casey never felt that he would stay in
this place for the rest of his life.
Once out, he still needed to face Myles,
so he must quickly improve his strength
when Myles couldn't break into No. 5
Prison to kill him.
Fighting was undoubtedly the fastest
way to improve his strength.
There were a lot of powerful masters in
No. 5 Prison. Naturally, Casey wanted
to make good use of this opportunity. He
didn't want to find others one by one.
The best way was to let others come to
fight with him.
"Boss... Boss, although I have decided
to be your follower, with my strength, I
can't actually help you too much. When
someone comes to trouble you, can you
not let me be cannon fodder?" the fat
man said, staring at Casey.
Casey smiled and said, "Don't worry, it's
still useful for me to keep you. It would
be a waste to let you be cannon fodder."
"What's the use?" the fat man asked.



"Open your hand," Casey said.
The fat man looked confused, but he still
stretched out a hand.
Casey put two chubby things in the palm
of the fat man, and the fat man looked
down, narrowing his small eyes.
"These are... potatoes?"
"Yes, these two potatoes are our
important possessions. You must take
good care of them. If you lose them, I
will screw your head off," Casey said.
The fat man was more confused and
said, "Aren't these just two potatoes?
Why are they important? These two are
not enough for me to stuff my teeth."
Casey glared at the fat man and said,
"This is not for you to eat. These two
potatoes are for planting. I will show you
how to cut them later. You will be
responsible for planting potatoes in the
future. Whether we can have enough for
every meal depends on your planting
technology."
The fat man's eyes widened
immediately, and he glanced at Casey
strangely. He didn't expect Casey to
bring in two potatoes for planting.
Immediately he realized Casey's
wisdom. In this No. 5 Prison, food was
scarce. Everyone only knew about
killing each other and grabbing other
people's food. No one had ever thought
about growing their own food to eat.
After all, before these people came in,
they were all powerful and never lacked
food. After they came in, they had to be
frightened every day. No one would
even think of getting some vegetable
seeds to plant.
Even if someone really thought of this



method, they may not be able to
implement it successfully. After all,
people may be gone before the
vegetables had matured.
Casey didn't take these problems
seriously. If he couldn't even live longer
that a potato here, he might as well just
kill himself.
In this way, Casey started the life of a
king of a mountain in No. 5 Prison. He
only had fat man to help him. The
position currently assigned to the fat
man was a potato planting
commissioner, and Casey himself was
the security director of the mountain,
responsible for fighting all those who try
to violate his territory.
On the first day Casey announced to
occupy the mountain, a total of eight
inner force experts at initial stage came
to provoke.
The security director Casey directly
convinced these people by beating
them, and then used his body's strength
to temporarily abolish their inner force.
This move was learned by Casey from
the martial arts secret book.
Although it was not clear what genre this
martial arts secret book belonged to,
Casey could find some very subtle
things mentioned above.
For example, he discovered on a certain
page that hitting certain acupuncture
points on the human body could cause
the person's breathing to be disordered.
The use of inner force by an inner force
expert depended on deep breathing If
one's breathing was disordered, he
would have no way to use the inner
force in the body, and would be no



different from ordinary people.
It was precisely after learning this trick
that Casey came up with the idea of
occupying the mountain. This trick may
not be useful for the inner force experts
at medium stage, but as long as he
could made these inner force experts at
initial stage lose their combat
effectiveness, then he could not have to
kill them without worrying about their
attack.
In this way, many free laborers could
appear on Casey's mountain.
The fat man was amazed by Casey's
methods. The eight inner force experts
at initial stage were shocked when they
discovered that they had lost their
combat effectiveness, and they all
followed the fat man to plant potatoes
honestly.
The prison building, in the monitoring
room.
The two old men who bet with Conway
were sitting here. There were countless
shots on the big screen in front of them,
which strictly monitored the entire No. 5
Prison.
Although No. 5 Prison was a few
enclosed mountains, there may be
pinhole cameras arranged by prison
administrators to monitor the prisoners
inside on any trees.
"It's ridiculous that the new guy actually
announced that he was going to occupy
the mountain in the morning. I guess he
should have been beaten to death by
now."
"Young people are really reckless.
Conway still thinks that this kid can live
for more than ten days. It's really naive."



"Switch the picture to the area where
that guy is, and see what's going on with
him now."
Then the two of them switched the
picture on the screen to the top of the
mountain where Casey was.
When the situation on the top of the
mountain came into view, the two old
men's eyes widened.
They saw that on the top of the
mountain, Casey was sitting in front of
the wooden house, staring at a simple
secret book, and not far from the top of
the mountain, the fat man was leading
eight people with his homemade simple
hoes to reclaim wasteland.
The light of the setting sun shines on the
top of this mountain, making this picture
quite idyllic.
"This...what's going on? Why do they
look so harmonious?" an old man
exclaimed.
"Oh my god, what kind of person is this
guy, he actually subdued the nine
masters in No. 5 Prison, and let them
start... farming?"
For a time, Casey became an internet
celebrity in the prison building. Anyone
who heard about this incident would
come to see Casey commanding
everyone to farm the land as soon as
they had time...
Chapter 714 Results
Two months later.
On the mountain where Casey was
located, the first ray of sunlight shined
here, and the chirping of birds
awakened the vitality of this place. It
was obvious that this originally deserted
mountain had become verdant. Large,



tidy potato fields seethed and teemed
with life, and the vines of potatoes had
covered nearly a third of the mountain.
However, there were more than dozens
of wooden houses here. Many of the
wooden houses had been carefully
decorated and appeared to be of
different styles.
The fat man was the first to walk out of
the wooden house. He felt the morning
sun and stretched out a lot. He looked
very comfortable and contented.
He had been in this No. 5 Prison for a
few years, and only the last two months
were the happiest time for him. With
Casey, he didn't have to worry about his
safety, or be always on tenterhooks at
all. All he needed to do was to plant the
potatoes in accordance with Casey's
request.
After two months of development, the
number of people on their hill had
reached as many as eighteen. These
people came to provoke after hearing
that Casey occupied the mountain, but
they were eventually beaten up by
Casey and were submissive.
Of course, the number of people who
really came to provoke Casey was twice
as many as those who stayed on the
mountain. Half of the people refused to
obey Casey's orders, and they were all
killed in the end.
The only thing that made Casey feel a
little regretful was that the people he
had subdued were all inner force
experts at initial stage, and there was no
one reached the medium stage of inner
force.
In the past two months, there were three



inner force experts at medium stage
who came to find trouble. Although they
were all defeated by Casey in the end,
Casey's methods could not abolish their
inner force. In addition, it was difficult to
beat up these people, so these people
finally ran away.
A month ago, the mountain of Casey
had been named the Edith Mountain.
This name was naturally set by Casey to
express his miss for Edith. In the
following month, the reputation of the
Edith Mountain had spread throughout
the entire No. 5 Prison.
At first, everyone felt that the person
who occupied the mountain was insane
and was dicing with dice, so that he
dared to let others know his position so
blatantly.
It wasn't until Casey defeated the first
inner force expert at medium stage that
everyone realized that the reason Casey
dared to be so blatant was because he
had absolute confidence in his own
strength.
After that, he beat two consecutive inner
force experts at medium stage, and it
shocked the entire No. 5 Prison. So far,
the reputation of the Edith Mountain had
been spread out. No one dared to look
down on the people on the Edith
Mountain. They all knew there was a
great master on the Edith Mountain, and
he was not a man to be trifled with.
Today, the fat man looked more excited
than usual, because according to
Casey, today was the day when
potatoes were ripe, and his task today
was to test the results of these two
months of hard work.



Because of the increase in the number
of people on the mountain, the fat man
was also promoted from the potato
planting commissioner to the captain of
the production brigade. During this time,
he was only in charge of directing
people to grow the potatoes and build
houses without having to do it himself. It
was extremely easy for him.
In order to let the fat man better manage
these people, Casey taught the fat man
the method of abolishing the inner force
of others in a short period of time,
because the validity of this method
could only last for a period of time, after
which it would be invalid. In order to
prevent these people from escaping, it
needed to be "updated" every once in a
while.
Casey felt it was too troublesome, so he
let the fat man take care of the matter.
Through this time of getting along,
Casey found that the fat man was still a
reliable person, and he was a rare kind?hearted person in No. 5 Prison,
so he
didn't worry that the fat man would
betray him.
What's more, even if the fat man
betrayed, it wouldn't have much
influence on Casey.
The fat man was moved because Casey
was willing to teach him such a powerful
method. He secretly vowed in his heart
that he must work hard to complete the
task that Casey ordered, and he must
live up to Casey's expectations.
"Get up, don't sleep, the sun is shining!"
the fat man yelled out loudly.
Before long, everyone in the house
walked out.



Although these people had been
abolished their inner force and were
treated as labor, they had resentment in
their hearts, but they were no in a state
of anxiety during this time, and Casey
had not robbed them of their food, which
made them accept this fact.
At the very least, farming here was
much more comfortable than dealing
with a group of guys who wanted to kill
them every day.
Before long, the fat man took everyone
to the potato field and started digging
potatoes.
Everyone was a little excited, after all,
these were potatoes that they had
grown by themselves, and after having
potatoes, they no longer have to worry
about starving.
At this time, in the prison building, in the
monitoring room.
There were already a dozen people
standing here, staring at the screen, and
there was a little excitement in their
eyes.
At this time, on the screen, it was the
scene of the fat man leading a group of
people digging potatoes.
"Unexpectedly, these guys actually
succeeded in planting these potatoes. I
have watched them for more than a
month, and now I feel a little happy,"
Conway said with a smile.
Casey easily survived in No. 5 Prison for
two months, allowing Conway to win the
bet with the two old men. He was getting
more and more comfortable to see
Casey now.
"It's not fun to plant potatoes. The key
point is that we are in No. 5 Prison. A



bunch of people who are arrogant
outside are starting to plant potatoes.
This is interesting."
"Well, I think it must be because it's
boring to work here, so I think it's very
interesting to watch them grow
potatoes."
"It's just that they haven't met a real
ruthless person. When the people on
List of Malicious People come to them,
their good days are coming to an end."
At this time, a voice faintly sounded.
Everyone present did not refute, and
seemed to have acquiesced to this
person's opinion.
...
When Casey came out of the wooden
house, he saw the fat man and a group
of people digging potatoes. There was
already a pile of potatoes on the ground,
and a smile appeared on his face.
"Boss, look at the potatoes we grow by
ourselves. They are all very big. Now we
don't have to worry about getting
starved!" The fat man saw Casey come
out and shouted at him with a smile.
Casey just smiled and nodded, then
took out a wooden bench, sat at the
door of the wooden house, and took out
the martial arts secret book.
He hadn't slept all night, and had been
studying the method of teaching people
to practice basic strength described in
this secret book.
After more than two months of research,
Casey had basically figured out the
special features of this book, which
should be a martial arts theory
completely different from inner force.
In this book, there were many simple



and practical little moves, some
seemingly more powerful moves, and
three moves marked with the strongest
attack of "unique move".
And Casey had used all these moved
with his inner force, and the effect was
very little, which made Casey feel that
this secret book was fake.
But just last night, Casey finally
understood the strength-based
cultivation method described in this
cheat book, referred to as Basic
Practicing Skills for Strength.
Only by relying on the strength of Basic
Practicing Skills for Strength, could
people perform all the moves in this
secret book to give play to the strength it
should have.
And the description of Basic Practicing
Skills for Strength in this secret book
was obscure, and Casey read it all night
but couldn't understand it.
Just as Casey frowned and thought
about the narration in the secret book, a
gust of wind blew by, and Casey didn't
hold the secret book tightly and let it fall
to the ground.
Casey reached out and picked up the
book, and found that he had taken it
upside down. Just as he was about to
turn it, a glimmer of light flashed in his
mind, and his eyes brightened.
Chapter 715 XuanGong
"This secret book is very clear about the
moves, and I can understand it at a
glance. But the Basic Practicing Skills
for Strength is obscure and sometimes
even unreasonable, making me
confused."
"Now think about it, could it be that the



person who wrote this secret book
deliberately set up some difficulties in
order to prevent it from using by
outsiders, so that those who got this
book could not learn the moves, even if
they learned it, they could not exert the
power?"
"And according to my research
overnight, if the Basic Practicing Skills
for Strength is practiced in reverse, it
seems to be more smooth?"
After figuring out what was going on,
Casey hurriedly took the secret book
and turned to the page about the Basic
Practicing Skills for Strength. According
to the above, he tried to run it in reverse,
and found that there was no blockage at
all.
It surprised Casey. In two months, he
finally had some understanding of this
secret book.
According to the secret book, Casey ran
it all over again, and found that his lower
part of abdomen was faintly heated. It
seemed that an invisible force appeared
there. Although it was very weak, Casey
could still feel it.
The Basic Practicing Skills for Strength
in this secret book had similarities with
deep breathing, but it was much more
complicated than it. It could be said that
after understanding the Basic Practicing
Skills for Strength, Casey felt that the
deep breathing was a bit crude.
Could it be that the Basic Practicing
Skills for Strength was an advanced
version of deep breathing?
Wasn't the strength cultivated according
to the Basic Practicing Skills for
Strength a level higher than inner force?



Thinking of this possibility, Casey was
shocked. If this skill was really an
advanced version of inner force, what
kind of strength would he have after he
cultivated it?
An inexplicable excitement arose in him,
and Casey could have a foreboding that
if he could master the Basic Practicing
Skills for Strength, coupled with the
moves described in the secret book and
the strength of his own inner force, he
would be able to take on Grandmasters.
Casey stared at the secret book again.
At the top of the book, there were two
weird symbols. He hadn't understood
what they were. Now he turned the
secret book and found that these two
were not symbols.
They were two words that had been
mirrored upside down: XuanGong.
...
In the evening, a bunch of flames rose
on the Edith mountain. Foley and others
were sitting around the flames.
Everyone was holding a wooden stick in
their hand, on which potatoes they dug
up today.
They were roasting potatoes at the
moment.
The box lunch made by the No. 5 Prison
was extremely awful, and it would
always have only one taste. They had
not tasted other foods for a long time.
Many people were crying now after
eating this delicious roast potato.
Casey asked them to leave a third of the
potatoes as seeds and sown a large
area so that they could have a steady
flow of food in the future.
"Sure enough, it's good to follow Casey.



Now the rest of the people here must
still be fighting for that terrible box lunch.
We have all eaten roast potatoes. This
is something I couldn't even think of
before."
"Actually, we grew these potatoes. He
was holding a book all the time. If I
could beat him, I would have taken this
mountain as my own," someone said
disdainfully.
Although their inner force was
abolished, as geniuses, many of these
people were still very unconvinced.
Of course, they only dared to talk
privately, they would never dare to say it
in front of Casey.
Foley glared at the man and said, "No
talking while eating. If you dare to say
something nonsense, get out of here
now."
The man immediately frightened, not
daring to say anything.
At this time, Foley turned his head and
glanced. Casey was standing in front of
a big tree at this time, practicing the
moves learned from the secret book.
"Bid shot, come and eat potatoes, stop
practicing," Foley shouted.
Casey didn't answer him. His body
moved with the wind, one after another.
His movements were smooth, making
people feel comfortable.
Everyone turned their heads and looked
towards Casey. They saw Casey's
movements when they were eating
potatoes, and they stopped eating.
These people all had reached the initial
stage of inner force, and had their own
understanding of martial arts. Although
they looked a group of farmer who were



chatting after work, they were all real
experts in martial arts.
So they could all see the subtlety
contained in the moves Casey was
performing at this time, and Casey's
smooth moves made them a little
stunned.
"This...what is this move, why have I
never seen it before?"
"His move is so easy and smooth, as if
he and nature are merged together.
How can he do so?"
"Okay, isn't it just a punch? What's so
good about him? No matter what, he is
just an inner force expert at medium
stage. No matter how powerful the
punch is, his strength will not increase
much in a short time. Haven't you seen
it? He has been hitting that tree for
many days. It's a one-meter thick tree.
Could it be that he thought he could
break the tree with one palm?" The
person who expressed disdain at Casey
at that time said again.
At this time, Casey finished his set of
moves, and then quickly slapped a palm
on the trunk of the tree in front of him.
A powerful force exploded on Casey's
palm, and the invisible air wave
dissipated in the surroundings. With a
click, a crack quickly appeared on the
big tree in front of Casey, and then the
crack expanded rapidly. Because of the
crack, the whole tree lost its balance
and fell directly to the other side.
Seeing this scene, the person who
spoke just now closed his mouth
immediately, and there was a touch of
embarrassment and deep fear in his
eyes.



Casey looked at the big tree in front of
him that was broken by him, with a
satisfied smile on his face. Just now, the
power of his palm was the result of his
combined inner force and the power of
the Basic Practicing Skills for Strength
recorded in the secret book.
Originally this was just an attempt by
him. He didn't expect it to be so
powerful.
It was only the first day he started to
practice that skill, and he had only
accumulated a little strength. If he could
fully master the skill, combined with his
inner force, his strength would reach a
quite terrifying level.
The Basic Practicing Skills for Strength
was called XuanGong, and the power
obtained from it was called XuanJin.
Casey combined XuanJin and inner
force to burst out unimaginable power.
As for the difference between XuanJin
and inner force, Casey didn't know.
Maybe his master would know. He had
to find a way to get out of the No. 5
Prison before going to ask his master
about it.
This afternoon, Casey was practicing
XuanJin. At this time, a figure appeared
on the Edith mountain, aggressively.
"Who is Casey? Get out, and give me all
the potatoes you planted, otherwise, all
of you will die!"
Chapter 716 List of Malicious People
Casey slowly raised his head, and saw
that the comer was a man with sloppy
clothes, tousled hair, and a fierce look
all over him.
There was a strong murderous in the
eyes of this person, and ordinary people



would feel shocked if they saw him.
Foley was leading people to develop
new fields. Their goal was no longer
limited to planting potatoes. With rich
experience in wild survival, they were
naturally able to find many edible wild
vegetables. They planned to grow these
wild vegetables on a large scale.
It may not be long before the Edith
Mountain became the only vegetable
planting base in the Fifth Prison.
After hearing the man's shout, they all
turned their heads and looked over
there, and then some people showed
horrified expressions on their faces, and
then exclaimed, "It's Caldwell who is
ranked tenth on List of Malicious
People! We're finished! This man is very
strong, and is one of the most powerful
inner force experts at medium stage,
and he has a weird personality, and he
kills everybody. Let's run quickly!"
Foley also frowned. He didn't expect
that the one who came this time would
turn out to be a master on the List of
Malicious People.
"All of you have to stay here honestly.
Now your inner force is abolished. If you
leave the Edith Mountain, you will only
die faster."
Foley said, and then he ran towards
Casey and said, "Casey, this man is
ranked tenth on List of Malicious
People. He is very powerful. Let's just
give up here if necessary. It's important
to save our lives."
Casey raised his eyebrows. He didn't
expect that a malicious man really came
this time. During this time, he also heard
Foley talk about the List of Malicious



People. This is a list ranked by prison
administrators based on the
comprehensive strength of these
masters in prison. There were only ten
people on the list.
The masters on the List of Malicious
People represented the strongest
combat effectiveness of the No. 5
Prison. They were without exception the
top ones among those inner force
experts at medium stage. They were the
super big shots who could stir up the
situation of a region when they were
outside.
The three inner force experts at medium
stage who were defeated by Casey
before were far from reaching the List of
Malicious People, so although
reputation of the Edith Mountain had
been spread out, it was still not
regarded by many people.
In the No. 5 Prison, only people on the
List of Malicious People had the
qualifications to be recognized.
"He's just in time, I need to find a
suitable opponent to perform the new
moves I learned. Since he has come
here, I will not miss the opportunity."
Casey said lightly, and then walked
towards Caldwell.
Foley was shocked. When others saw
the masters on the List of Malicious
People, they would escape as soon as
possible. Casey even wanted to test his
new moves on him. He was dicing with
death.
The people watching from the other side
of the field saw Casey not only not
running, but also walking towards
Caldwell. They were all a little



contemptuous.
"Although Casey's strength is not weak,
but it is not comparable to the masters
on the List of Malicious People. Young
people are fearless, but they often die
because of their courage."
"It is none of our business. If he is killed
by Caldwell, we can take the opportunity
to escape. He deserves to be beaten to
death. It's irresponsible. It's taboo to
overstate strength here."
...
Caldwell stared at Casey who was
walking towards him, and said coldly,
"Are you Casey?"
"Yes," Casey replied.
"Didn't you hear me just now? Give me
all your potatoes, or you will die
miserably," Caldwell said in a
commanding tone.
Casey smiled and said, "Are you
qualified to take my thing?"
"You's really arrogant. Do you think that
you are qualified to challenge me after
beating some weaklings?" the
murderous gazed of Caldwell directly
fixed on Casey.
Casey put on a fighting posture to
Caldwell and said, "Stop talking
nonsense. Let me see how powerful you
are in the tenth place on the List of
Malicious People"
Caldwell saw that Casey was so direct
and didn't continue to talk nonsense. He
rushed towards Casey, moving like
lightning and carrying an unrivaled aura.
Casey narrowed his eyes, and he did
feel the coercion from Caldwell. The
strength of this guy was basically almost
the same as Casey, who was cultivating



inner force at the peak of outer force.
If it were placed a month ago, it would
be very hard for Casey to beat Caldwell.
Now, Casey had learned XuanJin, which
was even more mysterious than inner
force, it was not so difficult for Casey to
defeat Caldwell.
When the two of them fought, the
surrounding trees trembled lightly, and
the invisible energy dissipated to the
surroundings, making the Foley and
others who were watching the battle
from the sideline shocked.
The prison building, in the monitoring
room.
"Come and see, Casey is fighting with
Caldwell!" The person on duty saw the
scene under surveillance and
immediately shouted.
Everyone gathered around here one
after another, staring at the screen
under surveillance.
"It seems that this kid's good days have
finally come to an end. Because of him,
I lost half a month of snacks to Conway.
I have long hoped that he would meet
the experts on the List of Malicious
People."
"Although he is not weak, he is a bit too
arrogant. In No. 5 Prison, he blatantly
occupies the mountain. Sooner or later
he will be beaten up."
"Caldwell's aura looks much stronger
than before. It seems that he has
improved in strength. Now Casey is
really in trouble."
...
Everyone was not very optimistic about
Casey, who had only been in No. 5
Prison for more than two months and



was only in his twenties, and had given
comments one after another.
However, fifteen minutes later, a look of
astonishment appeared on everyone's
faces.
"Am I dazzled? Caldwell was beaten by
Casey and fell into a disadvantage?"
"Oh my god, it's not that he's falling into
a bad situation. It's just that he's losing.
Casey's strength is simply shocking."
"Unbelievable, this time there is really
an incredible guy here. I feel that the
arrival of Casey will cause some
unimaginable changes in No. 5 Prison."
...
On the Edith Mountain, Casey struck
Caldwell with a powerful fist. Caldwell
used his inner force to resist, his body
retreated rapidly, his chest was
undulating, and his breathing was
already a little unstable.
"You are only in your twenties, why do
you have such a strong strength? In
terms of age, the guys ahead of me on
the list are probably not as good as
you," Caldwell said.
Casey smiled and said, "Maybe it's
because I'm lucky."
"Your luck today is also pretty good. I
just learned a new unique move. You
are fortunate to be the first person to
see it."
Caldwell cursed secretly in his heart, if
this was lucky, then he would rather die.
Casey didn't give Caldwell a chance to
rest, and rushed toward him again.
His moves changed, XuanJin and inner
force in his body combined with each
other and concentrated on his palm in a
peculiar way.



At this moment, Casey seemed to have
a wave of air visible to the naked eye,
which was extremely shocking.
Expression on Caldwell's face changed
drastically. After realizing that he
couldn't take this move, he turned and
ran.
However, before he could, Casey had
already appeared in front of him, and
then patted him with a palm.
"Tianxing Blow!"
Chapter 717 Achievement
After Casey's palm was slapped on
Caldwell, a sunken palm print appeared
on Caldwell's chest. Then the strength
of Tianxing Blow spread to Caldwell's
whole body. Where it reached, the bone
broke. In the blink of an eye, Caldwell
had no intact bone..
Caldwell, who had endured such a
terrifying force, was killed instantly. His
eyes were rounded. As one of the ten
most malicious people in No. 5 Prison,
he showed an expression of horror
before he died.
Casey also didn't expect the power of
Tianxing Blow to be so terrifying. He
stared at his palm in disbelief. He
thought that this palm would inflict
serious injuries to Caldwell, but he didn't
expect it to be so terrifying.
It was no wonder that the secret book
specially marked it as a unique skill. It
turned out that it was so powerful.
However, after performing this move,
Casey also felt that XuanJin and inner
force in his body had been taken out.
Although this move was powerful, the
energy consumption of the user was
also extremely great. With Casey's



current strength, he could only use it
once.
There were three moves recorded in the
cheats. According to the above, the
power of these three moves was better
than the other.
Tianxing Blow was only the first move,
and it had such a terrifying power,
Casey couldn't imagine how amazing
the two moves behind it would be.
Caldwell's body slowly fell towards the
back, and Foley and others who were
watching from a distance were stunned,
unable to react for a long time.
"Is Caldwell dead?"
"The palm just now made me feel like I
was waiting to die... Who is Casey? I
have been at the initial stage of inner
force for so many years, but I have
never heard of such a powerful palm."
"I was wrong. I won't try to run away
anymore. From now on, even I am
beaten to death, I will never leave the
Edith Mountain. From now on, here will
be my home."
...
"Caldwell is dead!" A person exclaimed
in the monitoring room of the prison
building.
The look of all the people present were
serious, their gazes fixed on the screen
under surveillance, and the atmosphere
suddenly dropped to the lowest point.
All of them could clearly see Casey's
palm just now. Although they couldn't
feel Casey's aura through the
surveillance, everyone present knew the
power of that palm.
They all knew very well that if they come
to take that palm, their end would be no



better than Caldwell.
"It seems that the days of No. 5 Prison
are really going to change. After so
many years, this is the first time such a
prodigy has appeared here. It is already
a blessing that he will not mess up the
inside too much."
"Do you think he will be the first one to
get more than half of the votes and be
released?"
Everyone immediately fell into silence.
Obviously, they would definitely not
believe it in the past, but now, these
people's minds were more or less
beginning to waver.
...
The top level of the prison, the warden's
office.
Dudley was sitting at the table at this
time, working with some documents.
At this time, he received a video on the
computer in front of him, and the person
who sent him the video asked him to
watch this video.
Dudley played the video casually, and
smiled when he saw the scene of the
Edith Mountain.
During this period of time, Casey
occupied the mountain, and he directed
a group of inner force experts to farm.
As the warden, Dudley naturally heard
about it.
It was just that, as a Grandmaster, he
had experienced a lot, and he just
regarded Casey as an entertainment in
a boring job.
Now seeing Caldwell, who was ranked
tenth on the List of Malicious People,
standing in front of Casey in the video,
he didn't feel anything interesting. The



so-called List of Malicious People, in his
eyes, was nothing special. After all, no
matter how powerful the experts on the
list were, they could not be able to
compare with Grandmasters.
He still looked down at the files, only
glancing at the video on the computer
occasionally.
It wasn't until Casey used Tianxing Blow
to kill Caldwell with one move that
Dudley raised his head seriously and
squinted at the scene in the video.
There was a trace of doubt in his eyes,
and then he used the mouse to play
back the scene just now.
Seeing Casey using Tianxing Blow,
Dudley suddenly became a little
uncomfortable, and there was some
disbelief on his face. He watched the
video several times.
"Interesting, a young guy in his twenties,
at the medium stage of inner force,
broke out a move close to the power of
the Grandmaster. Except for the
peerless geniuses in top Guwu family
and the sect, this is the first time I've
seen a nobody reach this level," Dudley
muttered.
"If he is given some time, he might be
able to grow to an unexpected level."
"It's a pity that he is locked here. I hope
this little guy can be smarter and
become the first person to be released
in the history of No. 5 Prison."
...
At eight o'clock in the evening, at the
prison gate, a group of people were
lining up to get a boxed lunch.
"Have you guys heard of the Edith
Mountain? There is a man named



Casey occupies the mountain, and he
also catches a group of people planting
potatoes on the mountain. A group of
inner force experts turn directly into
farmers. I just pissed myself with
laughter."
"This Casey is also really a tough one.
He is clearly dicing with death. That is,
he is lucky and has not met the masters
on the List of Malicious People,
otherwise he would have died."
"Maybe he is already dead. This
afternoon, I heard that Caldwell went to
the Edith Mountain. On the List of
Malicious People, Caldwell is the one
who likes to snatch things. Casey's
potatoes should be mature now. If
nothing else, Casey has been killed by
Caldwell."
"I think you are right. Those real masters
who didn't attack Casey before probably
were waiting for his potatoes to mature.
Casey is still complacent that no one
can rob him for two months. He's really
naive."
...
Just as a group of people was
discussing, a projection suddenly
appeared above the prison gate.
The content above the projection was
very simple. At the top was the four big
characters "List of Malicious People",
and underneath were ten names.
At this time, the tenth name on the list
had changed from Caldwell to Casey.
Generally, it would only appear here
when the List of Malicious People
changed.
"Look at it, the List of Malicious People
has been updated! Caldwell is gone,



and it has become... Casey!"
"Oh my god, what happened. Casey is
ranked tenth on the List of Malicious
People?"
"Look at the small line after Casey's
name."
"In the 63rd year of the establishment of
the No. 5 Prison, Caldwell challenged
Casey and was killed by Casey. He died
with his bones were all broken."
Everyone who saw this line of small
characters took a breath, and an
unconcealed fear emerged from their
heart.
It wasn't until this time that they knew
that Casey, who was a little stupid in
their eyes, possessed strength that they
couldn't imagine.
Overnight, the name Casey became the
focus of discussion among all the
people in No. 5 Prison.
Chapter 718 Secret
On the Edith Mountain.
Casey was standing in the place where
he usually practiced martial arts and felt
what was said in the martial arts secret
book.
With the in-depth understanding of
XuanGong, Casey more and more felt
the mystery of this skill. With the
foundation of inner force, the XuanJin in
his body increased very rapidly.
According to his speculation, he should
reach the initial stage of XuanJin.
With strength at the initial stage of
XuanJin, combined with inner force, he
could kill an inner force expert at
medium stage with Tianxing Blow. It
was easy to know how terrifying
XuanJin was.



Casey could vaguely feel that the power
of Tianxing Blow when he used to kill
Caldwell was able to catch up with the
weak Grandmasters.
Although he could only use it once, it
was enough for his, an inner force
expert at medium stage. This was
definitely a powerful hand.
And Casey had a hunch that when
XuanJin reached the medium stage, his
strength would increase qualitatively. At
that time, he merged XuanJin and inner
force together with the moves described
in the secret book, even if he ran into a
Grandmaster, he could be able to fight
back.
At that time, Casey felt that the chance
to fight against Grandmaster hid in this
martial arts secret book, but he did not
expect such a situation.
This martial arts secret book did not
allow Casey to reach the level of
Grandmaster in a short period of time,
but XuanJin described in it could help
him burst out the fighting power of the a
Grandmaster when he was at the
medium stage of inner force.
And this was enough for Casey.
Foley ran towards Casey with a smile on
his face and said, "Boss, since you killed
Caldwell and got a place on the List of
Malicious People, there are almost no
people who come here to steal
potatoes. In the morning, I I noticed that
a few people were looking at us.
However, when I glared at them, they
were all scared away. This is all due to
your reputation."
Casey smiled and said, "Wouldn't you
be afraid that the people under your



leadership would take the opportunity to
escape?"
Foley waved his hand and said, "I don't
need to worry about this problem
anymore. Since the you got a place on
the List of Malicious People, they
refused to leave even if I drove them
away. Now they are eager to follow you
to farm the land for the rest of their
lives."
Hearing what Foley said, Casey thought
about it thoughtfully, and asked, "How is
the farm now?"
"In addition to your potatoes, we have
already selected three edible wild
vegetables to start batch planting, and
recently we are studying how to extract
oil from plants. Although the effect is not
good, we may be able to stir-fry
someday," Foley said smugly.
Casey laughed, patted Foley on the
shoulder, and said, "Very good, these
foods and vegetables are very important
to us. You must take good care of them.
They will be of great useful to me in the
future. If you do well, I will not treat you
badly."
Foley smiled and said, "Casey, can you
teach me the move that you killed
Caldwell last time?"
Casey glared at him and said, "Why
don't you feel it yourself?"
Foley shrank his neck in fright, and said
quickly, "No, no. I just need to farm the
land honestly. Take your own time. I am
going to watch them."
After speaking, Foley ran away quickly.
Casey currently had no plans to tell
others about XuanGong. He could feel
that the things involved in this secret



book were very important. People in the
world had been devoted to become
inner force expert, and XuanJin was
better than inner force. Once others
knew about XuanGong, Casey at that
time would probably be besieged by all
the Grandmasters in this world.
What people who had reach the realm
of Grandmaster desired was the
improvement of strength, and no one
would refuse a martial arts secret book
that could make them stronger.
And Casey felt that XuanJin and inner
force were similar. The inner force was
like a low-profile version of XuanJin. It
stood to reason that those Guwu
families would definitely not let XuanJin
be lost if they knew it.
But now the mainstream of C Country
was inner force, and he had never heard
anything like XuanJin.
So Casey suspected that XuanJin may
involve some secrets that he didn't
know. Once this kind of thing was
exposed, it would inevitably cause
disaster to himself. Therefore, before he
got absolute strength, this matter would
always be a secret, buried in Casey's
heart.
At this point, Casey could only say with
emotion that he still knew too little about
this world.
...
C Country.
In a deep mountain more than two
hundred kilometers away from B City,
through a hidden path, you could come
to the front of a steep cliff. On this cliff,
there was a very steep stone ladder
leading to the top of the cliff.



At the end of the stone ladder, there
were three big characters written lively:
Xing Yi Sect.
Xing Yi Sect was a sect created by
people who learned Xing Yi Fist. It
ranked in the forefront of strength and
status among the ancient martial arts
sects.
Like other ancient martial arts sects,
with the development of the times,
people were becoming unfamiliar with
ancient martial arts, and Xing Yi Sect
had also moved into the deep
mountains. It only occasionally sent
people down the mountain to select
youths and take them back, and would
not get involved in the affairs of outside
world.
At this time, the inner circle of Xing Yi
Sect, the residence of Craig, Leader.
A youth was leading Quentin, the head
of the Briggs family in Kinmon County,
toward.
Quentin looked solemn at this time.
Although more than two months had
passed, he still had not forgotten the
scene when Micah was killed by Casey.
In the past two months, he tried all the
hard work and finally returned to Xing Yi
Sect, and came to report this matter to
Micah's master, Craig, the Leader of
Xing Yi Sect.
Craig was the second-ranked master of
Xing Yi Sect. He had almost reached
the realm of Grandmaster. In Xing Yi
Sect, except for the chief of Xing Yi Sect
who was already a Grandmaster,
Craig's position in the sect was
incomparable.
Micah , who was killed by Casey, was a



fairly good apprentice of Craig.
The youth took Quentin to Craig's
residence. At this time, Craig was
meditating. The youth greeted him and
left.
Quentin didn't dare to neglect, in front of
this master who had almost reached the
realm of Grandmaster, he was
extremely nervous.
He hurriedly explained his intention, and
at the same time reported the process of
Micah's killing by Casey, and then
behaved distressed, as if he had almost
died for Match when Casey killed Match.
After listening to Quentin's words, Craig
opened his eyes, and a brilliant light
shot out from it. Quentin's body shivered
as he looked at Craig.
"How dare he kill my apprentice. He is
really self-defeating. Do you know what
the identity of this person is?" Craig
said.
"It has been verified that this person is
the head of the Davies family, a top
family in B City. He was originally just a
relatively powerful ordinary person. I
don't know how he learned inner force.
He is very arrogant," Quentin said.
Craig snorted coldly, and said, "Fine, it
just happened that I haven't been down
the mountain for several years. After a
while, I will go down and take a walk
down the mountain to help avenge
Match, for he once was my best
apprentice."
Chapter 720 Ewing
Casey glanced at Ewing. Although he
didn't know what the other party was
coming for, he still said, "Yes."
Seeing Casey's agreement, Ewing didn't



stand on ceremony, and walked toward
Casey with the heavy iron chain.
Foley and others all hurriedly got up
from the ground and retreated ten
meters away. Ewing was the number
one on the List of Malicious People.
Casey dared to sit with him, but they
didn't dare.
In the deceitful No. 5 Prison, no one
could guess what other people really
thought about. Perhaps Ewing was
pretending to be innocent, and then
committing a murder while everyone
was off guard. This was not something
that had never happened in the fifth
prison..
"Boss, you... be careful, this guy is not
easy to mess with," Foley yelled at
Casey cautiously.
Ewing didn't care about other people's
attitudes toward him. After sitting on the
ground, he picked up a roasted potato
and ate it hungrily.
Casey stared at Ewing, feeling as if he
hadn't eaten for a few days. It was really
surprising that the a person ranked first
on the List of Malicious People was so
pathetic.
After a long time, Ewing's stomach
bulged when he ate. After a big hiccup,
he stopped. Then he turned to look at
Casey and smiled and said, "Thank you
for your hospitality. I've been so full."
"Are you here to fight with me?" Casey
asked.
Ewing smiled and said, "You can defeat
these masters on List of Malicious
People one after another. It is really
amazing, and you are still so young. If
you are given a period of time, you will



surely grow to an unexpected level."
"I really want to fight with you to see
how strong a peerless genius is.
Unfortunately, I don't have this
opportunity at the moment. You have
also seen it. What I have on my hands
and feet is a chain made of special
metal. It weighed 100 pounds. I can't
fight with this thing."
Casey looked down at the iron chain on
Ewing and asked, "Why are you wearing
this thing?"
A mysterious smile appeared on Ewing's
face and he said, "If I don't wear it,
many people here will suffer."
Casey raised his eyebrows and
wondered if Ewing was using this iron
chain to limit his strength? But in
Casey's eyes, as long as Ewing's
strength did not reach the level of a
Grandmaster, it would make no
difference whether to wear this chain or
not.
"If I can, I still hope to have a fight with
you," Casey said.
"You better not have this idea. I will
spend the night near here tonight. If you
see me, it is best not to believe anything
I say."
Ewing spoke to Casey, then stood up,
carrying the heavy chain, and slowly left.
Casey felt strange, thinking that Ewing
was ranked first on the List of Malicious
People, but he was very weird. Casey
couldn't know why.
After Ewing left, Casey asked the Foley
and others about Ewing. They all said
that Ewing was very mysterious, and
they didn't know much about him. They
only knew that Ewing was very powerful.



The masters on List of Malicious People
would avoid meeting him.
At night, Casey lay in the wooden cabin
to sleep.
His keen intuition allowed him to feel the
changes in his surroundings even when
he was asleep, and if there was a
problem, he would wake up
immediately.
When a gust of wind blew, Casey
opened his eyes. He always felt that
something was wrong in the room.
As soon as he opened his eyes, he saw
a pair of dark eyes staring at him. The
owner of those eyes had messy hair,
and his face was dirty and
indistinguishable.
If an ordinary person saw this scene,
they may be frightened and fainted.
Casey was also taken aback. He didn't
expect that someone could get so close
to him without letting him notice it. If it
was normal, if someone was within one
meter of him, he would be able to detect
it.
He quickly stood up, put on a fighting
condition, stared at the man, and found
that it was Ewing who was eating baked
potatoes with him in the afternoon.
The iron chains on Ewing were all there,
but there was no sound. It required a
very strong control to do it. At this
moment, Casey had to attach
importance to Ewing's strength.
"What do you want to do?" Casey asked
warily.
A smile appeared on Ewing's face. In
this state, no matter how Casey looked
at it, he felt that Ewing's smile was a
little gloomy.



"Don't be nervous, don't you want to
have a fight with me? I cannot fight with
this chain on my body, so I want you to
help me fetch the keys and unlock these
chains for me so that I can fight with
you," Ewing said.
A suspicion arose in Casey's heart. He
thought that even if Ewing suddenly
wanted to fight with him, it wouldn't be
too late to come back to him during the
day, and he did have to come here at
middle of the night? If it wasn't for his
good psychological quality, he would
have been scared at that time.
"Where is the key?" Casey asked.
"On a cliff, I can't get there with this iron
chain on my body. No one here dared to
help me. I think you are different from
them, so I came to you for help," Ewing
said.
Casey pondered for a moment.
Although he didn't know exactly what
Ewing wanted to do, with his current
strength, he didn't need to have any
fear. If Ewing had a bad plan, he would
just shoot.
So Casey agreed to Ewing.
The two people walked towards the cliff
that Ewing talked about. On the way,
Casey repeatedly confirmed that this
person was the one who ate potatoes
with him in the afternoon, but he always
felt that something was wrong.
Before long, they came to a steep cliff.
Casey used the moonlight to estimate
that the cliff was at least 30 meters high.
Even if he wanted to climb up, it would
take a lot of effort. Not to mention Ewing
who had chains on his body.
"The key is in a hole at the top of the



cliff. You only need to climb up, take the
key down, and I can have a fight with
you." Ewing smiled and said with a hint
of excitement in his eyes.
"I can help you get it, but you need to
tell me why the key is in that place,"
Casey stared at Ewing and asked.
Ewing became a little impatient, and
said, "It's the prison management team.
They put the key in such a high place,
even if I know it, I can't get it. What the
fuck..."
Speaking of this, Ewing immediately
changed his words and said with a
smile, "I know you are a good person
and will help me get the key."
Casey nodded, pretending to go to climb
the cliff, and at the moment he turned
around, he saw the bloodthirsty and
madness that could not be concealed in
Ewing's eyes.
He immediately backed away a few
steps, staring at the person in front of
him with both eyes, and asked, "You are
not Ewing, who are you!"
Chapter 721 Multiple Personalities
Seeing the reaction of Casey, Ewing
immediately said with a smile, "I'm
Ewing. Could it be that you can't
recognize me?"
Casey looked at Ewing up and down
again, saying, "You look the same as
Ewing, but I'm sure that you're not the
Ewing who came to me in the
afternoon."
Ewing kept silent for a while. Then he
laughed wildly. He suddenly put on a
murderous look, no longer hiding the
fact that he was a bloodthirsty man.
"Unexpectedly, you should find it out.



Ewing, son of a bitch, pretends to be a
gentleman at ordinary times. It's really
hard to pretend to be him. I just
pretended to be him for a while just now,
but I feel so sick." Ewing spoke.
Casey frowned. Judging from some
details, the person in front of him now
had exactly the same appearance as
Ewing. It seemed that they were the
same person.
But this person's personality was
completely different from that of the
person he met in the afternoon, which
made him feel a little confused.
"If you're not Ewing, Who are you? Why
do you look exactly the same as
Ewing?" Casey asked.
"Ewing" smiled and said, "I'm Ewing, but
I'm also not that Ewing. The reason why
I look the same as him is that we share
the same body. Sometimes, it's him that
controls this body while other times it's
me that control this body."
Casey was stunned and thought of a
mental disease.
Multiple personalities.
No wonder Conway reminded him that
Ewing was a mad man and that he
should guard against Ewing when he
was in No. 5 Prison. If Ewing really had
multiple personalities, then Ewing was a
mad man in the scientific sense.
The top expert in fighting on List of
Malicious People should be one who
had multiple personalities. When one
personality dominated his body, he was
gentle and elegant; when another
personality dominated his body, he was
violent and crazy. It was the first time for
Casey to run into such a person.



"I think you should go to see a doctor."
Casey spoke.
"Ewing" immediately sneered and said,
"Sooner or later, I'll kill him. This damn
guy has stopped me from doing many
things. However, it's getting more and
more difficult for him to dominate the
body. Soon, I'll own this body. At that
time, I'll celebrate it by killing all the
prisoners here."
"Fella, isn't it that you want to have a
fight with me? I'm as powerful as that
guy. As long as you help me to get the
key, I'll have a fight with you. Besides,
as a reward, I won't kill you. How about
that?"
Casey smiled and said, "No, I won't
agree with it. I didn't anticipate that
Ewing should have multiple
personalities. Compared with you, I
would rather have a fight with Ewing that
has the other personality."
"Ewing" immediately became a little
crazy. Both of his arms trembled,
making the iron chains tinkle.
"You're stupid. Sooner or later, I'll kill
that guy. And I'm the owner of this body.
Even if you don't help me, I'll figure out a
way to get the key. At that time, I'll let
you die a terrible death!" "Ewing" said
while gritting his teeth.
"As you please." Casey turned around
and was about to leave. He knew that it
was useless to argue with a mad man.
"Ewing" wanted to stop Casey at once.
Right at this moment, there was
suddenly a painful expression on his
face. He secretly cursed, "Damn it. You
should try to control the body. Didn't we
agree that you control the body in the



daytime while I control the body in the
evening?"
Casey turned around. Ewing, a person,
played two roles and struggled. And it
was at night. Casey watched him,
feeling that it was a little weird.
Before long, Ewing no longer moved. It
seemed that neither of the two
personalities had succeeded in
controlling the boy. As a result, Ewing
fainted and fell directly to the ground.
Casey could do nothing but shake his
head. He approached Ewing and took
Ewing back to the Edith Mountain.
On the next morning.
Ewing woke up and found that he was
lying on the ground. His head hurt a
little. And Casey was standing not far
away from him and was staring at him.
"Why am I here? I remember that I
walked towards another mountain after I
left yesterday. Could it be that that guy
took the opportunity to dominate the
body?" Ewing spoke to himself.
"Now, are you Ewing or the other
person?" Casey asked while staring at
Ewing.
Ewing was stunned. Then he thought of
something and asked, "Did he come to
you last night?"
Casey nodded.
Ewing helplessly sighed and said, "It
seems that things are getting worse. I'm
afraid that I have to make a decision as
soon as possible. Otherwise, once he
controls the body, many people in No. 5
Prison will be killed."
Casey said with a smile, "Maybe you're
overly confident. Perhaps you're not
powerful enough to be able to do that."



Ewing didn't get angry. Instead, he
sighed, "The most powerful inner force
expert in No. 5 Prison is just in
advanced stage of medium stage.
People like you, who can defeat experts
in fighting on List of Malicious People,
could be said to be very powerful.
However, they're just inner force expert
in medium stage."
"To be honest, I'm already Half Step
Master. However powerful an inner
force expert in medium stage is, he or
she is no match for me."
Hearing that, Casey was a little
surprised. He didn't expect that Ewing
had been Half Step Master. Although he
was not as powerful as Grandmaster, he
had been very powerful.
If that was the case, he was eligible to
say those words.
However, although Casey was still an
inner force expert in medium stage, his
XuanJin had entered medium stage
because of a lot of fights in the previous
days.
When XuanJin and inner force were
combined, it was far more powerful than
inner force in medium stage. Casey felt
that he was powerful enough to have a
fight with Grandmaster now. The only
problem was that he could only be that
powerful for a short time.
"What're you going to do?" Casey
asked.
Ewing sighed and spoke, "In the past, I
attached so much importance to power
that I forgot food and sleep. Later, to
prove how powerful I was, I killed many
innocent people. At that time, this evil
personality came into being in my mind.



It got worse and worse, and finally I'm in
such a bad situation."
"If he takes control of my body, I'll
become a complete devil. Under such a
circumstance, it should be better kill me
now."
"Can you do me a favor? Kill me, and I'll
be free." Ewing looked at Casey.
Casey put on a playful smile and said,
"I'm willing to help you."
"But since you want to kill yourself, why
not let the other personality dominate
your body and let him have a fight with
me? I promise you that I'll kill him."
"What's your
opinion?"
Chapter 722 Moon Invitation
After hearing what Casey said, Ewing
was a little astonished. He emphasized
it again, "I've been Half Step Master.
However powerful an inner force expert
in medium stage is, he or she will not be
match for me. Are you sure that you
want to fight with me?"
Casey seriously nodded and said,
"Except you, there is no one on List of
Malicious People who can be match for
me. Besides, I want very much to know
how powerful Half Step Master is. As for
whether I can defeat you, don't worry
about that."
Ewing thought for a while. After a long
time, he raised his head and said, "Well,
I agree. Now, I'm still match for him.
Maybe I can stop him from killing you at
critical points. Of course, it would be
best if you can kill him yourself."
Hearing that, Casey no longer hesitated.
He immediately went to the cliff he had
been to last night, climbed up and took



the key.
After coming back, Casey loosened the
iron chain around Ewing.
Seeing that, Foley and other people
were scared a lot. As everyone knew,
Ewing, when he was bound by an iron
chain, had been extremely fearsome in
No. 5 Prison. Now, Casey should have
loosened the iron chain around his
body. It was just like letting a vicious
beast out.
"Don't be too anxious. I'm just going to
have a fight with him." Casey spoke to
Foley and other people with a smile.
People around didn't think that it was
"just" a fight. If they were slightly
affected by such a fight, they would be
killed.
Besides, many people didn't believe that
Casey was able to defeat Ewing after
the iron chains around him were
loosened, so they all had the idea of
putting away their belongings and being
ready to leave at any time.
In the monitor room in the Prison Office
Building.
"Casey should loosen the chains around
Ewing's body. What does he want to
do?"
"It seems that they want to have a fight."
"Is Casey out of his mind? According to
Warden, Ewing has been a Half Step
Master. He would be a Grandmaster
after making some progress! Although
he defeated the experts in fighting on
List of Malicious People these days, he
should be no match for Half Step
Master."
"Report it to Warden now. According to
what Warden said at the last meeting,



he wants to develop Casey. If he is
killed by Ewing, it will be too bad."
...
In a clearing on the Edith Mountain.
Casey and Ewing were standing face to
face. At this moment, Ewing had got rid
of the heavy iron chains. Although he
looked slovenly, he had sage-like
features.
Foley and other people stood
somewhere a few dozen meters away
from them and watched them because
they were afraid that they would be hurt
by them if they stayed close to them.
"Are you sure that you want to fight with
me when another personality controls
the body?" Ewing put his hands behind
his back and stared seriously at Casey.
"Yes, please let him out. If I fight with
him, I can try my best. If I fight with you,
I possibly won't fight with all my
strength. It's meaningless." Casey
replied.
Ewing nodded. He no longer talked
nonsense and just stood still. But in just
a few seconds, his temperament
obviously changed.
"Ewing" laughed crazily and put on an
evil smile. There was a great deal of
hostility in his eyes.
Foley and other people, who were far
away from them, were scared a lot. Just
now, Ewing was gentle and elegant. In
an instant, he looked like a mad man.
He was unpredictable.
"Previously, you had already dodged a
bullet. Unexpectedly, you took the
initiative to open the iron lock. Fella,
could it be that you don't know that
you're seeking death?" "Ewing" said with



a sneer.
Casey twitched his lips and said,
"Maybe you should think about if you'll
be killed by me today."
"Ewing" sneered and spoke, "You're
dreaming! Since you're seeking your
own death, don't blame me!"
Just after he finished speaking, he
rushed to Casey. He moved so fast that
there were afterimages. Besides, Foley
and other people, who were far away,
couldn't see his moves clearly.
Casey instantly felt the air of
forcefulness "Ewing" had. Although
Casey was very powerful now, he was
just an inner force expert in medium
stage. Therefore, "Ewing", who had
been a Half Step Master, had a much
stronger air of forcefulness than Casey
did.
"Ewing" gave Casey a punch. Casey
didn't dodge it. Instead, he chose to
resist it with his fist. "Ewing" used so
much strength that Casey immediately
retreated more than 10 meters after
their fists met.
"You're so weak, but you should want to
have a fight with me. You should study
for a few more years before having a
fighting with me. Unfortunately, you
won't have a chance to do so anymore."
"Ewing" taunted.
Casey sneered. Just now, to get to
know how powerful Half Step Master
was, he didn't use XuanJin. He just
resisted with inner force.
Half Step Master was really more
powerful than he had imagined, but that
was all. Later, Casey would let "Ewing"
know how powerful XuanJin was.



He stepped on the ground so hard that
there was a deep hole on the ground.
Then he rushed to "Ewing" at an
extremely high speed.
"Ewing" narrowed his eyes. Finding the
change in Casey, he became a little
excited.
"Interesting. No wonder you dare to
challenge me. It seems that you're well
prepared."
"Ewing" smiled and still didn't take
Casey seriously. This time, Casey
combined inner force and XuanJin,
giving Ewing a heavy punch. After
stopping Casey from hitting him, Ewing
took a half step back, raised his
eyebrows and asked, "Why did you
have so much more strength than
before?"
Casey smiled and said, "If you defeat
me, I'll tell you."
They fought violently. As a result, there
were deep pits on the ground in the area
they fought. Besides, there were many
cracks on the ground.
After attacking each other dozens of
times, Casey narrowed his eyes.
Without hesitation, he used inner force
and XuanJin, patting Ewing with great
strength.
"Tianxing Blow!"
Finding that this move was very
powerful, the expression of "Ewing"
changed. He stopped Casey from hitting
him with all his strength.
In a second, "Ewing" took three steps
back. A little blood came out of his
mouth.
"Damn it, I should be hurt by a fella in
medium stage. You've completely



angered me. Now I'm going to fight with
you seriously. You had better pray that
you can survive my next move!"
"Ewing" stared at Casey with a ferocious
expression. Soon after that, there was a
turbulence around him. The trees
around began to shake. The sky
seemed to be darker because of it.
Seeing that, Casey was secretly
surprised. He didn't expect that Half
Step Master was already able to
influence the surrounding environment
with their strength. Inner force expert in
medium stage was really not as
powerful as Half Step Master.
"Fella, if you can survive after I use this
move, you can brag about it in the rest
of your life!"
With a shout, "Ewing" jumped and
punched Casey. He moved so fast that
people nearly couldn't see his move
clearly.
"Sky Shaking Hammer!"
Casey was serious. At this time, it was
impossible for him to resist the attack
from "Ewing" with ordinary moves. He
decisively concentrated all his inner
force and XuanJin into his hand.
After that, he held one fist in the other
hand, putting them around his chest.
Before "Ewing" touched his body, he
pushed one hand to the air.
It was not Tianxing Blow. It was the
second move of that three unique
moves.
"Moon Invitation!"
Chapter 723 How Powerful Casey
Was
In the Warden's office.
Dudley was staring at the monitoring



screen on the computer with a frown.
Casey was having a violent fight with
"Ewing". It surprised him a lot that
Casey was able to be match for "Ewing"
who had been Half Step Master. Later,
Casey used Tianxing Blow and hurt
Ewing. Seeing that, Dudley praised
Casey again.
However, an inner force expert in
medium stage was not as powerful as a
Half Step Master. In Dudley's opinion,
there were two reasons why Casey
could hurt Ewing with Tianxing Blow.
One reason was that Tianxing Blow was
really a powerful move and people who
used this move could show a higher
fighting capacity. The other reason was
that Ewing was being careless.
Now, Ewing got angry and used his
most powerful move which was named
Sky Shaking Hammer. In the past,
Ewing became famous with exactly this
move. Now, he, as a Half Step Master,
used this move. Under this
circumstance, it was as powerful as
some attacks from Grandmaster.
In Dudley's view, Casey would definitely
not be able to resist it.
After Casey used Tianxing Blow last
time, Dudley had been specially paying
attention to Casey. In his opinion, Casey
had great potential. The reason why
Casey was put into No. 5 Prison was
that he acted on impulsive and killed
ordinary people. He was not a bad
people in essence.
Therefore, he wanted to take care of
Casey. Unexpectedly, Casey took the
initiative to provoke the most powerful
people in No. 5 Prison. Now, he even



made Ewing use his most powerful
move. Seeing that, Dudley didn't know
what to do.
At this time, Dudley was holding a
remote control in his hand. There was a
button on it. As long as he pressed the
button, the bracelet around Ewing's wrist
would release a super-strong current. In
that way, Ewing would stop attacking
Casey.
When Ewing's fist was about to touch
Casey, to save Casey's life, Dudley was
going to press the button. Right at this
moment, Casey suddenly had an air of
forcefulness that was no weaker than
that of Ewing. Seeing that, Dudley was
astonished.
"His move seems to be more powerful
than the move of Ewing. Who on earth
is he? Where did he learn such a
powerful move?"
...
On the Edith Mountain, Casey and
"Ewing" fought at a high speed. "Ewing"
attacked Casey with Sky Shaking
Hammer while Casey resisted it with
Moon Invitation. The moment their fists
met, there was an invisible wave
dispersing around them. Foley and other
people, who were dozens of meters
away, were affected by it. They all
gritted their teeth and resisted it.
Many of those who no longer had inner
force even sat on the ground.
"It...It's so crazy. Is it really a fight
between two people who are not
Grandmaster yet? If I didn't know them
well, I might think that they're all
Grandmasters." Foley murmured to
himself.



After realizing what had happened and
wanting to know what the consequence
was, he hurriedly looked at Casey and
Ewing.
There was a big hole with a radius of
about one meter on the ground in the
distance. Casey was standing in the
hole, gasping for breath. It seemed that
he was tired.
Ewing was lying on the ground. He was
motionless. No one knew whether he
was still alive or not.
Everyone was dumbfounded. None of
them had expected that Ewing, who had
been a Half Step Master, would lose the
fight!
It meant that Casey was as least as
powerful as a Half Step Master.
"Oh, my God. He's only in his twenties.
Compared with him, I was not as
powerful as a peasant. Oh, no, I'm a
peasant now." Foley said to himself.
Casey gave "Ewing" a glance and took a
deep breath. He was tired, but he clearly
knew that he could go on fighting.
He came close to "Ewing", lowered his
head and took a look at him.
Just now, when he used Moon
Invitation, he could actually kill Ewing.
But Casey finally showed some mercy
and just injured "Ewing".
"Ewing" couldn't believe it. Seeing that
Casey came over, he asked with
perplexity in his eyes, "Why...Why can
you use such a powerful move? I can
feel that you're just an inner force expert
in medium stage."
Casey stared at him for a moment and
said, "There isn’t just inner force in the
world."



"Ewing" thought for a moment. Then he
put on a ferocious smile, after which he
closed his eyes.
Casey thought that Ewing had died. He
wondered: Just now, I didn't use all my
strength. Why would he die? At this
time, Ewing, who had already closed his
eyes, suddenly coughed violently. After
that, he opened his eyes. Now, his eyes
were clear.
"He's dead. He's finally dead. Ha, ha,
ha, it never occurs to me that he would
disappear from my body in such a way.
Casey, thank you for showing me
mercy. Otherwise, I would also be dead,
just like him." Ewing laughed, although
he was injured.
Casey also didn't expect that he should
kill the evil personality of Ewing. He
looked at Ewing, who was lying on the
ground, and was a little surprised.
"Are you sure that...he has been killed
by me?" Casey asked.
Ewing seriously nodded. Then he took
out a token from his pocket. There was
a word "Yin" written on it.
"This token is reward. Before I was put
into here, I founded a hit squad named
Yin Killers. It's a little influential in the
world. You can have them under your
command with this token on the premise
that you can leave this prison."
"But I believe that you won't be always
stuck in this place."
Ewing said with a smile.
Casey didn't hesitate. He took the token
and gave it a glance.
Ewing was right. He had never thought
of staying here for the rest of his life.
Sooner or later, he would leave.



As for this token, even if he didn't need
it, the Davies family would certainly
need it. An organization established by
a Half Step Master must be quite
powerful.
Casey helped Ewing up and took him to
his cabin. There was no reason for him
to kill Ewing. After all, the evil
personality of Ewing had already died.
When Ewing had this personality, he
was quite a nice person.
Casey was not a homicidal maniac who
would kill whoever he met.
Casey felt strongly about the fight with
Ewing. He got to know how powerful
real Grandmaster was by knowing how
powerful a Half Step Master was.
At the same time, he confirmed his
guess: With XuanJin, he could be match
for Grandmaster when he was an inner
force expert in medium stage. Moreover,
if both Grandmaster and he tried their
best, he might not be the one who lost.
After all, Casey had the third unique
move. He believed that even a real
Grandmaster would be afraid when he
used that move.
The news that Casey had defeated
Ewing spread quickly throughout No. 5
Prison. People all marveled at how
powerful Casey was. At the same time,
they all clearly realized that the most
powerful person in No. 5 Prison had
changed from Ewing to Casey who had
just been in No. 5 Prison for four
months.
The management of the prison also paid
special attention to Casey because
Casey had brought too much surprises
to them.



A few days later, Casey came out of his
cabin and watched Foley directing
others to bag the ripe potatoes and
bundle up the wild vegetables. He
stretched lazily.
He had been in No. 5 Prison for a long
time, and it was time to find a way out.
Chapter 724 The Way to Leave No. 5
Prison
"Warden, go to have a look hurriedly.
Casey is doing something outrageous
again. At this rate, sooner or later, No. 5
Prison will be ruined by him." In the
corridor, an old man caught up with
Dudley and said with an anxious
expression.
Dudley stopped, turned his head, looked
at the old man and asked, "What is he
doing? Could it be that he begins to
slaughter people?"
"No, he didn't. But what he's doing is
even worse. Go to have a look, and
you'll know." The old man said.
Hearing that, Dudley nodded, turned
around and went to the monitoring room
with him.
There had already been many people
standing in the monitoring room. They
were all watching what was happening
on the Edith Mountain on the screen.
On the screen, Foley was standing in
front of the pile of potatoes and was
asking his men to put the potatoes in
order. In front of them, there was a long
line of people who looked excited.
A piece of cloth hung beside Foley.
There were some words on this piece of
cloth: If you cast one vote, you can get a
bag of potatoes and a bundle of wild
vegetables. It was an opportunity not to



be missed!
Casey was sitting on the wooden
rocking-chair Foley specially made for
him, looking very relaxed.
Seeing that, Dudley couldn't help
laughing at once, saying, "He's just
making others vote for him in this way.
It's not outrageous."
"Warden, No. 5 Prison, which is always
called purgatory, is made a farmer's
market because of Casey. Isn't it
outrageous?"
"Besides, the prisoners should really go
to vote to get potatoes. Look at the long
queue. I estimate that Casey will get the
vote from about half of the prisoners
after they all vote."
"At that time, according to the rule, we'll
have to let him leave No. 5 Prison."
Hearing that, Dudley frowned at once
and said, "Unexpectedly, his idea should
work. Isn't it that the prisoners always
don't trust others? Why do they believe
Casey?"
"We have no idea. Before, no one dared
to go to vote in exchange for potatoes
and wild vegetables. However, later,
Caldwell came to this place with a group
of people. After they voted, they all got
potatoes and wild vegetables. Finding
that Casey was honest, others all went
to vote."
"Later, the people on List of Malicious
People, who had lost to Casey, all came
to vote for Casey with their men. So
there are so many people queuing up
there."
Hearing that, Dudley sighed helplessly
and said, "Even if he really gets the vote
from the prisoners in this way, we can't



stop him. After all, this rule was made a
long time ago. If half of the prisoners
really vote for him, we have to let him
leave the prison."
Hearing that, people present all wore a
somewhat complicated look. They had
thought that the first person who could
leave No. 5 Prison by getting vote from
half of the prisoners must be a vicious
person who killed a lot of people. To
everyone's surprise, the person who had
the ability to do so should decide to get
the vote by distributing potatoes.
"We can't keep him here." Dudley
murmured.
...
On the Edith Mountain.
Casey stared at the people who lined up
to get potatoes with a smile. Even he
didn't expect that his idea would work so
well.
The most important reason why it
worked so well was that the experts in
fighting on List of Malicious People who
had lost to him all came to vote for
Casey with their own men to thank
Casey for not killing them. It encouraged
other prisoners to vote.
Besides, Foley had always been telling
them, "What's good about fighting all
day long? Why not just plant potatoes in
peace? The reason why you fight with
each other is that you want to get food
from others. If you plant potatoes
yourself, you'll have enough food to eat.
Besides, you don't need to take the risk
of being killed by others. It's so good.
Why are you still hesitating?"
After some thought, the prisoner all
believed that Foley was right. Anyway,



since they had been put into No. 5
Prison, it was meaningless to have
ferocious fight. It would be better to
settle down, plant potatoes and live a
pleasant life.
"Casey, you've got vote from more than
half of the people. In theory, you should
be able to leave. After you leave, you
must remember me. If you have the
chance, come to visit me with delicious
food." Foley stared at Casey with a
reluctant expression. After staying with
Casey for so long, when it was time for
Casey to leave, he should really be
reluctant to part with Casey.
Casey smiled at Foley and said, "These
days, you help me a lot. I should give
you some reward. I can't teach you
martial arts, but I should be able to let
you leave here with me."
Hearing that, Foley immediately
widened his eyes, looked at Casey in
disbelief, and said, "Casey, are you
kidding me? How can you let me leave
here with you?"
"Didn't you say that I've got the vote
from half of people? Now, you can let
them vote for you. As long as you also
get the vote from half of the people, you
can leave here with me, right?
According to the rule, people should be
allowed to leave when they get the vote
from half of the people, right?" Casey
spoke.
Foley became excited immediately. He
didn't expect that Casey would give him
such a big surprise. He had believed
that he would have to stay in No. 5
Prison for the rest of his life long before.
Unexpectedly, he met Casey. It was



really the luckiest thing in his life.
He didn't refuse. Everyone knew what it
meant. If one had the chance to go out,
one wouldn't be stupid and chose to
stay in this place.
Foley immediately happily asked people
to vote for him and worked harder to
encourage people to vote than before.
Seeing that, Casey sighed. He had
already discussed with Ewing. After he
left, Ewing would take over the Edith
Mountain and continue to promote the
idea that production was the first
essential factor for peace and
development.
In the evening, Casey and Foley came
to the Prison Office Building.
Dudley stood in front of them. Behind
him were all the experts in fighting of the
staff of the prison.
"Are you both sure that you're going to
leave here?" Dudley asked.
Casey nodded with a smile and spoke,
"My wife and my child are waiting for me
at home. According to the rule, even if
you're the Warden, you should have no
right to keep us here."
Dudley nodded and said, "You're right.
Both of you have got the vote from half
of the people. According to the rule, I
should let you two leave. But I want to
remind you of one thing."
"Myles is outside. He has been waiting
here for over four months. Before you're
killed, he won't leave. If you go out now,
you'll directly meet him. At that time,
your business will have nothing to do
with us."
Chapter 725 Are You So Sure that
You Can Kill Me?



"What!!! Myles? The famous
Grandmaster? My God, Casey, why
would he wait for you outside?"
After hearing what Dudley said, Foley
exclaimed and looked at Casey in
disbelief.
"I killed his student before. He must
come to take revenge on me."
Casey raised his eyebrows. It never
occurred to him that Myles would have
been waiting outside No. 5 Prison. It
seemed that Myles was very protective
of his student.
Foley trembled, looked at Casey in
horror and murmured, "Killed...Killed a
student of a Grandmaster. Casey,
you...you're so bold."
He had considered it to be very
fortunate that he could leave No. 5
Prison with Casey. However, after
knowing that there was a Grandmaster
waiting outside and wanting to kill
Casey, he regretted it a little at once.
"Casey, among all the people I've ever
seen, you have the greatest potential. If
given more time, you'll definitely become
a Grandmaster. Compared with a
punishment, staying in No. 5 Prison is
more like the only way for you to avoid
being killed by Myles. You can leave
here after you become a Grandmaster."
Foley hurriedly nodded and spoke,
"Casey, what about not leaving?
Grandmaster is very powerful. If we
leave here now, we might be killed by
Myles."
Casey was lost in thought. He didn't
expect that Myles would come to wait
outside No. 5 Prison.
Now, his XuanJin was still at advanced



stage of initial stage. If he got an
opportunity, he would be able to break
through. If his XuanJin could be in
medium stage, he wouldn't be afraid of
Myles.
Before, he believed one thing: After he
left No. 5 Prison, even Myles wanted to
find him, it would take him some time.
Casey had intended to manage to make
his XuanJin enter medium stage during
this period.
Unexpectedly, to take revenge for his
student, Myles should come to wait
outside No. 5 Prison. It never occurred
to Casey that a Grandmaster would care
so much about such a thing.
Following Dudley's suggestion seemed
to be the best option at the moment, but
Casey believed that he was match for
Myles now.
He just needed an opportunity to make
his XuanJin be in medium stage.
However, no one knew when Casey
would have this opportunity. No one in
No. 5 Prison was match for him now. It
was a waste of time for him to stay here.
Besides, fighting with Myles might be a
chance for him.
The fastest way to break through was to
fight with real experts in fighting.
After some thought, Casey made a
decision. He gave Dudley a fist-and?palm salute and said with a smile,
"Thank you for kindly reminding me.
However, since I'm already here, there
is no need to go back to prison. As for
the enmity between Myles and me, I'll
figure out a way to deal with it."
Hearing that, Dudley sighed helplessly
and didn't say anything more. He values
Casey for his talent. However, if Casey



insisted on leaving, he had no reason to
stop him.
Seeing that Casey insisted on leaving
after being informed that Myles was
outside, Foley was immediately anxious
and hurriedly spoke, "Casey, you must
think it over. What if we're killed by
Grandmaster soon after we manage to
leave? It'll be too bad."
"If you're afraid, you can leave
tomorrow. You don't have to leave with
me now." Casey spoke.
After saying that, he directly walked
towards the door.
Foley gritted his teeth and cursed,
"Fuck, it's just a Grandmaster. If it
wasn't for Casey, I might have long
been killed in the prison. I can't be a
coward at this moment."
Then, he hurriedly caught up with Casey
and went out.
The people of Prison Office Building all
went to watched Casey who they had
paid close attention to for more than four
months. Many of them wore a look of
pity.
Before long, Casey and Foley came to
the door of Prison Office Building.
Conway was standing there. He stared
at Casey with a sigh and said, "When
you just came here, I bet with others
that you could only survive for more
than ten days. Unexpectedly, you
become the first person who could leave
No. 5 Prison. It seems that I have
looked down upon you."
Casey smiled at him and didn't say
anything.
"Myles is outside. In my opinion, you
had better run away at once after going



out. Otherwise, you'll suffer a lot."
Conway added.
"Thank you." Casey replied politely.
The door of Prison Office Building
opened slowly. Casey and Foley stood
in front of the door. The wind blew right
at their faces. Casey was refreshed.
Foley had looked forward to it for a long
time, but he was not in the mood to
enjoy the air outside the prison now.
There was a Grandmaster waiting for
them now. Even if he wanted to cheer
up, he couldn't.
On a large stone in front of the Prison
Office Building, Myles sitting with his
legs crossed and his eyes closed.
The moment the door of Prison Office
Building was opened, he opened his
eyes. His eyes were bright. He had a
strong air of forcefulness.
Myles was an old man dressed in linen
clothing. He looked ordinary. Casey
looked at him and put on a serious
expression. Myles was really a
Grandmaster, and he was much more
powerful than Ewing who was a Half
Step Master.
Casey walked straight forward without
any fear. Now, he was powerful enough
to be match for Grandmaster.
Foley swallowed his saliva and followed
Casey. Now, he only hoped that Myles
would not kill him by the way when
attacked.
After they went out, Dudley also went
out with the management of prison who
were all experts in fighting, and stood
behind Casey.
Foley thought for a moment, and finally
stood among the management of the



prison. After all, even if he stood beside
Casey, he could be of no help.
Myles looked at Casey up and down,
and then said tonelessly, "Are you
Casey?"
"Yes. To kill me, Myles, who is a famous
Grandmaster, should be willing to wait
for me outside the prison for such a long
time. Your persistence is really
admirable." Casey spoke.
Myles sneered and said, "You killed the
only student of me. I should take
revenge for him. Since you leave No. 5
Prison today, I'll kill you."
"Seriously, if you didn't have Theodore
as your student, I might call you
Grandmaster in a respectful way.
However, you not only had Theodore as
your student, but you also insist on
taking revenge for him. Therefore, in my
opinion, although you're powerful, you
don't have the ability to judge people."
"It's useless for someone who will soon
die to say so much." Hearing that, Myles
didn't get angry.
"Are you so sure that you can kill me
today?" Casey looked at Myles and put
on a playful smiled.
Chapter 726 Fight Against Myles
"You're but an inner force expert in
medium stage. I can kill you with ease."
Myles sat still on the stone and moved
his finger lightly. And a small stone flew
towards somewhere between the
eyebrows of Casey at an extremely high
speed.
There was a Sonic Boom. People
present were all startled. They didn't
expect that Myles would directly attack
Casey without saying anything more.



Grandmaster was inner force expert in
advanced stage, and could kill someone
by just flicking his or her fingers or by
throwing a leaf.
The small stone Myles threw was no
less powerful than a bullet.
Casey just narrowed his eyes. He felt
how powerful the stone was. Then he
used inner force and XuanJin at the he
same time. Then, he violently raised and
waved his arm, making the stone
change its direction with skill. The stone
shot into a stone pillar of Prison Office
Building.
There was instantly a hole as big as a
finger on the stone pillar. Besides, there
were immediately cracks looking like the
web of spiders around the hole.
People present were worried about
Casey. If Casey had been hit by the
stone just now, he would have been
dead now.
At the same time, they admired for the
power Casey had. When being attacked
by a Grandmaster, Casey should deal
with it with such ease. If it were them,
they might be killed before they could
react to it.
Myles was also a little surprised. He was
sure that he could kill an inner force
expert in medium stage easily by flicking
that stone. It was impossible for people
who were not as powerful as Half Step
Master to resist it. However, Casey dealt
with it easily. He couldn't help having a
new opinion of Casey.
"It seems that you're more powerful than
I have imagined. You're more gifted than
Theodore. However, it's Theodore that
is my student, not you. So you'll



definitely be killed today!"
Myles stood up.
Casey narrowed his eyes and was not
afraid at all. He spoke, "Then, just let me
know how powerful Grandmaster is!"
The management of No. 5 Prison all
looked at Casey with some pity. Casey
had dealt with the attack from Myles
with ease just now. However,
Grandmaster could not only flick a
stone. There was little hope that Casey
could survive after Myles fought with
him.
"Casey's really very gifted. He's a man
in a million. I've seen many geniuses
these years, but none of them is more
gifted than him. However, only the good
die young. It's a pity that he has
offended a Grandmaster."
"In the past four months, Casey brought
us so much fun. Thinking of that, I
should don't want him to die. If I were a
Grandmaster, I would definitely go to
help him."
"Alas, it's not that easy not to be killed
by a Grandmaster. If people like us go
to help him, we will definitely be killed.
Being able to deal with the previous
attack, Casey has been very powerful."
...
Myles stepped on the large stone with
force. Instantly, the stone broke up into
numerous pieces. Soon after that, he
kicked all the pieces towards Casey.
Casey quickly jumped, dodging most of
the pieces. Then, he kicked a few of
them towards Myles.
Myles broke up those pieces of stone
into powder easily. At this moment,
Casey had been close to Myles. Without



any hesitation, he used both inner force
and XuanJin and attacked Myles in the
face.
"Tianxing Blow!"
Casey knew how powerful Grandmaster
was and knew that he couldn't injure
Myles by ordinary moves at all, so he
directly used one of the three unique
moves--Tianxing Blow.
Myles found that Casey's move was
very powerful. He frowned. He had
thought that he would be able to kill
Casey with a casual punch at the
moment when Casey came close to
him.
But now he was forced to deal with the
move Casey used seriously. If he didn't
take this move seriously, he, as a
Grandmaster, would be injured by
Casey.
"Why is your move so different from the
traditional martial arts? It should be so
powerful. Where did you learn it?" After
resisting Casey's attack, Myles asked
with a frown.
Casey smiled and said, "Why should I
tell you that?"
Myles's face became dark. He dared not
to relax his concentration anymore. He
knew that this person was powerful
enough and that he should deal with him
seriously, even though this person was
only in his twenties.
The management of the prison were
dumbfounded in shock at this moment
after seeing how powerful Casey was
just now. They had thought that Casey
would be killed after being attacked by
Myles for a few times. Unexpectedly,
when they fought, Casey was no weaker



than Myles at all. It was really beyond
their imagination.
"Casey...Casey should be match for a
Grandmaster. Oh, my God. Could it be
that this fella has been a Grandmaster?"
"Oh, my God. We underestimate him
until now. How much does he hide from
others? Could it be that he is so
powerful because he began to practice
martial arts before he was born?"
...
Casey and Myles attacked each other
for dozens of times. Casey was not
injured at all. However, he knew that this
was because he had exerted all his
inner force and XuanJin.
He could only be in this state for a very
short time. Once he used up his inner
force and XuanJin, he would be very
weak. At that time, he would be done.
Therefore, he had to put an end to the
fight as soon as possible.
Failing to kill Casey after having
attacked Casey for so many times,
Myles became a little anxious.
Moreover, he felt that the force Casey
used was a little strange. It seemed to
be inner force, but it was very different
from inner force. He had some guesses
about it.
As a famous Grandmaster, Myles knew
much more than ordinary people.
"Fella, if you tell me where you learned
the moves you use, I can consider not
killing you." Myles spoke while staring at
Casey.
"You're dreaming!" Casey shouted at
Myles and then pat Myles again.
"Moon Invitation!"
Casey used the second move of the



three unique moves and patted Myles in
the chest. Myles concentrated on it.
Daring not to be careless at all, he used
all his force at once to resist Casey's
attack.
After receiving it, Casey was instantly
breathless and retreated backwards
quickly. There was a little blood coming
out of his mouth.
Myles also retreated a few meters back
because of the powerful move--Moon
Invitation. His hand was numb. It was
very shocking that an inner force expert
in medium stage could make him be like
that.
Casey took a deep breath and regained
his footing. He was injured, but it didn't
affect him too much. He could continue
to fight with Myles.
Myles stared at Casey. Then, he
seemed to remember so
Chapter 727 Breakthrough
Casey's face changed when he heard
Myles' words. He didn't expect Myles to
know XuanJin
"What are you talking about? I don't
know." Casey said directly.
XuanJin was Casey’s secret. He would
never tell anyone that he knew XuanJin
before he figured out what was going on
with this power.
Looking at Myles' reaction, Casey could
also guess that XuanJin was definitely
not simple.
The power actually made such a
Grandmaster so excited. The secrets
about XuanJin must be very significant.
"Don’t play dumb with me. You just
reached medium stage of inner force,
but you can fight me like this. Apart from



your practicing XuanJin, I can't think of
any other possibilities!" Myles exposed
Casey’s secrets directly.
"Over the years, I have been looking for
a way to cultivate XuanJin, but there are
too few clues. I once thought XuanJin is
just a legendary, but what I didn't expect
is that I have seen you use XuanJin
today."
"You just reached medium stage of
inner force, but you can resist the power
of Grandmaster. It seems that XuanJin
is exactly like what my ancestries said.
Mastering XuanJin is equal to master
the real power."
"Casey, as long as you tell me the
method of cultivating XuanJin, I can
spare your life, and promise to accept
you as my apprentice. I can be your
backer, then there will never be another
to bully you in the future. What do you
think? ?"
Myles was quite gaffe, but at this time
he didn't care about it anymore. After
becoming Grandmaster, all he was
looking for was power. But due to his
talent, he could only be Grandmaster.
When he was inadvertently looking
through the genealogy, he learned
about the existence of XuanJin.
It was said that the power that XuanJin
could explode was several times or
even dozens of times that of inner force.
As long as he could get the method to
cultivate XuanJin, he could go a step
further above his original level.
Seeing Myles was like this, Casey
immediately understood the importance
of XuanJin. After hearing the conditions
Myles had offered, Casey didn't move at



all. He didn’t believe Myles who claimed
to kill him just now. It would have a
probability that Myles would kill him after
he told Myles the method of cultivating
XuanJin.
After all, Myles was so obsessed with
power. How could he let another person
mastering XuanJin exist in this world,
especially this person's talent was so
terrifying.
"Stop talking nonsense here! The battle
is not over yet. It will be unlucky if you
are distracted!"
Casey said to Myles. At the same time,
he had already accumulated the energy
in his hand. When Myles was speaking
just now, Casey had already prepared
the last of the three tricks.
Myles snorted coldly, "You’d better tell
me the method. If you are still stubborn,
you will only die!"
Casey said with a smile, "Really? Just
resist my move first!"
Then Casey pushed his palm out toward
the front. The force carrying the earth?shaking power instantly swayed
towards
the surroundings.
"Thunder Shocking Blow!"
The last of the three tricks, carrying
Casey's all power, shrouded towards
Myles.
Myles' face changed. He didn't expect
Casey to hide such a terrifying ultimate
move. Then he made a decisive move
and directly used his strongest trick.
"Brat, since you want to go to the hell,
don’t blame me!"
Myles also used his all strength and
then directly came to Casey.
"Cloud Exploration Blow!"



Their hands were against each other. A
strong energy burst out toward the
surroundings. Several large trees that
were close to Casey and Myles were hit
by this energy and directly uprooted.
The supervisors in the prison looked at
this scene with solemn expressions on
their faces. They did not expect that the
battle between Casey and Myles could
reach this level, which was really
incredible.
A large cloud of dust rose and directly
covered Casey and Myles, making it
impossible for everyone to see exactly
what the situation of the two of them
was right now.
In the dust, Casey fell to the ground. He
spit out a big mouthful of blood. That
move just now completely exhausted all
the power in his body. That was the
strongest power he could explode at
present.
But because of the fight just now, Casey
vaguely noticed that he could break
through the bottleneck of the initial
stage.
He didn't hesitate at all, and quickly sat
up cross-legged on the ground, calmly
understanding the feeling that appeared
in his mind. If nothing happened, he
would soon be able to break it through
and reached medium stage.
On the other side, Myles was also half?kneeling on the ground, with a
trace of
blood on the corner of his mouth. His
entire face was a little paler than before.
Casey’s strongest blow made him to be
seriously injured. This made Myles even
more eager for the method of cultivating
XuanJin. As long as Casey was still



alive, he must let Casey tell him the
method of cultivating XuanJin.
Although Casey's blow was very strong,
he had already used his all power. So
even if Myles was now seriously injured,
Casey's situation was definitely worse
than him. So Casey should have lost his
combat effectiveness. Under this
circumstance, it was not difficult for
Myles to ask the method from Casey's
mouth.
Myles gritted his teeth and stood up
from the ground. He walked towards
Casey step by step, passing through the
dust, and soon he saw Casey sitting on
the ground.
"Casey, your strength is awesome. This
is that XuanJin brings to you. If I can
practice XuanJin, my strength will
definitely be able to break through the
level of the grandmaster. At that time,
no one can be my matches!"
"I know you have scruples, but you
should understand that even if you
practice XuanJin, you are still not my
match. If I give you a period of time, I
might really be defeated by you. It’s pity
that you have no chance now."
"That blow just now should be your limit.
Even though I was seriously injured, I
can still kill you. You should understand
your current situation. Quickly hand over
the method of cultivating XuanJin."
When Myles was saying, he reached out
to grab Casey.
At this moment, Casey suddenly opened
his eyes. The decadent aura on his
body disappeared in a blink of an eye.
The aura around his body continued to
grow stronger, and the strength in his



body was also rising.
Finally, in the moment of life and death
when he fought against Grandmaster,
Casey broke it through and reached
medium stage. Casey felt his exhausted
power gush out like spring water.
At this moment, Casey felt that he had
the power to destroy the world.
Myles felt the changes in Casey's body.
His face changed drastically, and then
he exclaimed, "How is this possible!
Why is your aura stronger than before?"
Casey smiled at Myles and said, "You
talk too much. You just don't look like
Grandmaster."
After speaking, he got up instantly and
rushed to Myles at a speed that Myles
could not see through. Then he directly
pinched Myles' neck and lifted him from
the ground.
Chapter 728 Myles’ Death
Myles reacted instantly. Then he was
about to break free from Casey's hands.
As Grandmaster, even if he was
seriously injured, he couldn't stand still
and wait to die.
However, when he used his inner force,
an unimaginable force swept his whole
body, pressing all his inner force back.
"Why... why?" There was horror in
Myles' eyes. He had been Grandmaster
for so many years. He had never
encountered such a weak time.
Casey said with a smile, "Actually, I
should thank you. If it weren't for this
battle with you, I wouldn't have been
able to break through to medium stage."
"Medium stage! Do you really have a
way to cultivate XuanJin?" Myles' eyes
widened round.



"Yes, it’s done now. I won't lie to you. It
is precisely because of XuanJin that you
will end up like this. I didn't intend to kill
you, but I didn't expect you to know
XuanJin. If it is spread out, I will
definitely become the target of the
public, so I have to kill you to ensure my
safety." Casey slowly said.
Myles suddenly became nervous. He
gritted his teeth and said, "Let me go. I
promise you that I will never tell others. I
will never come to you for revenge in the
future."
"Sorry, I don't believe you."
Casey said. In order to avoid some
changes any more, he did not hesitate
anymore. The hand which pinched
Myles' neck instantly pressed hard. With
a click sound, Myles passed away.
Such a great Grandmaster, Myles, died
in the hands of Casey.
After solving Myles, Casey threw his
body on the ground. A light and
fluttering feeling came from under his
feet, then he took two steps back.
Although he had already reached
medium stage, the aura that he had just
exploded was only temporary. Before
that, he was in a severely injured state.
Breakthrough would not heal his
injuries.
After taking a deep breath, Casey felt
the changes in his body, then an excited
smile appeared on his face.
Although he had only achieved medium
stage, he was actually stronger than
other Grandmasters. This was the first
time Casey had felt the satisfaction that
power brought to him. He even had a
faint expectation that what kind of level



his power would reach when his inner
force and XuanJin reached
consummation.
Not far away, Dudley, Foley and others
looked at the dust in front of them with
solemn expressions on their faces. No
one knew what was going on inside.
The confrontation between Casey and
Myles just now gave them a big shock.
"Although Casey has amazing talents
and unimaginable strength, his
opponent is a Grandmaster after all.
Casey might die just now."
"At the age of more than 20 years, he
can compete with a famous
Grandmaster to such a point. It is really
unprecedented. No matter what, I will
never forget Casey."
"If I have to fight with such a
Grandmaster, I am afraid that I can't
even take a single move, but Casey can
achieve this level, which is really
amazing."
...
Dudley also showed a trace of
admiration on his face. If it was him who
fought with Myles, he would be not sure
what would happen. So he was very
worried about Casey's condition.
If Casey died in Myles' hands, it would
be really a pity.
"Boss, you are so stupid. With your
talent, you can be a Grandmaster soon.
Why do you have to come out to face
Myles at this time? I haven't repaid your
favor to me yet. But you just died like
this. It makes me..." Foley said with a
heavy face.
"Look at it, someone has come out from
inside." At this moment, a person



shouted.
Everyone hurriedly looked over there.
Foley also stopped muttering. Although
he felt that Casey would not be able to
defeat Myles, he still had a glimmer of
expectation.
In the dust, a thin and tall figure
gradually became clear. Soon, everyone
showed the most shocked expression
on their faces because of the
appearance of this figure.
"It’s... it's Casey! He comes out! So
Myles lost?!!!"
Many people swallowed. No one
thought that the result of today's battle
would be so unexpected.
After Casey walked out of the dust, he
patted his clothes lightly, and then said
to everyone in a flat voice, "Myles is
dead. Bother you guys to clean up his
body."
His words were like the thunder, blasting
in everyone's ears. Everyone was
dumbfounded.
The famous Grandmaster, Myles, in
order to avenge his apprentice, traveled
a long way to No. 5 Prison, but died
here. If this incident were passed back
to H Country, it would definitely become
a major event in Guwu Circle.
Dudley looked at Casey with
complicated eyes. Four months ago, this
guy was just a young junior with good
talents in his eyes. Four months later,
this guy actually killed Myles in front of
so many people. His shock couldn’t be
clearly expressed in words.
Foley exclaimed directly, "Boss, you are
so awesome! That's a Grandmaster!
You killed a Grandmaster. Just now I



thought that you lost. It seems that I
really underestimated you!"
Casey glared at Foley, then walked in
front of Dudley and the others, bowed to
Dudley, and said, "Thank you for the
hospitality for more than four months.
Now Myles is dead. You don't have to
worry about me."
Dudley also said to Casey, "You are
very strong. It is conceivable that the
entire Guwu Circle will add some
different colors because of your
existence."
Casey smiled and said, "I'm flattered."
At this moment, Dudley thought very
highly of Casey. So when he looked at
Casey, it was not like that those elders
were watching the youngers, but he
treated Casey as his peers.
Casey didn't say too much. After
speaking with Dudley a few words, he
took Foley and left here. Now he
needed to recover from his injury first,
and then thought about the next things.
Not long after Casey and Foley left, a
person walked up to Dudley and said,
"Boss, Casey is gone, but he has left
our prison a lot of trouble."
"What trouble?" Dudley turned his head
and asked.
"Now many people in our prison have
started planting potatoes because of
Casey, and the atmosphere inside has
become more harmonious than ever
before. If this continues, it won't take
long before they begin to become
friends and to eat baked potatoes
together."
"They are all prisoners. The original
intention of our prison was to let them



kill each other and let them compensate
for their mistakes. Now this place has
become their sanctuary."
After listening to that person's words,
Dudley also frowned. From this point of
view, Casey had indeed caused great
trouble to No. 5 Prison.
It was just that Casey had already left,
so how could he care about the future
situation in No. 5 Prison? These were all
problems that Dudley should have to
solve…
Chapter 729 The Embarrassing Caro
At H Country Alliance of Chinatown in M
Country.
In the living room, Caro was sitting on a
chair in a daze. It could see a trace of
sadness between her brows. No one
knew what she was thinking about.
At this time Nicolle came over. Seeing
his daughter like this, he teased, "Caro,
are you thinking about Casey again?"
Caro was brought back to her thoughts
by Nicolle's words. After realizing what
Nicolle said, she suddenly blushed.
"Daddy, what are you talking about? I'm
thinking about the four big families. I’m
not familiar with that guy. Why should I
miss him?" Caro quickly explained.
Nicolle looked through everything and
said with a smile, "Caro, you don't need
to lie to me. If you don't miss that guy,
who are the dozen or so sachets in your
room for? "
Caro immediately widened her eyes,
stood up from the chair, and said,
"Daddy, you actually peeked at the
things in my room!"
"I didn't take a peek. I accidentally saw
them last time when I was looking for



the broom. Caro, you are a girl. It is not
a shame thing that you like a good boy.
Just admit it. "Nicolle said.
Caro was a little speechless at once,
wondering why she had such a gossip
father.
"Huh, yeah, I just miss him, but I just
don't admit it, unless...unless you can
make him appear in front of me right
now." Caro said angrily. But she didn’t
realize what she said was equivalent to
admitting it.
Nicolle stared at Caro with a smile on
his face. He was just about to say that
he didn't have the ability. At this
moment, there was a sound of footsteps
outside, and then the door of the living
room was pushed open.
"What are you talking about? You guys
look so happy!"
When the two heard this sound, they
both turned their heads quickly. After
seeing Casey and Foley standing at the
door, Nicolle and Caro were so
shocked.
"...Casey, why are you here!" Caro
looked at Casey in disbelief, then took
another look at Nicolle, suspecting that
Nicolle and Casey were in collusion.
Just now she personally said that if
Casey appeared in front of her, she
would admit that she was thinking about
Casey. Then Casey really appeared in
the next second. What a coincidence!
Nicolle was also so stunned. His look
was as if saying, ‘I really didn't know
anything.’ He was just joking with Caro.
But who knew Casey suddenly
appeared while they were talking?
"Casey, aren't you in No. 5 Prison? Why



did you come back? Could it be that you
escaped the prison?" Nicolle asked.
Casey smiled and walked over, "They
release me out."
Caro looked at Casey with a flushed
face, her heartbeat speeding up. She
didn't know what to say for a while. The
man she was thinking about day and
night appeared in front of her suddenly,
which made her very at a loss.
"Hey, why is your face so red? Are you
sick?" Casey asked.
"We were talking about you just now.
This girl said that as long as you show
up, she would admit that she missed
you. Now, you really show up. It seems
that this is God's arrangement." Nicolle
didn't hide anything, but told Casey
everything.
Caro was so embarrassed that she
wanted to shut Nicolle’s mouth up. She
really didn’t know whether her father
was really stupid or not. Her father
actually told Casey directly without
thinking about it, which made her so
embarrassed.
Casey was also a little embarrassed. He
didn't expect that the two of them were
talking about this kind of thing.
At this time, Foley standing next to
Casey felt that he had to do something.
After all, he was Casey’s bro now, so he
had to behave well. Then he said to
Caro, "Hello, this lady, you are so
beautiful. You and my boss are really a
perfect match."
Hearing what he said, Caro, who was
already shy, was blushed even more.
She didn’t dare to look into Casey’s
eyes. Although Foley's words made her



very shy, she still felt very happy that
Foley said she and Casey were a
perfect match.
Casey kicked Foley’s ass directly, then
Foley fell on the ground. Casey shouted,
"What nonsense are you talking about?
My wife is in H Country. This is the
daughter of the chairman of H Country
Alliance. Where is your manner?"
Foley was a little regretful. He didn't
expect that this beautiful girl was not
Casey's wife. He was a little ashamed,
so he quickly apologized to Caro.
After a farce, the atmosphere in the
living room finally became normal. But
Caro still didn't dare to look directly into
Casey’s eyes. The usually arrogant lady
was like a little shy girl at this moment.
They sat down on the chairs. Nicolle
looked at Casey curiously, and asked,
"Casey, No. 5 Prison is called a
purgatory. How did you get out of that
prison? "
Before Casey could speak, Foley on the
side began to talk about Casey's deeds
in No. 5 Prison with a face full of
excitement.
When Nicolle and Caro knew that Casey
planted potatoes in No. 5 Prison, they
both showed stunned expressions on
their faces. It was really unexpected that
Casey would come up with such a way
to get himself to live well in No. 5 Prison.
Both of them listened earnestly to Foley
telling Casey's deeds. When they heard
that Foley said Casey exchanged
potatoes for everyone’s vote in No. 5
Prison, they were more shocked.
As expected, Casey's thoughts couldn’t
be estimated with common sense.



"I didn't expect that No. 5 Prison could
have such a big change because of you.
If the people inside really start to give up
killing each other because of you and all
start planting potatoes, the prison
managements might have a headache."
Nicolle said with a smile.
"Actually, you shouldn't come out in
such a hurry. You should be very clear
that Myles will not let you go. If Myles
learns about that you come out, he will
definitely come to you." Caro said to
Casey with some worries.
Foley suddenly laughed and said, "You
don't have to worry about that. We ran
into Myles when we come out of the
prison."
Both Nicolle’s and Caro's faces
changed. There was an inexplicable
tension in their minds.
"Have you met Myles? Didn't he act on
you guys?" Nicolle said.
"Of course he did, but you definitely
can't guess the ending." Foley smiled
mysteriously, and then narrated the
battle between Casey and Myles outside
the prison in a very exaggerated tone.
"What! Casey killed Myles!!!"
After listening to Foley's narration,
Nicolle and Caro both patted the table in
shock and shouted in unison.
Chapter 730 It’s Easy to Deal with
In the living room, Nicolle and Caro
stared at Casey for a quarter of an hour
before they accepted the fact that Casey
killed Myles.
At this time, in their eyes, Casey was no
longer a genius, but a complete
monster. They really couldn't imagine
how a young man in his twenties could



contend with a Grandmaster.
Casey could kill Myles, which was
enough to show that his strength had
also reached the level of Grandmaster.
A Grandmaster who was only more than
20 years old was enough to compare
with those amazing geniuses in history.
"Mr. Casey, you are so powerful and so
young. A person like you will surely
have limitless future achievements.
Generally, people like you will have
several women. I don't know if you are
willing to accept a concubine, I think my
daughter should barely qualify." Nicolle
stared at Casey earnestly, and said
seriously to Casey.
After Casey heard Nicolle’s words, he
was so speechless. The chairman of H
Country Alliance was really keen to
consider his daughter’s marriage issues,
as if he couldn’t wait to let Caro get
married.
"Mr. Nicolle, are you kidding? You just
call me Casey. As for taking a
concubine, I haven't considered it for the
time being. Sorry, Mr. Nicolle." Casey
refused.
Caro was so embarrassed. She directly
stretched out her hand to pinch Nicolle's
arm. She gritted her teeth and said,
"Dad, if you say this again, I will sever
father-daughter relationship with you.
When you get old, I won’t come back to
take care of you!"
"Hey, it hurts. Silly girl, I’m just for your
sake. If you don't try it, how can you
know that you have no chance." Nicolle
grinned in pain.
Seeing them like this, Casey smiled
helplessly. He said, "I came here this



time to thank you guys. If it weren't for
Secret Skills you gave me, I may have
died in Myles' hands now."
Nicolle was surprised and asked, "Have
you learned the method in the Secret
Skills?"
Casey nodded. He did not intend to
conceal the incident. After all, it was
Nicolle who gave him the Secret Skills.
So he really needed to thank Nicolle. He
also believed Nicolle and Caro wouldn’t
tell others the matter.
"If I guessed correctly, the Secret Skills
will get involved a lot of stuff. I can tell
you the method in the book, but you
must ensure that you will not spread this
method outside, because once others
know that you guys know the method,
what you are about to face will not only
be chased by Grandmaster. Any
Grandmaster who knows this matter
may come to you guys." Casey said.
The faces of Nicolle and Caro both
changed. They didn't expect that this
Secret Skills could involve such a lot
things, and it would made Grandmaster
scramble for.
Nicolle thought for a while, and then he
said, "You don't need to tell us about it.
It was originally a gift that I gave you to
thank you. Since you can see through
the mystery in the Secret Skills, it has
nothing to do with us."
"Moreover, the Secret Skills is so
involved. Knowing it means to get into
the trouble. I just want to live a peaceful
life with Caro, and everything else
doesn't matter."
Caro nodded too, obviously agreeing
with Nicolle.



Casey didn't expect Nicolle to be so
open-minded. Nicolle actually could
resist the temptation of such a powerful
cultivating method. It seemed that the
chairman of H Country Alliance was
indeed not an ordinary person.
Foley on the side wanted to know what
Casey mentioned about Secret Skills,
but he knew that the relationship
between him and Casey had not
reached that level.
"You don't need to tell us about the
Secret Skills. I think you should be more
concerned about the troubles
encountered by the forces that Guanling
deployed in M Country." Caro said.
Casey was taken aback, then asked,
"What trouble?"
"Before Theodore died, he once
controlled the four major families in
Chinatown in M Country. He wanted to
use it to allow the Turner family to rise to
a higher level above the original level."
"Later, Theodore was killed by you, and
all the senior members of the Turner
family were slaughtered by you. The
four major families took the opportunity
to divide up the Turner family's
properties. Then they learned through
some channels that you were arrested
into No. 5 Prison. So they began to be
unscrupulous."
"Now the four major families are uniting
against the forces deployed by Guanling
in M Country. They have mastered the
information of most of the people we
have arranged in M Country. In order to
eradicate the threats, they paid a lot of
money and hired the killer from the
world's number one killer organization,



Yin Killers, to assassinate our men."
"Yin Killers is a very powerful killer
organization. Those who are targeted by
them are generally unable to escape the
fate of being assassinated. The most
important thing is that although these
killers are proficient in assassination,
there is no one who has inner force.
Except for their leadership who is an
inner force expert, the rest are ordinary
people who specialize in assassination,
so my father and I have no way to
intervene in this matter."
"Yin Killers’ assassination plan has not
yet begun. Once it starts, none of the
ordinary people in M Country who are
arranged by Guanling can be alive."
After listening to what Caro said, Casey
raised his eyebrows. He didn't expect to
meet this killing organization as soon as
he came out of No. 5 Prison.
Now he still had the token that Ewing
gave him. If Ewing hadn't lied, Casey
now could be regarded as the leader of
Yin Killers.
If Caro was just worried about this,
Casey could say without exaggeration
that the trouble had actually been
solved.
"You can just leave this to me. The killer
from Yin Killers will not attack the people
in Guanling." Casey said with smile.
"Casey, the point of the problem is that
the assassins of Yin Killers are all
ordinary people. We can't do anything to
them. Is it possible that you still want to
be arrested into No. 5 Prison? As for the
leader of Yin Killers, no one knows who
he is. Even if your current strength is
enough to kill him, there is no way to



find where he is." Caro frowned and
said. Because of this problem, she had
been worried about for several days.
As an inner force expert, she didn't
worry about anything. But the people
who were arranged by Guanling here
couldn't be as calm as her.
Casey smiled and said, "I didn't plan to
attack the killer from Yin Killers. This
matter is actually easy to solve."
"Don't attack them? Then how do you
stop those killers?" Caro asked with a
puzzled face.
"If I say that I’m the leader of Yin Killers,
will you guys believe it?"
Chapter 731 Teach You a Lesson
In M Country, at Queen Disctrict, in a
hot bar.
Casey and Caro came in. Caro wore a
short skirt today. She was sexy and
enchanting. In the four months that
Casey hadn't been there, she had been
wearing the leather pants and jacket.
Originally, when Casey told Caro that he
was the leader of Yin Killers, Caro didn't
believe it at all, thinking that Casey was
joking.
Casey told Caro about Ewing's affairs in
No. 5 Prison, and said that he did not
expect it to be so coincidental.
If these four major families looked for
other organizations to deal with the
people in Guanling, Casey might have
to spend some efforts to deal with. But
they looked for Yin Killers, then things
were much easier.
Casey only needed to find the current
leader of Yin Killers, and showed the
leader the token that Ewing gave him.
Then he just ordered the person to



refuse the task of the four major
families, and the matter would be over.
They came to this bar today to find the
current leader of Yin Killers.
When Casey was in No. 5 Prison, Ewing
told Casey how to contact the people
from Yin Killers. Casey contacted the
leader of Yin Killers through that
method. They arranged to meet in this
bar tonight.
Because Caro's figure and appearance
were so attractive, as soon as the two
entered the bar, they attracted a lot of
people's attentions.
Many young and strong men whistled at
Caro, not caring about Casey who was
following Caro.
"It's really annoying. These stupid guys!
If it is not restricted by the rules of law
enforcement, I will definitely slap them
to let them know how powerful I am."
Caro said with a gloomy expression.
Casey smiled and said, "If I remember
correctly, Executor are only in charge of
the actions of inner force experts in the
Chinatown, right?"
"Yes, why did you say this suddenly?"
Caro asked with some confusion.
"This is Queen Disctrict. It’s not under
the control of Executor, isn’t it?" Casey
continued.
Caro didn’t know what to say. Then she
suddenly understood what Casey
meant. At the same time, she figured
out something.
"Yes, this is Queen Disctrict. Executor
simply can't control here. Even if I kill
people here, Executor will not come to
me. They only control the area of
Chinatown." Caro said.



Casey smiled and nodded, agreeing
with Caro's idea.
In fact, this was what he learned in No.
5 Prison. The existence of Executor was
to prevent the inner force experts from
influencing the development of the
secular world on a large scale, and this
secular world referred only to H Country
and Chinatowns around the world.
What about other countries, Executor
would not have the slightest concern.
They also acquiesced in some inner
force experts to do things in other parts
of M Country. After all, doing so was no
harmless for H Country, as long as it did
not hurt the compatriots.
Moreover, after staying in No. 5 Prison
for a long time, Casey also gradually
understood that Executor couldn’t take
care of a lot. For example, if Casey
wanted to kill ordinary people, as long
as he was more concealed and didn’t kill
so many people at a time, Executor
couldn't find it out.
In this world, there were many inner
force experts who were obsessed with
glory and wealth. Maybe there were
some inner force experts who hid in the
world's top families. Just others didn't
know it.
There were not a few existences like the
Briggs family in H Country. People often
ignored their existence just because
they couldn't reach that level.
The most important point was that
Casey now understood that Executor
were only in charge of people who were
below the level of medium stage. Once
they reached medium stage, even
Executor couldn't restrain them.



One was because Grandmaster was
powerful, and the other was because
there were not a lot of Grandmasters
among Executors. So even they wanted
to manage it, they couldn't.
Therefore, with Casey’s current
strength, even if he went to kill the
Turner family again, Executor may just
give him some warnings. But it was
absolutely impossible to put Casey into
No. 5 Prison.
After all, even if Executor really sent a
Grandmaster, he might not defeat
Casey, let alone arrest him.
Therefore, Casey deeply realized that in
this world, only absolute power was the
goal he should pursue eternally. With
absolute power, everything else was at
his fingertips.
"Hmph, if they dare to whistle to me
again, I'll kick their asses to see if they
dare to flirt with me." Caro said angrily.
The two came to the front of the bar.
Casey ordered two glasses of wine and
handed one to Caro. After that, he
reached out and tapped on the counter
in a rhythmic manner.
After the bartender saw it, he glanced at
Casey. But he didn't say anything. He
just turned and walked inside.
While Casey and Caro were waiting, a
few men in M Country with ear studs,
nose studs, and lip studs walked
towards the two of them.
These people stared at Caro with
squinting eyes, and surrounded her.
"Girl, you’re so hot. Your skirt is so
short. Is it to make it easier for me to get
you from behind? How about going with
us? I promise you will enjoy it." The man



who took the lead smiled lewdly.
Caro suddenly felt disgusting. In M
Country, this kind of gangsters were
everywhere. If a girl walked alone at
night, it was very likely that she would
encounter some danger.
"Get away before I get angry!" Caro
shouted at them with a cold face.
"Unexpectedly, your temper is also hot. I
like it. Tonight, I will definitely let you be
obedient." The man who took the lead
did not take Caro's words seriously at
all. Those people who were behind him
also laughed.
Upon seeing this, Casey wanted to help
Caro solve the trouble, so he said to the
few people, "She told you to get away.
Didn't you guys hear it?"
Several people all looked at Casey, then
their eyes showed disdain. The person
who took the lead directly yelled,
"Disgusting H Country Monkey, just get
out of here. Don't disturb me to talk with
the girl here. Hurry up and get out of my
face!"
Casey didn't intend to talk nonsense
with these people. He was ready to
teach these guys a lesson directly. At
this moment, Caro stopped Casey and
said with a smile, "This kind of bastards,
I can do it myself. I've long wanted to
teach them a lesson. Let them be the
sandbags for me."
After hearing what Caro said, Casey
nodded.
Caro stared at the few people and
moved her hands and feet.
Upon seeing this, the person who took
the lead licked his lips and said, "I didn't
expect that she was really a hot girl. She



even wanted to do something with us.
Hey, let me taste your..."
Before he finished speaking, Caro had
already slapped him on his face.
Although Caro only had a littler inner
force, her power was no longer what
ordinary people could bear.
The person who took the lead turned
over in midair, and then fell to the
ground.
"Today, I will teach you guys a lesson!"
Chapter 732 token of Yin killers
The other people who followed that man
saw that he was slapped to the ground
by Caro. They were all taken aback, and
their gazes at Caro became vigilant.
Caro glared at these people fiercely.
Those guys realized that this beautiful
woman was not easy to provoke. Then
they all took the initiative to step back,
intending to escape.
Caro didn't give them this opportunity.
She rushed forward, and punched them
all to the ground.
Everyone in the bar looked at Caro with
surprise, and then there was a burst of
warm applause, all expressing sincere
admiration for Caro.
Caro clapped her hands. Seeing those
gangsters who fell on the ground, she
felt relieved.
In the past, there were always gangsters
who came to tease her, but she always
felt that she was already an inner force
expert, so she didn't want to argue with
them. She endured it all the time.
Now Casey’s words made her aware of
her status. As an inner force expert,
when these foreign gangsters came to
make trouble to her, she should deal



with them severely. Otherwise, it would
be meaningless that she strived to
become an inner force expert.
After she taught these guys a lesson,
she felt a lot easier. Perhaps, she was
freer and easier in this state.
She turned to look towards Casey and
found that Casey was staring at herself
seriously and then slowly gave a thumbs
up.
Caro looked ashamed, thinking that
Casey was complimenting her. At this
time, Casey spoke earnestly, "In the
future, if there are boys present, it will
be better for boys to solve this kind of
thing, otherwise you can't get married."
Caro's eyes widened immediately. It
took her a while before she realized
what Casey meant. Was this guy saying
that she was too violent just now, so it
was hard for her to get married? !
She clenched her small fist in an instant.
She couldn't wait to hit Casey a few
times. How did such a man get his
wife’s love?
"It has nothing to do with you whether I
can get married or not! I’m just so
violent! So what? Humph!" Caro said
angrily.
Casey did not dare to say anything.
At this time the bartender walked up to
them, glanced at the gangsters who fell
on the ground, and said, "Come with
me."
Casey and Caro looked at each other
and walked in with the bartender.
Soon, the bartender took two people to
the door of a room and said, "The
person you are looking for is right there."
Then he turned and left.



Casey did not hesitate, opened the door
directly, and walked inside.
As soon as the two of them got inside,
the door behind them was closed. It was
pitch black and there was no light.
Casey could only feel Caro’s position
according to her breath. In the whole
room, except for the two of them, it
seemed that there was no other living
person.
Casey felt it quietly. Now his inner force
and XuanJin were both great. His
perception was ten times stronger than
that of ordinary people. If there was
something wrong, he would soon feel it.
"Stay where you are. Don't move. I'll go
take a look." Casey said, and walked to
the front.
Caro was not worried at all. After all,
Casey killed a Grandmaster. Even if
someone really wanted to attack them, it
would be the other party who would get
into the trouble.
After walking a few steps toward the
front, Casey felt a faint strong wind next
to him. He made a decisive move and
immediately grabbed the person by the
neck. As soon as he exerted force, he
killed the person.
On the other side, another figure came
to him quietly. Casey kicked him out,
and the man screamed and slammed
into the wall behind.
The two people who got close to Casey
didn't have inner force. But even Casey
was a little surprised by their means of
hiding their breath. If they hadn't been
so close to Casey, Casey would not
have discovered their existence.
At this moment, the light in the room



turned on. Casey saw a middle-aged
man sitting in a chair in front of him. On
both sides of the middle-aged man, five
people in black suits stood neatly.
These people were all staring at Casey
at this time. The middle-aged man
sitting in the chair clapped his hands
and said with a smile, "You’re not bad.
You actually can predict the position of
my subordinates in total darkness. This
is the first time I have encountered it in
these years."
Casey also looked at the people in front
of him with a little surprise. He didn't
expect that there would be a total of 13
people in this room, but he didn't even
notice them at all.
It seemed that it had reasons that Yin
Killers could become a world-class
assassination organization.
Although these killers didn't have inner
force, if they could get close to those
inner force experts and as long as their
speed was fast enough and the killing
weapon was sharp enough, even if the
other party was a great inner force
expert who had reached medium stage,
he would be killed.
If those people used poison directly, the
damage they could cause was even
more terrifying.
"Are you the leader of Yin Killers?"
Casey looked at the middle-aged man
sitting in the chair and asked.
The middle-aged man stood up and
said, "No. I just help my big brother to
be in charge of for a period of time. Who
are you and why do you know the
contact code for Yin Killers?"
Casey said with a smile, "If I guessed



correctly, the person who told me the
code should be your big brother."
The middle-aged man glared at Casey
and said coldly, "Boy, don’t joke with
me. Otherwise, your ending will be
terrible."
Casey shrugged and said, "Your brother
is Ewing?"
The middle-aged man showed a hint of
surprise on his face and asked, "How do
you know my brother's name?"
"Then there should be no problem. Your
brother told me this code." Casey said.
"It's impossible! My brother is currently
being locked up in No. 5 Prison, where
he can only get in but not out. Even if
you have seen my brother, you should
be in No. 5 Prison just like him. How
could it be possible that you can appear
in front of me? Who on earth are you!"
the middle-aged man asked.
"I did know your brother in No. 5 Prison,
and he indeed told me the existence of
Yin Killers. As for No. 5 Prison where
you can only enter but not leave, it is for
ordinary people. If you want to get out,
there is a way." Casey said.
"Don’t quibble here. Hurry up and tell
me your identities, otherwise don't
blame me for being rude!" The middle?aged man still didn't believe
Casey's
words.
Casey was a little helpless, took out the
token that Ewing gave him, and said, "I
didn't lie to you. When you saw this
token, you should believe it."
After seeing the token in Casey's hand,
the middle-aged man exclaimed, "token
of Yin killers!"
The ten killers standing next to him



instantly knelt on one knee and bowed
their heads at the token in Casey's
hand.
Chapter 733 The Whole Yin Killers
Listens to You
"Seeing token of Yin killers is like seeing
the leader, it seems that what you said
is true."
The middle-aged man spoke to Casey,
then knelt on one knee and lowered his
head in front of Casey.
Casey didn't expect this token of Yin
killers to have such a big effect, so he
asked, "You guys just kneel down
without checking the authenticity of this
token?"
"token of Yin killers is made of special
materials, and it has a logo that can only
be distinguished by the persons from
Yin Killers. There is only one piece in
this world, so it must be true." The
middle-aged man said.
Casey stared at the token in his hand,
but he didn't find anything special about
this token. Maybe only the people from
Yin Killers would know the
characteristics of this token.
"You guys get up. There is no need to
be so respectful." Casey said.
The middle-aged man and all the killers
stood up. The middle-aged man's
attitude towards Casey also changed a
lot.
"How is my brother going now? Why did
he give you token of Yin killers?" the
middle-aged man asked.
Casey didn't conceal it either, and
recounted what happened to Ewing in
No. 5 Prison.
During the chat, Casey also learned that



this middle-aged man was named
Brady. He was an orphan. He was
picked up by Ewing when he was a child
and Ewing treated him as his own
younger brother. He had been raised by
Ewing. Besides, Ewing taught him a lot.
After Casey heard it, he suddenly felt
that Ewing was also a sentimental and
righteous person. However, Ewing was
too obsessed with power, which split out
a demon and a tyrannical personality.
Otherwise, he would not be locked up
into No. 5 Prison.
After listening to Casey's explanation of
Ewing's current situation, Brady felt a
sigh of emotion. Then he said to Casey,
"Since he gave you token of Yin killers,
it shows that he attaches great
importance to you. Since you are
looking for us today, I will put all the
resources of Yin Killers on you, making
you the top killer in the world."
Casey laughed immediately after
hearing this. He didn't tell Brady that
Ewing gave him token of Yin killersjust
because Ewing was defeated by him, so
Brady didn't know Casey's strength.
"No need, I don't currently have any
plans to become a killer." Casey said.
Brady suddenly looked at Casey with a
bit of puzzlement and said, "Casey, you
know that we are the No. 1 killer
organization in the world. The resources
we control have reached the point
where you can't imagine. If we use our
resources to train a person, geniuses
from all over the world will surely
scramble for it."
"You can easily find the two killers close
to you just now, indicating that your



talent is not bad. If you are cultivated,
you will be able to shine in the future. I
can guarantee that you will become a
great inner force expert."
"But you actually refuse us. Do you
know what a good opportunity you will
miss?"
Listening to Brady's earnest words,
Casey smiled, "There is no need for this.
Leave these resources to those who
need it more."
"You brat, why don't you understand
me? This is a great opportunity for you
to become an inner force expert. You
should know how terrifying an inner
force expert is, right?" Brady suddenly
felt a little anxious.
Caro who was on the side couldn't stand
it anymore, and just laughed out directly.
Brady glanced at Caro and asked,
"What are you laughing at?"
"He killed a Grandmaster. Now you let
him be an inner force expert. Of course
he is not happy." Caro smiled.
"What...what!" Brady exclaimed directly,
looking at Casey in disbelief, "You killed
a Grandmaster? How is this possible!"
Seeing Brady didn't believe him, Casey
reached out and picked up a grain of
sand on the ground, then aimed at a
teacup on the table, and lightly flicked it.
The sand which was carrying with
Casey's power collided with the teacup.
That teacup was instantly broken into
pieces.
"Do I need to explain it now?" Casey
said with a smile.
Brady and the killers watched this scene
dumbfoundedly. Shatter a teacup with a
grain of sand! Only a Grandmaster



could do this.
"You...you actually have the strength of
a Grandmaster, but you are only in your
twenties! This...this is really beyond my
imagination." Brady said somewhat
unacceptably.
Casey said with a smile, "I’m just lucky.
Actually, we came to you this time
because we want to ask you for help."
"What's the matter?" Brady hurriedly
asked. After knowing Casey was a
Grandmaster, he no longer dared to
neglect anymore.
"Have you recently taken over the tasks
of the four major families in Chinatown?"
Casey asked.
Brady nodded.
"The people they let you kill are all my
subordinates, so I hope you can refuse
the task." Casey said.
Brady immediately laughed and said,
"You have token of Yin killers, which
means that the entire Yin Killers needs
to listen to your orders. What kind of
tasks we can take is up to you, let alone
refuse the task of the four major
families. Even if you want to kill them all,
it is not difficult."
Hearing Brady's words, Casey also
showed a smile on his face.
Although he now had the strength to
contend with Grandmaster, theoretically,
even if he really wanted to kill people
from the four major families, Executor
could have no ways to him, but he did
not have to go against with Executor.
Therefore, if Casey wanted to get rid of
the four major families, he did not need
to do it himself.
Yin Killers was his best choice.



Except for Brady, an inner force expert
who had reached medium stage, the
others in Yin Killers were ordinary
people. If they killed the people of the
four major families, it would be just a
battle between ordinary people.
Executor simply couldn't control it.
"If that's the case, I will be so happy.
When I need to get rid of these four
major families, I hope you guys can help
me at that time." Casey said
respectfully.
"This is what I should do." Brady quickly
replied. Being able to work for a
Grandmaster was only good for them,
not to mention that Casey was still
holding token of Yin killers.
"The assassination plan set by the four
major families is on the 15th. At that
time, they will hold a banquet to
celebrate this event. Why don't we
attack them on that day?" Brady said.
Casey narrowed his eyes when he
heard Brady's words. Then he said,
"Okay, then on the day of the banquet,
let them know what the ending will be. "
The people of the four major families
would never have expected that their
banquet to celebrate the assassination
plan would be their own last supper.
Chapter 734 Four Major Families Are
Just Shit
In Chinatown, at a fairly high-end coffee
shop.
Casey and Caro were sitting by the
window, with a cup of coffee in front of
each. The soft music played in the cafe,
giving people a soothing and relaxing
feeling.
Tonight was the day when the four



major families held a banquet. Before
that, Caro wanted to tell Casey about
the four major families, so she brought
Casey to the cafe.
As for why Caro came to the coffee
shop, Casey didn’t know. Caro said here
was quiet and suitable for chat.
However, after Casey came in, he
discovered that it was a cafe for
couples. Those who came in were all
couples.
Caro said that she didn't know it. But
since they had come, they weren’t
willing to go to other places. Casey
thought it was nothing, so he sat down.
But when they ordered coffee, Caro
didn't look like she was here for the first
time, which made Casey very strange.
Caro was shy from beginning to end.
Casey didn't know what she was
thinking about.
"The four major families are the Chow
family, the Willson family, the Ceng
family and the Morris family, headed by
the Chow family. They are also families
with a certain degree of influence in the
world. Later, with the help of the Turner
family, they all entered the ranks of the
world's first-class families."
"If you look at one of their families alone,
it will not cause fear for Guanling, but if
the four families join forces, it is not a
force that can be underestimated. After
the decline of the Turner family, most of
the industries have been occupied by
the four major families. So the four
major families are now in full swing."
"It is necessary to mention that the four
major families did a lot for your
grandfather's death. There are many



links in the middle, which were all done
by people from the four major families."
Hearing Caro’s words, Casey’s face
sank. Originally, the four major families
planned to attack the people in
Guanling, so Casey didn’t plan to let
them go. Now he knew that the death of
his grandfather was also related to
them, then these four major families
were even more unlikely to be forgiven
by Casey.
"No matter how great they look like now,
after tonight, these four major families
will only be history." Casey said lightly.
Caro nodded earnestly. She didn’t feel
that Casey was bragging. She felt that
Casey was very attractive when he said
such words.
After talking about the four major
families, the two chatted casually. Caro
seemed to be very interested in the
affairs of Casey’s wife. Casey was also
very happy to tell her the story between
himself and Edith.
Just when Casey was talking happily
and Caro was listening carefully,
suddenly four dressed in fashionable
came in outside the cafe. At first glance,
others knew they were the rich. There
were three men and one woman. All of
them followed by bodyguards who
looked fierce.
As soon as they came in, a group of
bodyguards began to let others get out,
shouting, "You guys hurry out. Here is
reserved by Mr. Everett today. If you
don't want to cause trouble, hurry up
and leave now. Otherwise, you will know
what the regret is!"
The couples in the cafe saw that these



people were not easy to mess with, so
they hurriedly got up and ran away from
the cafe.
Caro glanced at the four people, and
said, "They belong to the four major
families. They are all children of the
heads of the four major families.
Because the four major families are in
full swing during this time, and they are
all very arrogant."
Casey nodded. It was obvious that
these four people were domineering rich
second generations.
"What should we do now?" Caro asked.
"Wait for them to come. If they really
don't know how to be polite, I will teach
them a lesson first before teaching their
elders." Casey replied.
Soon, everyone in the cafe walked out,
leaving only Casey and Caro.
The bodyguards walked over and yelled
at Casey and Caro. However, both of
them didn’t move, and just continued to
drink coffee.
Everett Chow, the young master of the
Chow family, Douglas Willson, the
young master of the Willson family,
Beverly Ceng, and the young lady of the
Ceng family and Paige Morris, the
young master of the Morris family, also
noticed Casey and Caro.
When the three young masters’ eyes fell
on Caro, their eyes lit up. Although
Beverly was a bit attractive, it was far
worse than Caro. So after Beverly saw
Caro, she immediately showed a look of
contempt.
"There are people who are not afraid of
death. They even dared to sit there and
not leave. I’ll go to teach them a lesson."



Beverly snorted coldly. She wanted to
slap Caro on her pretty face.
Upon seeing this, Everett quickly
stopped her and said with a smile,
"Don't be so angry. You’re a lady. We
go over and chat with them."
Both Douglas and Paige nodded.
Beverly could immediately see what the
three people were thinking about. They
just wanted to flirt with Caro, but the
more they were like this, the more
annoyed Beverly became.
The four of them walked towards Casey
and Caro. Everett ignored Casey and
said to Caro, "Beauty, do you mind
having a coffee with us?"
Caro glanced at him and said, "I mind."
Everett was immediately embarrassed.
He had never thought that Caro would
reject him so directly, but there were no
girls who dared to talk to him like this.
Beverly immediately said, "Bro, why are
you polite to her? Isn't she just a vixen?
I think it's no different from the women
you used to play with. If you really want
to fuck her, just ask someone to take
her back. Why are you so polite to her?"
"Who is a vixen!" Caro patted the table
suddenly, her face full of anger.
Beverly sneered at Caro and said, "Hey,
your temper is not good. If it wasn't for
Everett who wants to fuck you, believe it
or not, I will ruin your face now. You
know who we are? Dare to be arrogant
here?"
Caro was so angry that her chest was
ups and downs, thinking that the people
of these four major families were really
so vicious. It’d better to get rid of them
as soon as possible.



Casey smiled, and said to Caro, "Don't
be angry. Probably in her eyes, anyone
who is prettier than her is a vixen."
When Caro heard Casey's words, she
was happy. Was this guy boasting that
she was beautiful?
Beverly was so furious and shouted
directly at Casey, "What are you? You
dare to slander me? I think you want to
go to the hell!"
Everett also looked at Casey coldly.
"Brat, you should have heard of the four
major families? The four of us are the
young masters and young ladies of the
four major families. If you don't want to
die, immediately kneel down and
apologize to Beverly. Otherwise, don't
blame us for being rude." Everett said.
Casey smiled and said indifferently,
"The four major families? It’s just a shit!
Let me kneel down and apologize? You
wish!”
Chapter 735 She Is Ugly
After hearing Casey's words, Everett
and his companions all looked gloomy.
In their eyes, Casey wasn't anybody,
and he was not qualified to challenge
them.
What Casey said was tantamount to
looking for death.
"How dare you! You are still the first one
who dare to slander the four big
families. What kind of background do
you have that you dare to ignore the
four big families?" Everett stared at
Casey and asked.
Casey smiled and said, "You don't
deserve to know."
Seeing Casey so arrogant, Everett was
so angry that his fists clenched.



"Everett, this person is dressed so
ordinary. Obviously, he does not come
from a privileged background. I think it is
only a bluff. He just doesn't want to lose
face in front of this bitch. Let's not talk
nonsense with them," Beverly said
fiercely.
"Yeah, Beverly is right. If he really has a
strong backing, can we still not know
him? Quickly clean him up. He spoils my
coffee time," Douglas and Paige also
echoed.
Everett nodded, turned his head and
glanced at the bodyguards next to him,
and said, "Teach this guy a lesson.
People like him will only give up only at
the sight of the gallows."
Caro instinctively wanted to beat up
these people in front of her, but when
she thought of what Casey said about
her last time, she immediately held it
back, then looked at Casey and said,
"You are a boy, you come to solve them.
Otherwise, you will think I am violent
again."
Casey smiled, got up from the chair, and
looked at the bodyguards.
The bodyguards approached Casey,
reaching out to grab him, and Casey
attacked each of these bodyguards at a
rapid speed, causing them to
temporarily lose their ability to move.
Seeing that these bodyguards fell to the
ground with the blink of an eye, Everett
and other three people were shocked,
and they didn't expect Casey to be so
powerful.
"Damn, don't think that you can be
pretentious as you are good at fighting.
The power of the four big families is not



something you can contend with!"
Beverly shouted at Casey. At this time,
she could only use the four big families
to suppress Casey.
Everett also swallowed, staring at Casey
and said, "No matter how strong you
are, in front of the four big families,
you're nobody. But we don't want to
embarrass you. Apologize to us now
and this matter will be over."
Casey glanced at Everett, then slapped
him on the face and said, "It is you who
should apologize, can the members of
the four big families be so arrogant?"
Seeing Everett being beaten, Douglas
and Paige immediately wanted to help
him.
Casey didn't hesitate. After kicking
Everett to the ground, he slapped
Douglas and Paige separately, and
knocked them to the ground later.
When Beverly saw that Casey didn't
care about the identity of the four big
families, she started to panic.
At this time Casey walked up to her, and
she quickly said: "You, what do you
want to do? I am a girl, do you still want
to hit a girl?"
"You didn't think of yourself as a girl
when you scolded me just now, but now
you even try to condemn me with it. You
are a girl, so what? Defiant, arrogant
and domineering girls also should be
beaten!"
After speaking, Casey slapped Beverly
on the face and let her sit on the ground.
A bright red palm print appeared on
Beverly's face. She covered her face
and burst into tears.
"Wait for me, I want to tell my dad, let



my dad beat you and the bitch. You two
are full of shit!"
Casey smiled, looked at the four people
who fell on the ground, and said, "You
three, if you want to walk out from here
intact, apologize to me and scold this
woman for being ugly, otherwise, don't
blame me for being rude."
After speaking, Casey stepped on
Everett's leg, and after a little effort,
Everett screamed in pain.
He knew that if he didn't follow Casey's
instructions, his leg would probably be
scrapped today.
"I...I'm sorry, Beverly, you...you are an
ugly monster!" Everett gritted his teeth
and shouted.
Beverly was stunned for a moment. She
didn't expect that Everett would actually
scold her.
Casey nodded in satisfaction, then
walked to Douglas and Paige, and in the
same way, they both apologized and
scolded Beverly.
Beverly was about to break down at this
time. The three people are her best
friends. They even called her ugly in
front of her. Even if she knew that they
were being forced, she felt a little
unacceptable.
Casey saw Beverly's expression and
knew that she was being punished more
severely than Everett, Douglas and
Paige.
Mental injuries were often far more
severe than physical injuries.
"It is your turn now. You only have to
just apologize. But if you want to scold
yourself, I don't mind," Casey said.
"Dream on!" Beverly said hysterically.



Casey stared at the waist of a
bodyguard on the ground. There was a
dagger pinned to it. He took the dagger
directly and shook it in front of Beverly,
saying, "If you don't apologize, I will
shave your face. t I'm a man of my
word."
Beverly was frightened at once, staring
at Casey with a grieved expression, and
finally could only say, "I... I'm sorry."
After speaking, she cried.
This was definitely the most aggrieved
time in her life.
Seeing all four people apologized,
Casey looked at Caro and said, "Let's
go."
Caro stood up, smiled and walked out
with Casey.
After Casey and Caro left, Everett,
Douglas and Paige climbed up from the
ground.
They all looked at Beverly with guilt, and
didn't know how to comfort her for a
while.
"Beverly, we were forced. In fact, you
are not ugly at all. It was the bastard
who deliberately asked for trouble," after
a long time, Everett said.
Both Douglas and Paige hurriedly
echoed with a few words of comfort.
Beverly cried even harder when she
heard this.
"I don't care, I must smash that guy to
pieces and disfigure that woman! I will
go back to my father and let him avenge
me," Beverly said.
"Beverly, why don't you bear it first?
Tonight is the banquet of the four big
families. It is not a good time to bring up
unnecessary ramifications. Didn't we



find the best killer organization to deal
with those people from Guanling? When
their mission is over, we can ask one of
them to kill that guy. As for the woman,
we will catch her for you. What do you
think?" Everett said.
Beverly snorted coldly and said, "Then
let the killer kill that kid. What if he is
good at fighting? I don't believe that he
can beat the killer trained by the best
killer organization!"
Chapter 736 Too Disrespectful to Us
Eight pm.
In front of a palace-style hotel in
Chinatown, there were brilliant lights
and luxury cars.
Many people in gorgeous evening
dresses entered the hotel one after
another, most of them were Asian, and
occasionally some people from M
Country could be seen entering.
As the four world-class families, the four
big families could compete with the
world's top families when they worked
together. Naturally many people would
attend their banquet as a mark of
respect.
Everett, Beverly, Douglas and Paige
had also put on more formal clothes at
this time, instead of their parents,
welcoming guests who came to the
banquet.
"After the banquet is over, I must go to
my father and Uncle Franco, and ask
them to lend me a killer. I will get angry
when I think of that damn guy," Beverly
said with a gloomy face.
"Don't worry, I heard that the people
from Yin Killers will also come here
today. It is an easy thing to ask them for



a favor to kill that guy," Everett said with
a smile.
Beverly nodded earnestly, with a
murderous look in her eyes.
Under a big tree not far from the hotel,
Casey was standing here, watching the
people coming and going on the road
with both eyes.
At this time, a young old man walked by
here, and saw Casey staring at the
luxurious hotel opposite, and said with a
smile, "Lad, are you longing to go to the
hotel? It's said that there is a banquet
hosted by the four big families. The
participants are all the upper class
people. Most people are not qualified to
enter. My grandson also wants to join
them. Unfortunately, we don't have a
strong background, so they simply
ignore us."
Hearing what the man said, Casey
smiled, and said, "Success or failure is
just nothing when looking back. Just the
four big families. Maybe after tonight,
these the four big families will only
become past."
"You are an ambitious man. But they are
the four big families, how could they
break as you say. Work hard instead of
fantasizing. My grandson is studying
hard for an exam recently. He may be
able to go to work in the companies of
the four big families in a while," the man
said smugly.
Casey smiled without saying a word,
thinking that his grandson's dream might
be difficult to realize, but the talents
didn't have to worry about working
wherever they go. If the four big families
fell, there would be a better one stand



out.
Not long after the old man left, Caro and
Foley came to Casey.
"Casey, Yin Killers is ready. As long as
you give an order, Brady will
immediately let his men act." Foley said
with a smile.
"The people from the Team of Executors
are nearby, but tonight, they should
have nothing to do with us," Caro said.
Casey nodded and said, "The time is
almost here. Let's go there too, maybe
we can grab some free food to eat."
...
In the hotel lobby.
Franco Chow, the head of the Chow
family, Henson Willson, the head of the
Willson family, Larson Ceng, the head of
the Ceng family, and Rhodes Morris, the
head of the Morris family, were standing
together with all smiles, talking with the
people who came to the banquet.
Today's banquet, one was to celebrate
the assassination plan of Guanling, the
other was to declare the friendship
between the four big families to the
outside world, so that everyone knew
that the four big families were
integration. People must consider
whether they could withstand the anger
of the four big families before offending
one of them.
"In the past, I always thought that
Guanling was just a high-end
playground, and it was not worth being
paid attention to. It wasn't until they
attacked the Turner family and their
young master directly killed all the
senior leaders of the Turner family did I
realized that the horror of Guanling.



Fortunately the young master has been
arrested by Executors and was sent to
No. 5 Prison. It is said that it is
impossible for people in No. 5 Prison to
come out, so we don't have to worry
about anything," Franco said with a
smile.
"That's right. Actually speaking, we
should still be grateful to the young
master of Guanling. If it weren't for him,
we would still have to be led by the
Turner family. Otherwise, how can we
be so influential!" Henson followed. .
"He was bugger all help. Guanling
causes a lot of trouble for us during this
period of time. This assassination plan
is also a warning to them, let them
understand that the four big families are
not something to be trifled with," Larson
said grumpily.
"Henson is just joking. I believe that
after tonight, Guanling will be seriously
injured and will no longer be able to
compete with us. As for the so-called
inner force experts, with Executors here,
they dare not do anything to us,"
Rhodes said.
At this time, Everett and the other three
had already arrived in the hall, chatting
not far from the heads of the four big
families.
The whole hall appeared to be peaceful,
everyone was polite and showed the
decent of the upper class to the fullest.
At this moment, the door of the hotel
lobby was suddenly kicked open, and
the person in charge of checking at the
door was thrown out.
Everyone was taken aback and turned
to look at the door.



Three figures appeared in the hall,
seemingly out of tune with these people
in the upper class.
Everett, Beverly, Douglas and Paige
also looked towards the door, and
expressions on their faces changed
after seeing the three people.
"How could it be that bastard? Why did
he come here?" Beverly said with a
gloomy face.
"He may be here to make trouble, but he
came just in time. Dare he come to the
banquet held by the four big families to
make trouble. Now even if we don't say
anything, my father will beat up this
guy," Everett said.
Then he walked towards Casey.
"Are you three dicing with death. Dare
you come here to make trouble. Are you
qualified to come to this kind of place?"
Everett said fiercely.
Beverly also followed, and said with
resentment, "Stupid guys. How dare
you. Now that you are here, pay for
what you did!"
Casey smiled and glanced at both of
them, and said, "I'm not here to look for
you. You better don't get yourself into
trouble."
"Not looking for us? Then who are you
looking for?" Beverly stared at Casey
and asked.
Casey pointed at Franco and the three
people around and said, "Those old
guys."
"You!" Everett suddenly showed a trace
of anger on his face.
The people around them all looked at
Casey, Caro and Foley with contempt,
thinking that they were dicing with death



that they dared to be so disrespectful to
the heads of the four big families.
At this time, Franco and three others
also walked over here, looked at Everett
and motioned them to retreat.
"Who are you? Today is the banquet of
the four big families. You rushed in like
this. You are too disrespectful?" Franco
said coldly.
Casey smiled and said, "My name is
Casey. You are holding a banquet to
assassinate people in Guanling. Don't
you think you are too disrespectful to
me, the young master of Guanling?"
Chapter 737 I'm Not Going to Kill You
in Person
"Casey... Casey! This is impossible.
Casey has been arrested in No. 5
Prison. Who are you? Why are you
pretending to be Casey?" Franco said
with a look of surprise.
Many people looking on passively
around were also shocked by Casey's
words. The matter that Casey
slaughtered the seniors of the Turner
family caused quite a stir. Four months
ago, the name Casey had struck
everyone's ear in Chinatown in M
Country.
Everett, Beverly, Douglas and Paige
were also frightened by Casey's words.
They were still a little afraid of the
identity of the young master of Guanling.
After all, this guy killed Theodore and
slaughtered all the seniors of the Turner
family. He was not a man that they
could afford to offend.
"I am Casey. I do not have to pretend.
No. 5 Prison is not a place where I can
only enter but not go out." Casey



shrugged and replied.
At this time, Henson had found out the
original picture of Casey, and compared
it with the person in front of him. Henson
confirmed that the man was Casey, and
his face turned pale in an instant.
"Yes... It's Casey, this person is exactly
the same as Casey's photo, there
should be no fakes," Henson said.
After listening to Henson's confirmation,
the people of the four big families
suddenly became a little nervous. They
did not expect that Casey, who had
been imprisoned in No. 5 Prison, would
come back.
Franco and three others were all
uneasy. The reason they dared to attack
the people in Guanling was precisely
because Casey was imprisoned in No. 5
Prison, and according to the information
received at the time, no one could be
released when imprisoned in No. 5
Prison.
Now Casey suddenly appeared in front
of them again, which really caught them
off guard.
The four of them looked at each other,
obviously they didn't know what to do,
and the cold sweat on their foreheads
quickly came out.
Casey didn't care about the gazes of the
people around him, but went to the table
where the food was there, picked up a
piece of pizza, and ate it.
"Go on, don't care about me," Casey
said to everyone.
Everett and others were already a little
scared at this time. They never
expected that the person who they
provoked in the coffee shop this



afternoon would be the evildoer who
wiped out the entire Turner family by his
own.
If Casey had murdered them at that
time, none of them would survive.
Beverly also had an unspeakable
emotion at this time. She originally
wanted to find a killer to kill Casey, but
now she discovered that this guy was
the pervert who killed Theodore. She
knew how powerful Theodore was. How
could average killer kill Casey?
There was a trace of despair in her
heart, and a trace of powerlessness
arose in her.
When facing Casey, the heads of the
four big families all looked scared, let
alone her.
Seeing that the atmosphere froze,
Franco gritted his teeth, walked towards
Casey, and said, "What do you want to
do here?"
"Didn't I tell you? I heard that you are
going to assassinate people in
Guanling, so I came to have a look,"
Casey said lightly.
"Don't you know the rules that the inner
force experts can't attack ordinary
people. If you want to hurt us today, you
will definitely be caught in No. 5 Prison,
and it's the second time you're going in,
and the punishment will be more
serious. Since you are here today, I will
commit myself. We are willing to
abandon the assassination plan. In the
future, we each go our own way. What
do you think?"
Franco knew that Casey had appeared,
which meant that they had no chance of
attacking the people in Guanling, so



now they could only find a way to make
peace.
Casey ate the pizza in his hand, then
clapped his hands, and said, "I really
don't want to be caught in No. 5 Prison
again, so I won't do anything to you
today. As for you to give up the
assassination plan to negotiate terms
with me, isn't it too ridiculous?"
"What do you mean?" Franco frowned,
and a hunch of anxiety suddenly
appeared in his heart.
Casey gave him a smirk, then raised his
hand and snapped his fingers.
With a snap, the lights in the entire hotel
went out instantly, and many people
panicked.
Three seconds later, the lights turned on
again, and the guests who came to the
banquet were all confused, not knowing
what the sudden light-off just now
meant.
And the people of the four big families
felt different from others at this time. By
each of them, there was already a man
in black who looked like a ghost at this
time. These people were holding sharp
daggers in their hands, reaching it on
their necks.
A burst of chill came from the people of
the four big families, but they did not
dare to act rashly, because when the
lights were turned off, they had already
heard the ghastly sound in their ears,
"Don't move, or you will die."
A black-clothed assassin was already
standing beside Franco and other three
heads, none of them could expect that
the members of the four big families'
lives had been controlled by others in a



blink of eye.
The people who came to the banquet
were all horrified. Many females all
began to scream. They all hurriedly
retreated to the surrounding area. Soon,
there were only people of the four big
families and the black-clothed killers in
the middle of the hall. .
"You guys are Yin Killers! Why!" Franco
noticed the characteristics of these
killers, and instantly knew who they
were.
At this time, Brady came in from the
outside, looked at these people from the
four big families with a smile on his face,
and said, "Good, everyone is here. It's
worthy of praise."
After seeing Brady, Franco looked more
confused, and he asked, "Didn't we
have a deal? You help us assassinate
the people in Guanling, and we will give
you 50 billion dollars as rewards. Why
are your people assaulting us?"
Brady smiled at him and said, "I'm sorry,
I don't want the 50 billion dollars. Keep it
for yourself."
After speaking, he turned to look at
Casey, bowed to Casey, and
respectfully said, "Lord, I have done
everything you explained. It's up to you
whether to kill these people or not."
Casey nodded.
Franco looked surprised and murmured,
"Lord? You are the head of Yin Killers?
How...how could this happen. Why? You
are just a young man in your twenties,
why do you have so many identities? ?"
Seeing Franco's stunned look, Casey
explained to him, "I am lucky and I
became the leader of Yin Killers by



accident. You can only blame you for
the bad luck."
Franco was almost choked to death by
Casey's words, and his face became
pale as paper.
"You...if you attack us, Executors will not
let you go," Franco said again.
Casey waved his hand to him and said,
"Didn't I say that? I won't kill you in
person. It's people from Yin Killers will
kill you. You can find them to
assassinate the people in Guanling then
I can ask Yin Killers to assassinate you
in turn. There should be nothing wrong
with it, right?"
Chapter 738 It Is None of My
Business
When the people of the four big families
heard Casey's words, despair appeared
on their faces for an instant. As long as
it's not Casey, Executors really can't
intervene.
Only then did Franco realize what kind
of situation the four big families were
facing now. He was sweating and her
lips were trembling.
The conditions of the remaining three
heads of the four big families were not
much better than him. At the moment,
they were all trembling, but they did not
dare to move because of the killers on
the side.
"Casey... Casey, we know we are
wrong, please give us a chance. If you
forgive us, the four big families can take
refuge in you. You can allocate all the
resources of the four big families in the
future, please let us go," Franco said.
"Yes, as long as you can let us off,
everything is negotiable," the remaining



three families also hurriedly echoed.
Casey smiled and said, "Sorry, I still
look down on your little resource. Some
mistakes can't be made up by begging
for mercy."
Everyone was stunned, and Casey's
words were tantamount to directly
sentenced them to death.
Everett and others also knew that if
Casey did not speak, they would really
be going to die.
"Casey, please forgive us, we know we
are wrong, we shouldn't be so arrogant
in front of you in the afternoon, please
be generous, as long as we can let us
continue to live, we accept whatever you
let us do." Everett had completely lost
the vigor of the young master at this
time. In front of death, how could he still
care about dignity?
"Casey, I am ugly, I am the ugliest
person in the world, as long as you
spare us, you can call me whatever you
want. I know I am wrong." Beverly also
begged for mercy.
Casey glanced at them, with a smile on
his face, and said, "If you didn't speak, I
would have ignored you. Since you now
remind me of the matter in the
afternoon, today's business is not
negotiable."
After speaking, Casey turned around
and walked out of the hotel.
Everett, Beverly and others were
dumbfounded for an instant. People
from the four big families looked at them
and wanted to rush to slap them
severely.
Seeing Casey going out, Caro and
Foley hurriedly followed. Brady also left



without hesitation, just leaving things to
these killers. As an inner force expert,
he naturally had to leave before
slaughter started.
As soon as they walked outside the
hotel, they ran into the Team of
Executors.
Griffin took the lead and walked at the
forefront, looking at Casey with a
complicated expression, and then slowly
stopped.
After seeing Griffin, Casey also showed
a smile on his face, and said, "Long time
no see, Captain Griffin."
"It seems that we still underestimated
you. The first person to be released
from No. 5 Prison. Even Grandmaster
Myles was killed by you. I couldn't
believe it when I got the news," Griffin
said.
"Thanks for your praise," Casey replied.
Griffin and the rest Executors stared at
Casey solemnly. Casey in front of them
had the ability to kill the Grandmaster.
This also meant that this young man
who was only in his twenties was also a
real Grandmaster.
How could this not make them
surprised.
Especially Tony. When he first met
Casey, he thought that Casey was just a
junior who had just reached the
threshold of inner force. After that, he
was shocked by Casey again and again.
Until he learned that Casey had killed
Myles, he was numb and suspected that
he had been in a dream for his whole
life.
"If I'm not wrong, you are here today to
do something against the people of the



four big families. Casey, although you
already have the power of a
Grandmaster, I still want to give you a
piece of advice. Killing ordinary people
wantonly is not desirable, we may not
be able to stop you, but there will always
be someone who will let you be
punished due to it," Griffin said
solemnly.
Casey smiled and said, "You are too
serious. I'm just here for a meal today. I
really didn't intend to hurt them.
However, I heard that the four big
families were killed by the killers their
opponents hired because of their rivalry.
It's none of my business, right?"
Griffin was taken aback for a moment,
but he didn't even realize what Casey
meant.
At this moment, there were sudden
screams from the hotel, and the guests
invited by the four big families swarmed
out, all with horror on their faces.
Griffin immediately gave the six people
behind him a look, and the six
immediately rushed into the hotel.
Almost five minutes later, six people
rushed out, Tony approached Griffin,
and said, "There are people from the
four big families. All of them have their
throats cut. No one is alive. It is not the
work of an inner force expert, it should
be the killers with vicious methods killed
them, and those killers acted so fast that
they could no longer be traced."
After hearing Tony's report, Griffin took
a deep breath and looked at Casey's
gaze more complicated.
Casey immediately said, "Don't look at
me with this kind of look. This is not



what I did. I was standing in front of you
just now. There is an alibi. Please don't
take me into No. 5 Prison."
Griffin was troubled, he really didn't
know how to deal with such a person.
"Do you have any other enemies in
Chinatown in M Country? Just tell me.
I'm afraid that I will have a heart attack
because of you, I want to live a few
more years," Griffin said.
"Don't worry, the four big families are the
last. After getting rid of them, it's time for
me to go home," Casey said.
Hearing Casey's words, the seven
Executors all breathed a sigh of relief.
Caro glanced at Casey secretly, with a
reluctant look in her eyes.
The news of the destruction of the four
big families spread throughout the entire
Chinatown overnight. The name Casey
had once again become one of the
topics that people must talk about while
chatting. There were only a few super
families in Chinatown. After Casey came
here, these super families were all
annihilated. If they hadn't watched the
Turner family and the four big families
fall with their own eyes, they wouldn't
believe it at all.
Because of the collapse of the four big
families, the development of Guanling in
Chinatown was no longer constrained. It
would not be long before new forces
appeared in Chinatown and continued to
disturb the situation here.
At this point, Casey has finished his
revenge, and he would return to C
Country soon.
At the same time, the Davies Family in
B City was facing an unprecedented



crisis.
Chapter 739 The Davies Family Was
in Crisis
In front of the Davies House, B City.
A tall man with thick brows and bright
eyes was standing on the ring that was
just built, staring coldly at the door of the
Davies House.
Near the ring, there were several tables
and chairs, as well as large umbrellas.
Four senior citizens, who were more
than 50 years old, were sitting on the
chairs and drinking tea leisurely.
One of them was Craig, the Leader of
Xing Yi Sect.
He had the air of forcefulness of Half
Step Master. Besides, the levels of air of
forcefulness of two other people were
the same as that of Craig. One of the
four people even had stronger air of
forcefulness than the other three people.
It could be seen that Craig and two
other people were extremely respectful
to the senior citizen with super strong air
of forcefulness.
If people who had some knowledge
about traditional martial arts world saw
that these four people were sitting
together, they would certainly be
shocked.
Craig was here. Besides, there were two
people who had the same level of air of
forcefulness as Craig. They were
respectively Sanford, who was a director
of Baji Blow, and Yates, the deputy
director of Qishang Sect. Both of them
had been Half Step Master.
The senior citizen, who had stronger air
of forcefulness than them three, was
named Alonzo Law. He was a real



Grandmaster from the Law family, a
Guwu Family.
These four people were all famous
experts in fighting in Jiangbei. Xing Yi
Sect, Baji Blow and Qishang Sect were
all could be said to be famous sects in
Jiangbei. The Law family was even a
very powerful and influential Guwu
Family in Jiangbei.
At ordinary times, the people of these
sects and families wouldn't appear in the
public. The four experts in fighting all
came here because of Casey.
The man standing in the ring now was
the best of the younger generation of
the Law family. His name was Dobbs
Law. He was less than 30 years old, but
he had been an inner force expert in
medium stage. He was a rare talent of
martial arts in the world world.
"The students of Bland, get out and
have a fight with me! Being always
cowardly, aren't you ashamed of
yourself?"
Dobbs took a deep breath and then
shouted to the door of the Davies House
with a very loud voice. His voice
resounded through the Davies House.
"This young man of the Law family is
really a rarely seen genius. He becomes
an inner force expert in medium stage in
his twenties. I believe that he would
become a Grandmaster in the next few
years." Craig spoke to Alonzo, who sat
beside him, with a smile.
"He does have some gift, but it's not
very likely that he could become a
Grandmaster within a few years."
Alonzo said modestly. However, he
couldn't help putting on a proud



expression,
"The students of Blandis really are
cowardly. Since they lost to three
opponents in a row last time, they
should dare not to leave this house."
Sanford said with contempt.
"Bland himself is a coward. We have
been looking for him everywhere for so
many years, but we didn't get any clue.
If it wasn't that Craig got the news that
the students of Bland are in the Davies
family now, we might have to look for
Bland for many more years." Yates also
spoke.
Craig immediately sneered and said,
"My student was killed by the student of
Bland. And he hasn't appeared for a
long time. Now, we watch closely
outside the Davies House. If he doesn't
want the people of the Davies family to
be harmed, sooner or later, he'll appear.
At that time, we can force him to tell us
the information about Bland. After that,
to take revenge for my student, let's kill
him."
The other three people nodded. It was
obvious that they all hated Bland.
In the main living room of the Davies
House.
People ranking high in the Davies
family, Baron, Dick, Kacper, and so on
were all here. They were all serious.
Thirty days after Edith gave birth to
Sherry, she no longer needed to lie in
bed and was able to walk around. Now,
after more than four months, her figure
and face were as good as they had
been before. Besides, as a mother, she
had a unique charm of a young woman.
Now, Sherry was lying quietly in Edith's



arms, looking curiously around with her
big eyes. Once in a while, she would put
her hands into her mouth.
"Now, the Davies House is being closely
watched by them. We can't even go out.
There's only enough food for three days.
If they're still here after three days, we'll
be starving." Jordan spoke.
Many people shook their heads while
they sighed. Edith also frowned.
Obviously, she didn't know what to do.
At this moment, Dick wore a guilty
expression. After hearing what Jordan
said, he gritted his teeth and said, "It's
my fault. Since they're unwilling to leave,
I'll put up a desperate fight with them.
I'm not afraid of being killed."
Baron hurriedly stopped him and said,
"Don't act on impulsive now. It's useless
for you to go out."
Dick gave Baron a glance. Finally, he
could only sigh helplessly.
Half a month ago, Abel, who was from
Xing Yi Sect, came to the Davies House
with several students. To take revenge
for Micah, they built a ring in front of the
Davies House and demanded that
Casey should have a fight with them in
the ring.
Since Casey was not at home, Baron
and Dick came to deal with this matter.
At that time, Dick had mastered the skill
of inner force. He went to the ring and
fought with the students who followed
Abel to here. With his outstanding gift
and power, he defeated three people in
a row.
Abel got angry, so he wanted to fight
against Dick in person. Dick rebuked
him for being so shameless that he



wanted to bully the younger generation.
Abel immediately began to talk about
how august Xing Yi Sect was and how
influential it was in the traditional martial
arts world. Then he came to a
conclusion that no one was allowed to
casually kill the students of Xing Yi Sect.
Finally, to force Casey to go out, he
threatened to kill Dick.
Dick was also angry. Hearing that Abel
talked about Xing Yi Sect, Dick said that
both Casey and him were the students
of Bland and that Xing Yi Sect was no
better.
When Dick mentioned Bland, Abel
exploded with rage at once. Bland was
the greatest enemy of Xing Yi Sect.
Besides, half of the people in traditional
martial arts world hated Bland. It was
even impossible for some of them to
forgive Bland.
Dick was dumbfounded at once. Baron
also didn't expect such a consequence.
He hurriedly came back to the Davies
House to hide with Dick.
Abel didn't just attack the people of the
Davies family. Instead, he spread the
news that some students of Bland were
in the Davies House now. In just a
couple of days, the people of Baji Blow,
the people of Qishang Sect, and the
people of the Law family all came here
to hunt Bland.
Because of the rules among the martial
artists, the experts in fighting didn't just
attack the people of the Davies family.
Instead, they sent young people to
challenge the students of Bland. Both
Dick and Baron suffered stunning
defeats. When they were forced to tell



these people the information about
Bland, they firmly refused. Dick was
almost killed because of it.
They were only saved when Edith came
out of the Davies House with Sherry in
her arms and rebuked these martial
artists for being vicious.
After fleeing back to the Davies House,
they no longer went out. It was
inappropriate for Abel and other three
experts in fighting to harm the ordinary
people in the Davies House, so they
sealed off the Davies House. In their
opinion, when the people in the Davies
House could no longer hold on, they
would have to tell them where Bland
was.
When Casey's teacher took on students,
he never told them his name. It was a
rule. No one knew why, but no one ever
asked about it.
Dick knew his teacher's name by
accident. One time, when Dick was
cleaning up his teacher's room, he found
his teacher's notebook about martial
arts. The name his teacher sighed on it
was Bland.
At that time, in his opinion, the reason
why his teacher refused to tell them his
name was that he was a legend and that
he didn't want his students to be proud
just because of it.
This time, he just mentioned the name
of Bland. As a result, the Davies House
was sealed off by three Half Step
Masters and a Grandmaster.
It proved that his teacher was really an
unusual person. However, to Dick's
astonishment, his teacher was not a
legend. Instead, he had a large number



of enemies. And his enemies were all
powerful people like Half Step Master
and Grandmaster.
Considering that the people outside all
came here to get the news about their
teacher, Dick and Baron didn't turn to
their teacher for help. After all, there
was a Grandmaster and three Half Step
Masters outside. They weren't sure if
their teacher could deal with it.
Under the influence of these factors, the
Davies family was put into such a
difficult situation.
"Before, I swore that I would take good
care of the Davies family for Casey.
There is nothing wrong with your
business. Unexpectedly, many experts
in fighting came. Who can deal with it?"
Darius sighed with a worried look.
Chapter 740 Don't Come Back Now
On a bus to the airport in M Country.
Casey was sitting near the window with
a sachet in his hand. It was given to him
by Caro when he said goodbye.
Compared with the first sachet Caro
sent Casey more than four months ago,
this one had first-class design and was
delicately made. It could be seen that
Caro had made a lot of effort on making
this sachet.
Casey had found the fact that Caro had
a crush on him. However, as a man who
had been married, Casey didn't want
such a thing to happen.
After dealing with the matters related to
Lily and Annabel, he had realized that
he had better try hard to avoid having
any contact with these girls in the future
in order not to get himself into trouble.
When Casey left, Nicolle asked Casey



to go back to H Country with Caro and
let Caro stayed in H Country for a few
years. After hearing that, Casey refused.
Even Caro wanted to do that, Casey
dared not to go back to H Country with a
woman.
If Caro really wanted to work in H
Country, it would be better for her to go
back to H Country by herself.
At this time, both Foley and Brady were
sitting behind Casey. Brady was leaning
against the window, sleeping. Foley was
looking curiously out of the window.
After staying in No. 5 Prison for several
years, he was curious about anything
outside the prison.
Before, after leaving No. 5 Prison,
Casey had told Foley to do his own
thing. However, in Foley's opinion, after
he stayed in No. 5 Prison for such a
long time, there had been a social
disconnect between the society and
himself. And he didn't know what to do
after he left No. 5 Prison. Therefore, he
would rather work for Casey.
These days, he had known that Casey
was powerful. At least, if he worked for
Casey, he would have enough food to
eat.
As for Brady, he made up his mind to
work for Casey after Casey showed
token of Yin killers. In the future, he
would go to Casey where Casey went.
Under his arrangement, the members of
Yin Killers had all secretly returned to H
Country. When Casey gave them
orders, the members of Yin Killers would
carry out orders at any time.
After a while, Casey put away the
sachet. He wanted to make a video call



with Edith, so he took out his mobile
phone.
When Casey was in No. 5 Prison, he
would make a video call with Edith every
once in a while, so that Edith would
know that he was safe and that he was
living a leisurely life.
He was really grateful to the solar
charging mobile power supply. Without
it, he wouldn't be able to keep making
video calls with Edith for four months.
However, just a few days ago, the solar
charging mobile power supply was
broken. Fortunately, Casey had left No.
5 Prison, and therefore he could still
charge the phone.
Recently, he had a lot of things to do.
So Casey didn't make a video call with
Edith in the past half a month. He just
sent messages, informing Edith that he
was safe.
Before long, Edith accepted the video
invitation. After seeing Edith and Sherry,
Casey put on a gentle smile.
Edith was still upset because of the
experts in fighting outside the Davies
House, so she was a little absent?minded.
"Darling, I'm coming back soon. Why are
you a little absent-minded? Could it be
that you're not glad that I'm coming
back?" Casey noticed Edith's
expression and asked.
Edith was a little hesitant. After quite a
while, she said, "Casey, what about not
coming back now?"
Casey was immediately stunned and
hurriedly asked, "Why?"
At this moment, Casey had countless
speculations. According to the TV plays
he had watched, the reason why women



said those words was generally
because...she was with other men.
Casey was in a panic and said, "Edith,
what do you mean? Is it that someone is
going after you because I'm not at home
for a long time? And you think that I
always can't be with you, so you..."
Hearing that, Edith was a little
embarrassed at once. She glowered at
Casey and spoke, "You're imaging
things. How is it possible that I will do
that?"
"Then...Why did you ask me not to go
back?" Casey was still puzzled. He was
even a little aggrieved.
Seeing that Casey was feeling
aggrieved, Edith couldn't help smiling
and spoke to Sherry who was in her
arms, "Sherry, look at your dad. He's
feeling aggrieved, just like a little wife."
"I'm serious." Casey spoke seriously.
Edith no longer joked with him. She
understood that Casey had the right to
know about it, so she told Casey the
whole story.
"Now, there're three Half Step Masters
and a Grandmaster watching the Davies
House. I don't know what it means, but it
seems to be dangerous. So, don't come
back now, or they'll point their arrows at
you." Edith said.
Hearing that, Casey was very surprised.
He didn't expect his teacher to have so
many enemies. A Grandmaster and
three Half Step Masters should come to
the Davies House just because Dick
mentioned his teacher's name.
"In fact, in my opinion, your teacher
should deal with this matter. After all,
these people all come here to find him.



And we can't cope with these people by
ourselves. Now, we're almost out of
food. If we can't handle it before we run
out of food, I'm afraid that Sherry will
also be starved." Edith sighed
helplessly. As a mother, she cared more
about her child.
Casey thought for a moment and then
said with a smile, "I'll deal with this
matter. Tomorrow, I'll be back. At that
time, I'll settle this matter. I won't let
Sherry starve."
Edith immediately widened her eyes and
said, "Casey, it's a serious matter. There
is a Grandmaster and three Half Step
Masters. According to Dick, when you
left, you're just an inner force expert in
medium stage. You're no match for
them at all."
Casey put on a playful expression and
said, "Darling, when I was in the wild, I
was not just planting potatoes. Don't
worry. I can absolutely settle this matter,
or I wouldn't dare to say those words."
Edith was a little hesitant. In her
memory, Casey was never reckless.
Besides, now, she had no choice but to
believe Casey.
After hanging up the video, Casey
began to think. When his XuanJin was
in initial stage, he was able to seriously
injure a Grandmaster. Now, his XuanJin
had been in medium stage. Even to deal
with a Grandmaster and three Half Step
Masters at the same time was no big
deal for him now.
In the Davies House, all the people were
called to the living room by Edith. And
she announced, "Don't be worried
because of the people outside now.



Casey will be back tomorrow. He'll settle
this matter."
Hearing that, everyone was shocked.
"Don't let Casey come back. There's a
Grandmaster and three Half Step
Masters outside. And they want Casey
to come back." Baron said with a
solemn expression.
"Casey said that he would deal with it.
We just need to wait for him to come
back." Edith emphasized.
Everyone could do nothing but sigh.
Even if Casey was confident, they were
still worried. After all, Grandmasters
were the most powerful people in the
martial arts world. Casey was truly
surprisingly gifted. However, however
gifted he was, he couldn't be a match for
a Grandmaster when he was just in his
twenties.
Now, they could only pray that Abel and
other experts in fighting would show
some mercy to Casey.
Chapter 741 Defeat Dobbs with a Slap
The next day.
Abel, Alonzo, Sanford and Yates came
to the front of the Davies House again.
They sat on the chairs near the ring and
drank tea.
Dobbs got onto the ring, faced the
Davies House and shouted, "The rats of
the Davies family, come to fight against
me quickly. You're so afraid of fighting
against me. Don't you be worried that
you'll ruin the reputation of the Davies
family?"
Passers-by were all curious about what
was going on here because there had
been a ring in front of the Davies House.
And the Davies family was famous in B



City. Therefore, every day, many
passers-by would come here to have a
look and wanted to know when the
people in the Davies House would come
out to fight.
"Isn't the Davies family very powerful?
These people have been challenging
the people of the Davies family for these
days, but none of them have come out.
They're really afraid."
"The Davies family is the most powerful
family in B City. However, when these
martial artists come to challenge them,
they could do nothing."
"Fuck, I have come here to watch for
several days, but they never fought
against each other. Will they fight or
not? Why are the people of the Davies
family so timid?"
......
In quite a long time, no one had come
out of the Davies family. Dobbs rolled
his eyes and shouted again, "It seems
that Bland is nobody. He himself is as
timid as a mouse. His students are as
cowardly as him."
"How dare the people of the Davies
family claim the Davies family to be the
most powerful in B City? In my opinion,
the Davies family is but a spent force.
They're not eligible to hang this board!"
Just after finishing speaking, Dobbs
rushed out of the ring quickly and ran
towards the door of the Davies House.
Then, he stepped on the stone pillar
beside the door, reached out to grab the
board of the Davies family.
The lookers-on were shocked by ability
of Dobbs. In their opinion, Dobbs was
like a star in action movies. They all



gave out exclamations.
However, when Dobbs was about to
touch the board, there was a sound
made when something flew quickly in
the air. A stone was whizzing towards
Dobbs. Dobbs had a sense of danger.
He immediately turned around and
landed quickly on the ground.
"How dare you touch the board of my
family?" Someone spoke in a deep
voice. Immediately after that, people
present saw that there were three
people walking towards this place from
somewhere not far away.
Dobbs narrowed his eyes. He stared at
the leading man and wanted to fight
against that person.
At this time, many lookers-on
recognized the leading person. Some of
them began to exclaim, "He's Casey!"
"Casey should appear! It seems that
he's coming back from somewhere. No
wonder people of the Davies family
didn't do anything these days."
"He's back. So what? Obviously, the
people who built the ring here are very
powerful. That young man is already so
powerful. And there're even a few old
men. Perhaps the Davies family will be
destroyed by these people."
......
Hearing their remarks, Alonzo and other
three experts in fighting knew that it was
Casey that was coming. They all
narrowed their eyes. But they didn't
attack Casey. In their opinion, Dobbs
alone was able to deal with Casey.
Dobbs came back to the ring,
overlooked Casey, Foley and Brady,
and spoke, "Are you Casey?"



"Yes." Casey replied.
"Ha, ha. It seems that a cowardly person
will sometimes be brave. Since you're
here, you must deal with this matter
today. I heard that you killed an inner
force expert in initial stage of Xing Yi
Sect. Before I ask you about it, dare you
fight against me in the ring?" Dobbs
spoke.
Brady immediately approached Casey
and spoke in his ear, "Casey, shall I
deal with him for you?"
"No, it's my business. Neither of you
should interfere with it." Casey said.
Brady nodded and didn't say anything
more. Compared with him, it would be
more reliable for Casey to deal with it
himself.
Casey looked at Dobbs and said,
"There's no need for me to fight against.
You're no match for me. Only those four
old men could be match for me."
Hearing that, Dobbs's face became
immediately dark. This guy didn't know
who I was yet, but he should say that I
was no match for him. Besides, he even
thought that only Grandmaster and Half
Step Masters over there could be match
for him. It was extremely ridiculous.
"You're so arrogant. Among those four
people, there is a Grandmaster and
three Half Step Masters. You're not
eligible to fight against them!" Dobbs
said rudely.
"First, I would like to introduce myself.
I'm Dobbs, and I'm from the Law family
which is a very influential Guwu Family
in Jiangbei. And I'm among the most
excellent young people of the Law
family. I'm just 28 years old, and I have



been an inner force expert in medium
stage. Hearing all that, do you still think
that I'm no match for you?"
Dobbs looked at Casey with contempt
and questioned.
Casey shrugged. He hadn't heard of the
Law family before. However, being able
to be an inner force expert in medium
stage at the age of twenty-eight, Dobbs
could be said to be a stunning genius.
However, for Casey, he was still not
powerful enough.
Casey gave Alonzo and other three
experts in fighting a glance. Through the
air of forcefulness they had, Casey was
sure that there was indeed a
Grandmaster and three Half Step
Masters.
It was really an extremely powerful
team.
Seeing that Casey didn't reply, Dobbs
sneered and spoke, "Are you trying to
fool us by pretending to be confident
because you're afraid? Don't say I'm no
match for you before I have a fight with
you."
After hearing that, the lookers-on all
began to heckle.
"Casey, could it be that you're afraid?
You claim that he's no match for you
before you fight against him. It's
despicable for you to use such a trick!"
"Casey, if you're a man, go to fight
against him on the ring. Otherwise, all
people in B City will look down upon
you!"
"Don be pretentious. Prove it with
action. Anyone can brag. Quick. Go to
fight with him!"
......



Seeing that people around all heckled,
Casey sighed helplessly. He disdained
to fight against Dobbs. However, for the
sake of the face of the Davies family in
B City, it was necessary for him to let
the lookers-on know how powerful he
was.
He just jumped onto the ring and looked
at Dobbs was sneering.
Seeing that Casey jumped onto the ring,
Dobbs secretly laughed with contempt
and then spoke, "You just killed an inner
force expert in initial stage. Today, I'll let
you what real power is!"
After saying that, Dobbs shouted,
suddenly gave out a strong air of
forcefulness, used a set of extremely
delicate moves and rushed towards
Casey.
The lookers-on were all shocked and
believed that Dobbs was just like the
kind of experts in fighting in the movies.
Just when Dobbs had approached
Casey and was about to attack Casey,
Casey gently raised his hand and patted
on the weak point of Dobbs with ease.
He just slapped Dobbs once, and Dobbs
fell out of the ring.
A sudden silence fell around the ring.
Chapter 742 You Four Can Fight
Against Me Together
Alonzo, Abel, Sanford and Yates, who
were sitting and drinking tea leisurely
near the ring, were confident in Dobbs.
Being proud that there was such an
excellent young people in the Law
family, Alonzo touched his beard with
pride.
"Just judging from the air of forcefulness
Dobbs had, he's much more powerful



than the guy named Casey. Although
Bland is famous, his students are
indeed not excellent." Abel made a
remark.
"Dobbs should be able to give Casey a
heavy blow with this set of moves.
Casey's a self-righteous young people,
and Dobbs would let him know that he's
not powerful." Sanford also said.
"In my opinion, Casey's just being
frightened by Dobbs. He just stands still.
It's obvious that he doesn't know how to
respond to it." Yates spoke.
They were all sure that Dobbs would
soon defeat Casey. Just at this moment,
Casey gently lifted his hand and slapped
Dobbs. As a result, Dobbs fell out of the
ring.
Alonzo and other three experts in
fighting were extremely powerful.
However, now, they were all staring at
Casey in disbelief with a shocked
expression.
"How...How is it possible that this guy is
so powerful? Could it be that he has
been a Grandmaster?" Alonzo directly
stood up.
Abel, Sanford and Yates were also
shocked. Even they couldn't do what
Casey had just done with ease. It only
meant that Casey was more powerful
than they were.
"How is it possible? This guy is younger
than Dobbs. There's a Grandmaster
who is just more than twenty years old?
What a shock!" Abel spoke in a
trembling voice.
Dobbs, who fell to the ground, was in a
daze. It took him a long time to realize
what had happened. He touched his



face, and found that half of his face was
numb. He had a shrill ringing in his ear.
He looked up at Casey. Only then did he
understand that Casey was not being
pretentious and that he was really not
eligible to be match for Casey.
Casey was a few years younger than
him. Dobbs looked at him, feeling very
frustrated.
"Well done!" Foley, who was near the
ring, shouted.
The lookers-on, who were also in shock,
gathered their wits after hearing what
Foley said. Then all of them began to
marvel at how powerful Casey was.
Many of them shouted excitedly.
At the same time, in the main living
room of the Davies House.
Edith was walking back and forth with
Sherry in her arms. She wore an
anxious expression on her face. Casey
had told her that he would be back
today. However, she didn't receive any
news until now. She couldn't help being
anxious.
Just then, a person rushed into the main
living room and shouted, "Lord...Lord is
back! He's now in the ring in front of this
house!"
Hearing that, people present all
hurriedly ran towards the door of the
Davies House.
Soon, Edith came out of the Davies
House with other people. Seeing Casey
who was standing on the ring, Edith was
immediately relieved.
And at this moment, the lookers-on were
all cheering for the slap Casey gave
Dobbs. Seeing that and not knowing
what had happened, the people of the



Davies family were all confused.
When they found that Alonzo and other
three experts in fighting were all angry,
the people of the Davies family were all
a little uneasy.
Seeing that Edith came out with Sherry
in her arms, Casey put on a smile at
once. He jumped off the ring, ran to
Edith and Sherry and held them in his
arms.
"I haven't seen you for so long. I miss
you so much." Casey spoke.
"Well, in the face of powerful enemies,
don't talk about it now. Figure out a way
to solve the problem now." Edith stared
at Casey with a little dissatisfaction.
"They can't be said to be powerful
enemies. It's easy to deal with them."
Casey pinched Sherry's nose with his
hand.
It was perhaps because they were
father and daughter. Although Casey left
not long after Sherry was born, Sherry
didn't treat him as a stranger. She even
liked him a little bit.
After hearing what Casey, both Baron
and Dick were a bit embarrassed. Dick
took a step forward and said, "Casey,
maybe you still didn't know this thing.
Among the four old men over there,
there is a Grandmaster and three Half
Step Masters. It's difficult to run away,
not to mention to deal with them."
"I'll how powerful they are." Casey
replied.
Dick was immediately stunned. He
thought: Since you knew how powerful
they were, why did you brag?
Hearing what Casey said, Baron also
came close to Casey and spoke,



"Casey, we can't resist a Grandmaster
with ease. We have made a decision. If
we really can't resist, we'll tell them
where our teacher is. These years, our
teacher has had many excellent
students. Even if they go to make
trouble for our teacher, our teacher
should be able to deal with it. Now, it's
the only option."
Casey patted Baron and Dick on the
shoulders with a smile, speaking, "Don't
worry. I'm here, and they won't be able
to cause trouble. There's a
Grandmaster. So what? I have killed
one before."
Both Baron and Dick froze. After hearing
what Casey said, they both were in a
daze.
"Casey, we're in a moment of great
crisis, don't joke with us. You have killed
a Grandmaster? Who did you kill?" Dick
spoke.
"Myles." Casey replied.
Baron widened his eyes at once. At
ordinary times, he didn't talk much. Now,
he exclaimed, "It's impossible! Myles is
a world-famous Grandmaster. If he were
really killed by you, how would it be
possible that we know nothing about it?"
"I killed him in a foreign country. People
in H Country should still haven't heard
this news. But people should soon hear
it." Casey said, "Well, it's not the right
time to talk about it. Just stay here and
watch first. I'll deal with those four
people."
After saying that, he turned around and
looked at Alonzo and other three
experts in fighting.
"Are you four the enemies of my



teacher?" Casey asked.
"Your teacher is notorious. He has more
enemies than us four. You had better
tell us where he is. Otherwise, you'll
offend all the people in traditional martial
arts world." Alonzo said in a cold voice.
Casey twitched his lips and said, "My
teacher has done a deep favor to me. If
you want to make trouble for him, you
have to defeat me first. I'll just go to the
ring, instead of talking nonsense. I'll let
you know that you're not eligible to
make trouble for him."
After saying that, he went to the ring.
Alonzo sneered and then was about to
go to the ring.
"You arrogant young guy, although you
defeated Dobbs before, you're still not
eligible to challenge us. I'll teach you a
good lesson!"
Seeing that only Alonzo was going to go
to the ring, Casey immediately waved
his hand and said, "Don't come to the
ring alone. I don't want to waste time. So
you four can fight against me together."
Chapter 743 Fight with Alonzo
After hearing what Casey said,
everyone present was shocked. Others
might not know what it meant that
Casey fought with four people at the
same time. They just thought Casey
was a bit arrogant. But when Alonzo and
the other three martial arts masters
heard Casey’s words, they all felt that
Casey was crazy.
They were a Grandmaster and three
Half Step Masters. Any Grandmaster
didn’t dare to say that he could fight with
four people at the same time.
Seeing Casey didn’t take him seriously,



Alonzo immediately snorted, "How
ignorant! I can knock you down just with
one hand. If the four of us come to you
together, you will die so miserably!"
At this time, Craig also stood up from
the chair, and said with a sneer,
"Alonzo, since this brat made this
request by himself, we don't have to
spare him. This brat killed my
apprentice. I came to him to take
revenge this time."
Sanford and Yates also nodded. It was
the first time they saw such an arrogant
junior. Even if they didn't do anything in
the ring, they could deter him and let
him understand his ignorance.
Alonzo didn't say anything. He rushed
directly to the ring. The other three
followed Alonzo to the ring and stood
behind him.
When Edith and others saw this, they
were all a little anxious. They did not
expect that Casey would let the four of
them go to the ring together. Although
they were not clear what kind of concept
Grandmaster was, they knew Baron,
who had reached initial stage of inner
force, was so strong. In this way, they
also have a general guess about
Grandmaster, it was absolutely an
amazing thing that Casey wanted to
fight with the four of them together.
Foley and Brady naturally understood
how horrible Grandmaster was.
Although they knew that Casey killed
Myles, Alonzo was also a Grandmaster.
Besides, the other three were Half Step
Master. They really didn’t know whether
Casey would be able to cope with it.
They couldn't help but worry about



Casey.
Baron and Dick were even more
solemn. They were full of worries.
"No, it's too dangerous for Casey to do
this. I must stop him. If something really
happens to him, what should I and
Sherry do?" Edith hesitated and then
said.
"Yes, we can't let the four of them bully
Casey like this. It's really shameless."
Darius also said.
The rest of the people didn't want Casey
to be so adventurous. They all agreed
with Edith’s idea.
At this time, Baron stopped Edith and
said seriously, "Let’s take a look at the
specific situation first. I know Casey. He
is not a reckless person. If he does this,
he must have some supports. Besides,
he said he killed Myles. Myles is a great
Grandmaster at home and abroad. If
Casey really killed him, Casey’s strength
must be beyond our imagination. Even if
Alonzo and the other three join forces,
Casey may not be able to lose."
After Edith listened, she bit her lip and
felt that Baron's words made sense.
Although she was worried, Alonzo and
the other three were already in the ring.
Even if she wanted to stop Casey, there
was nothing she could do.
Casey stared at Alonzo and the other
three. An expression of excitement
appeared on his face. Since he broke
through to medium stage of XuanJin, he
had never found an opportunity to show
his skills. Today, he could finally feel
how strong medium stage of XuanJin
was!
"Bring it on! Don't waste time." Casey



said to Alonzo and the other three.
XuanJin and inner force in his body
were already running.
Alonzo’s Grandmaster’s aura exploded
in an instant. The people around who
watched the scene were shocked. They
had never thought that a person’s aura
could reach such a terrifying level.
Some ordinary people even instinctively
shivered.
The aura of the other three also broke
out, causing the entire ring to fall into an
invisible magnetic field.
"My God! Is this still a human being?
Why do I think I will pass out when I feel
their aura? This is even more powerful
than what I saw in the movie!"
"They are so terrifying. Casey still wants
to single out the four of them alone. How
dare he!"
"Compared with these four old men,
Casey looks too weak. I really don't
know what he is thinking about. Maybe
after today, Davies family will be in the
crisis again."
...
After Alonzo kicked the ground, his
figure already appeared in front of
Casey. He pushed his hand out, and
directly targeted at Casey’s chest. As a
Grandmaster, Alonzo wanted to kill
Casey with one move to prove his
strength.
Craig and the other two stood in place
and didn't do anything. They came up
just to scare Casey. In their eyes, Casey
could not be Alonzo's match at all.
Casey squinted at Alonzo. When
Alonzo’s palm was about to hit his
chest, he directly pinched Alonzo’s wrist.



Alonzo thought that his speed was
unmatched. The moment Casey
pinched his wrist, his eyes widened in
an instant.
Casey showed a playful smile on his
face, and said, "So what? You didn't
expect it?"
After finishing speaking, Casey's inner
force gushed out of his body. Then he
used a little force, Alonzo was thrown
out.
Alonzo reached the edge of the ring and
tried to stand firmly. If he hadn't been
experienced, he might have fallen off
the ring.
"Why is your power so terrifying?"
Alonzo looked at Casey with a shocked
face. He could feel that Casey did not
have the aura of Grandmaster,
indicating that he was not a
Grandmaster. But Casey's power was
really scary. Even he was a little caught
off guard.
"When fighting, it's best not to ask so
many questions." Casey rushed to
Alonzo, raised his hand and punched to
Alonzo’s face.
Alonzo did not dare to neglect, and
quickly stretched out his hand to resist
Casey's fist. The two collided with each
other. Alonzo faintly felt that his arm was
a little numb.
Since he became a Grandmaster, there
had never been such a situation. How
powerful was it that it could made a
Grandmaster’s arm numb?
Everyone was also shocked by this
scene. Unexpectedly, Alonzo looked so
powerful, but he was forced to fall into a
disadvantage by Casey from the



beginning.
Alonzo gritted his teeth and performed a
complicated move on the spot. After
that, a powerful aura condensed on his
fist, and he was going to struck Casey at
a gust of speed.
"Tiger Roar Blow!"
Seeing that Alonzo had used his best
move, Casey did not neglect. He
pushed his hand out, and collided with
Alonzo's fist.
"Tianxing Blow!"
An invisible wave appeared. There were
huge cracks in the ring under their feet.
Immediately afterwards, Alonzo stepped
back two steps. A muffled groan
sounded, then a trace of blood flowed
from the corner of his mouth.
Chapter 744 Genius
Craig and the other two, who were
standing on the ring and watching the
battle, were so dumbfounded when they
saw Alonzo get injury.
They already reached the level some
ordinary people couldn’t reach, so there
were very few things that could surprise
them. They rarely showed such a look
for a long time.
Edith and others were relieved when
they saw this scene. Baron and Dick
were even more excited. It seemed that
Casey did not lie to them. He really had
the strength to kill the Grandmaster.
With just a few moves, Alonzo was
already injured.
Casey saw Alonzo get injured, showing
a satisfied expression on his face. When
he reached initial stage of XuanJin, he
needed to use Thunder Shocking Blow
to defeat Grandmaster. Now, he



reached medium stage of XuanJin, he
just used Tianxing Blow, but Alonzo had
already vomited blood.
This also made Casey feel that XuanJin
was much more powerful than inner
force. He just reached medium stage of
XuanJin, and he was already so
awesome. If he reached the
consummation of XuanJin, he really
didn't know what extent his strength
would reach.
Alonzo took a deep breath, quickly
adjusted his breath to a stable state.
Then he turned to look at Craig and the
other two, saying, "This brat has a very
weird power. Let's go together and take
him down first. If he breaks us through
one by one, we will get into the trouble."
Craig and the other two also realized the
seriousness of the matter. After nodding
to Alonzo, they quickly surrounded
Casey.
Casey licked his lips. He even didn’t
take Alonzo seriously. Hal Step Mater
was naturally not his match. Even if
there were three Half Step Master, he
was still not to be afraid.
The five people on the ring fought
immediately. Alonzo and the other three
besieged Casey. The scene was quite
shocking. The temporary ring could not
withstand their fighting. After a while, the
entire ring was about to break up by
them.
The five people moved directly to the
open space on the side to fight.
Everyone around them hurriedly
avoided. If they were affected by this
level of battle, they might die.
"The four of you are not my matches.



You insulted my master. As long as you
apologize to my master in front of
everyone and swear that you will never
be an enemy to my master again, I will
let you guys go." Casey said.
"You wish! Let's apologize to your
master? Absolutely impossible!" Craig
shouted and was about to attack Casey.
Casey smiled faintly. He did not try to
block Craig's move, so he just let Craig
rush to himself.
Craig thought that Casey could not cope
with his attack, then a sneer appeared
on his face.
However, when his palm was about to
touch Casey, he felt a strong resistance
transmitted over, directly dissolving all
the power in his palm. Then he himself
could not resist the power which came
from Casey's body. Then he was directly
bounced away.
"How could this happen!" Craig was
startled. He was Half Step Master, but
he could not even hurt Casey at all.
Sanford and Yates also encountered the
same thing as Craig, both looking at
Casey with surprise.
"How can this brat be so scary?"
"I even can break up an iron plate, but
why did it have no effect on him? What
kind of monster is this brat?"
Alonzo's face was tense. He could get
close to Casey. But because he had
been injured, his attack had no effect.
He couldn’t pose any threat to Casey.
But he still had to work hard to resist
Casey. It was really painful.
The reason why Craig's several moves
did not work on Casey was because
Casey used a method recorded in



Secret Skills to cover his body with
XuanJin. He could use enemies’ own
power to defeat enemies themselves.
In addition, Casey's physical body had
already reached advanced stage of
outer force. He could use this method to
the extreme, making his own defenses
reach a quite astonishing level.
Craig and the others couldn't break
Casey's defense at all.
"I said, you guys are not my matches. If
you continue to fight, the result will be
the same." Casey said lightly.
"Guys, transmit your inner force on me.
This brat is too amazing. If we allow him
to develop, he will be a cancer in Guwu
Circle in the future. We must kill him
today!"
Alonzo said, and then began to run his
move.
Craig and the other two did not hesitate
at all, and immediately joined forces to
transfer their inner force towards
Alonzo.
Alonzo's arura rose sharply. Then he
rushed to Casey with an unstoppable
speed.
Casey stood on the spot, running
XuanJin. He directly rushed to Alonzo.
"Moon Invitation!"
They two collided each other. The wind
blew up, and the hair of several people
was blown and messed up a lot.
Three seconds later, a few screams
sounded. Everyone saw Alonzo and the
other three falling toward the ground,
vomiting blood.
Alonzo’s face was much paler than
before. He looked at Casey in despair.
In any case, he did not expect that he



would be defeated by a brat who was
only in his twenties.
At this time, Craig and the other two had
no desire to resist. In front of Casey,
they had no chance of winning at all.
Everyone around made a burst of
exclamation and was shocked by the
strength that Casey showed. They all
admired Casey so much.
"Boss is really amazing, so awesome.
He is just a genius!" Brady said lightly.
Foley turned his head and glanced at
Brady, then said, "Yeah!"
Brady looked at Foley said, "He is
unparalleled."
Casey retracted his palm, adjusted his
breath, then walked to Alonzo and the
other three, saying, "Now, you admit
your faults and apologize to my master.
I can spare your lives. Otherwise, I will
kill your guys."
Craig and the other three raised their
heads to look at Casey. There was a
little fear in their eyes. Now, they could
only do what Casey said.
Alonzo stared at Casey with a gloomy
expression on his face and his eyes
were full of unwillingness. If he
apologized to Bland in front of so many
people today, he would ruin the
reputation of the entire Law family. He
would not be able to continue to be
foothold in Guwu Circle in the future.
As a Grandmaster, reputation was often
more important than life.
He hesitated for a while, and then a
gloomy look appeared in his eyes. While
Casey had put down his defenses,
Alonzo ran the strength of his whole
body and got up suddenly. He rushed to



Edith, who was staring at this side and
holding Sherry.
Chapter 745 No Matter Who You Are,
You Have to Die
"Let me apologize to your master?
Absolutely impossible. Since you forced
me like this, don't blame me for being
cruel! Even if I am dead, I will have to
get your wife and your daughter to die
with me!"
Alonzo's speed was so fast that
everyone could not react. No one had
expected that a Grandmaster would
take actions against other people's
wives and children.
"Asshole, just go to the hell!"
After Casey heard Alonzo's words, he
flashed out. A raging anger erupted from
his body. He didn't expect Alonzo to be
so shameless that he would attack Edith
and Sherry.
The power of XuanJin reached its peak
at this moment. Casey’s speed was so
fast. Everyone was dazzled. They had
never seen a person with such speed.
Alonzo originally thought that if he
exhausted his all strength, when taking
advantage of Casey's unpreparedness,
he would surely be able to rush to Edith
before Casey could react.
However, as soon as he moved, he
heard an angry shout from behind him.
Then, he felt that the air around him was
trembling. A strong air current appeared,
making him not able to stand firmly.
When Alonzo was about to approach
Edith, a figure appeared in front of him.
Then the figure gradually became
clearly. It was the furious Casey.
Alonzo's face changed drastically. But



he never expected that he was still
stopped by Casey even if he tried all his
best and rushed at the maximum speed
when Casey was not prepared.
Casey’s speed had surpassed that of
Grandmaster. How did he do it? ! !
Alonzo stopped quickly and turned
around to flee. At this time, Casey's
hand was already stretched towards
him. He felt that his thinking had
become much slower. Even when he
saw Casey's hand to stretch over, he
couldn't fight back.
This was not because Casey really
slowed Alonzo’s thinking, but Casey
was so fast that Alonzo couldn't react at
all.
"Since you dare to hurt my wife and
daughter, no matter who you are, you
have to die!"
Casey caught Alonzo's neck. Alonzo
struggled violently. Casey used a little
force. There was a sound of broken
bones. Alonzo's neck was screw off by
Casey.
This was not over. After screwing off
Alonzo’s neck, Casey threw his body to
the ground, raised a foot, and stepped
on Alonzo’s chest. A deep pit appeared
on Alonzo’s chest. Countless blood
came out from his mouth. His both eyes
widened round, and there was no
vitality.
Grandmaster Alonzo died in the hands
of Casey. The Law family lost such a
great Grandmaster.
Everyone watched this scene in shock.
At this moment, Casey was like Death
returning from hell.
Craig and the other two watched Alonzo



die. They shivered a little, and their
faces became paler.
Casey glanced towards the three of
them. Craig and the other two instantly
felt incomparable fear. Facing Casey,
only a sense of powerlessness
remained in their minds.
"Do the three of you still want to attack
my wife?" Casey asked without any
emotion.
Craig stood up from the ground
tremblingly and walked towards Casey.
When he was more than ten meters
away from Casey, he knelt down
directly.
"I, Craig, would like to apologize to
Bland for my previous mistakes. I
promise that I will never attack Bland
again. Please forgive me and spare my
life!"
After speaking, Craig kowtowed to
Casey.
Craig knew very well that even if the
head of Xing Yi Sect came, he was not
necessarily Casey's match. This young
man would definitely cause a turmoil in
Guwu Circle. If he continued to provoke
Casey, his only ending was to die.
Sanford and Yates had the same
thoughts as Craig. Seeing Craig went to
kneel for Casey, the two of them also
walked over and knelt down.
"I, Sanford, would like to apologize to
Bland for my previous mistakes..."
"I, Yates..."
After apologizing, both of them also
kowtowed to Casey.
"Get out of here." Casey just said coldly,
and didn't continue to embarrass them.
The three of them quickly got up from



the ground and left here with their own
men.
The shocking battle in front of the
Davies House had come to an end, and
finally ended with the death of a
Grandmaster and three Half Step
Master’s kneeling down and apology.
Among the crowd who were watching
this battle, many people took the video
of the battle and posted it on the
Internet. It wouldn’t be long before
Casey would be known to the world.
Casey would be not only famous in the
business world, but it would also shake
Guwu Circle.
Soon, the staffs of Davies family cleared
the ring in front of the door. Those who
watched the battle were also evacuated.
The front door of the Davies House
restored peace again.
Casey took back the aura from his body,
turned and walked towards Edith and
the others.
Everyone stared at Casey with bright
eyes. This guy could always bring them
unexpected surprises. Davies family
which had Casey would never fall down.
"Sorry!" Casey smiled and said to Edith.
Edith glanced at Casey, but her eyes
were full of joy.
"You still don't pick up your daughter?
You don't come back for so long. She
almost doesn't recognize you." Edith
said.
Casey quickly took Sherry from Edith's
arms and said, "I'm her Daddy. Even if it
takes a long time, she won't forget me."
Edith rolled her eyes at him and said,
"Since you are so confident, just let her
call you Daddy."



Casey lowered his head and glanced at
Sherry in his arms. The little girl was
looking at Casey curiously, with
unconcealable closeness in her eyes.
"Sherry, your Mommy doesn't believe in
the special connection between you and
me. Please call me Dad. Let her know
that the relationship between you and
me can't be diluted by time." Casey said.
Sherry stretched out a small hand to
hold Casey's face, not understanding
what Casey was talking about.
Edith laughed immediately and said,
"Look, she doesn't know you at all. In
her eyes, you are just a fun toy."
The people behind Edith also chuckled
quietly.
Casey looked helpless. There was no
way to do with this little girl.
Just when Casey was about to enter the
house with Sherry in his arms, the little
girl suddenly shouted, "Dad."
Although she was slurred, others could
tell that she was calling Casey.
Everyone's eyes widened and their
faces were full of surprise.
Casey laughed loudly, "My dear, you are
really my sweetie."
"I missed your one hundred day’s party.
Since I came back, I will hold a huge
party for you to celebrate."
"Jordan, choose a good day. I want to
celebrate for Sherry. Invite all friends
and relatives. Hold a three-day party to
celebrate!"
Chapter 746 The Anger of the Law
Family
In Xing Yi Sect.
When Craig brought a group of
apprentices back here, he was



exhausted and his face was so paler.
"Hurry up and inform the head. I want to
see him." Craig said.
Immediately a few apprentices left to
inform the head.
In the main hall of Xing Yi Sect, as soon
as Craig came in, he saw Knox, who
was already waiting here.
As the head of Xing Yi Sect, Knox was
also a real Grandmaster. His strength
was comparable to Alonzo of the Law
family. He also had some prestige in
Guwu Circle, but he was not as good as
some Grandmaster like Myles.
When Knox saw Craig coming in, he
immediately greeted him. After seeing
Craig's embarrassed look, he was also a
little surprised.
"Mr. Craig, I heard that you went down
the mountain this time to avenge an
apprentice. Why are you so
embarrassed now? Did you get into
trouble?" Knox asked.
Craig sighed helplessly and said, "The
man who killed my apprentice is Bland's
apprentice."
"What! Bland's apprentice!" Knox
immediately widened his eyes. "Could it
be possible that you ran into Bland
suffered a loss in his hands?"
Craig shook his head. He looked
ashamed, and then told Knox what he
had encountered after going down the
mountain.
"A Grandmaster of the Law family also
came there, plus me and the two Half
Step Master of Baji Blow and Qishang
Sect. We joined forces to fight against
Bland’s apprentice, but we finally lost.
Alonzo was forced to the corner and



wanted to catch his wife and child to
threaten him, but he was stopped and
killed by that brat. The three of us had to
kneel down and apologize, then he
spared us." Craig said.
After Knox heard Craig's words, his face
became extremely solemn. He said, "I
didn't expect that Bland’s apprentice
could be so powerful. Even you guys
teamed up, but still were not his
matches. It is no wonder that Bland was
so famous in Guwu Circle back then. It
seems that his apprentice is not easy to
deal with."
"But you are Director of my Xing Yi Sect.
He even made you kneel down and
apologize. This is really bullying. Even if
he can kill Grandmaster, we definitely
can't just be bullied like this."
"I’ll go to find the head of Baji Blow and
the head of Qishang Sect to discuss the
matter. We must let him know we are
not easy to offend."
Craig sighed helplessly, and said, "It's
not that I don't want to go with you, but
that guy is too strong. Even the four of
us joined forces, we did not force him to
use all his strength. Instead, that
Grandmaster died. Even if we join
forces with Baji Blow and Qishang Sect,
we may not really be able to win."
"What's more, when we are discussing,
he may have already found his master.
When that happens, we are afraid that
there will be even greater losses."
"So we have already negotiated on the
way back. This time, just forget it. In the
future, we’d better not be enemies with
Bland anymore. Even if Bland caused
us irreparable losses back then, if we



continue to fight with him, we will only
lose more."
Hearing Craig's words, Knox thought it
made senses, but he didn't want to let it
go.
"Maybe that guy is not as terrifying as
you guys think. Maybe he has reached
his limit at that time, but he just
pretended to be okay. We can’t just give
up so easily!" Knox said.
At this moment, a person rushed in from
the outside and reported to Knox, "Sir,
just got the news that great
Grandmaster, Myles, died in M Country.
The man who killed him was named
Casey. It is said that he is a young man
in his twenties. The news has just
spread back to H Country. The whole
Guwu Circle is already in uproar."
"The young man in his twenties killed
Myles? It’s really amazing." Knox
nodded. He was thinking about Craig’s
things now, so he didn't bother to pay
attention to this kind of news. He just
responded casually.
He turned his head to look at Craig and
wanted to discuss with him whether they
should take revenge. Just at this time,
he found that Craig was already so
shocked.
"Mr. Craig, what's the matter with you?"
Knox asked puzzledly.
"This... this Casey is the apprentice of
Bland." Craig stammered.
Knox only felt a trace of coolness behind
him. The thoughts that he wanted to
take revenge on Casey disappeared in
an instant.
At the same time, the same thing was
happening in Baji Blow and Qishang



Sect.
Although these three Guwu Sects had a
certain influence, the strongest one
among them was just Grandmaster.
Besides, they were worse than Myles.
So after learning that Myles was killed
by Casey, they immediately gave up the
idea to take revenge on Casey.
...
In A City of Jiangbei, in the Law House.
Dobbs knelt in the courtyard. Alonzo's
body was in front of him.
Not long after, a group of people walked
over here. When they saw Alonzo's
body on the ground, they all showed
shocked faces.
"Dobbs, what's going on! Alonzo...how,
how could it be like this!" A man in a
practice suit rushed to Dobbs, grabbed
his collar and questioned.
This person was Alonzo's elder brother,
the head of the Law family, Maynard
Law.
Different from the Xing Yi Sect and Baji
Blow, the Law family was a powerful
Guwu family in Jiangbei. Its overall
strength was stronger than other Guwu
Sects. Therefore, the head of the Law
family was also much better than Knox
and others.
In Guwu Circle of H Country, Maynard's
reputation was not weaker than Myles.
Maynard was a famous Grandmaster
and was much stronger than Myles.
The inheritance of the Guwu family was
definitely more profound than that of a
lone ranger like Myles.
"Uncle, I’m incompetent and not strong
enough. I can only watch Alonzo die in
the hands of that brat. I’m willing to be



punished!" Dobbs said.
"You tell me what is going on first!"
Maynard said anxiously.
Dobbs didn't dare to neglect, and quickly
told Maynard what had happened to
him.
After listening, there was a vicious look
in Maynard's eyes, "Casey? Is that brat
who killed Myles? No wonder Alonzo
and the other three are not his matches.
What a monster genius! "
Dobbs' face changed. He exclaimed,
"Wh...what! He, he also killed Myles!"
Maynard snorted, "Huh, what about
killing Myles? My Law family is different
from Myles."
"Casey actually dared to kill my brother.
He really doesn't take my Law family
seriously. What if he is the genius? I
must avenge my brother!"
"Bland, you really have a good
apprentice. Just wait for me! I will bring
your apprentice’s head to see you!"
Chapter 747 I Didn’t Serve You Well
A few days after the battle in front of the
Davies House, Davies family gradually
calmed down. Although others were still
discussing the battle in full swing,
Davies family was already immersed in
the joy of Casey’s return and the busy
preparation of the party.
After coming back, Casey completely
relaxed his body and mind. After drifting
outside for so long, he felt home was the
best.
During Casey’s absence, Kacper and
the other two had been learning inner
force from Baron. Because they had
some foundation. In nearly five months,
all three of them had successfully



promoted to the ranks of inner experts.
As for the formal student Warren who
made Darius spend a lot of money on
tuition to study, although he was
relatively powerful as a bodyguard, he
was not as good as Kacper and the
other two. After so long, he still hadn't
gotten the method of cultivating inner
force.
Warren was a little sad. Darius was
even sadder. He paid one hundred
million tuition fees. But Warren hadn’t
learned it, however, the other three
learned it. This made him feel very sad.
But he was living in Davies family. If
something bad happened to him,
Kacper and the others would definitely
not watch him to get hurt. So no matter
who reached the level of inter force, it
was not bad for him.
After Casey left, as the best apprentice,
Dick naturally figured out how to
cultivate inner force not long after Casey
left.
After this period of "teaching", Baron
had a lot of insights. Now he had
reached the peak of initial stage of inner
force. It would not take long before he
could break through to medium stage of
inner force.
In addition to Foley and Brady that
Casey brought back this time, the
number of inner force experts currently
in Davies family had reached seven.
This force was already comparable to
the level of the Executor Team in
Chinatown of M Country.
If Casey was counted in, Davies family's
current strength had reached an
astonishing level. Even those Guwu



Sects came to make trouble, they could
deal with it calmly.
Casey asked Brady to arrange some
killers near the Davies House. Although
these killers might not be able to defeat
those inner force experts, those inner
force experts who reached medium
stage may not be able to find them out.
They were best at detecting and
tracking.
As for Brady himself, he also became
the leader of Davies family security
team from the killer, responsible for the
overall management of all matters
related to the safety of Davies family.
Brady said that he had been the leader
of the assassination organization for half
his life, and was tired of that life. The
position of the leader of Davies family
security team was very suitable for him.
On the second day after Casey came
back, Sherry was taken care of by
Jennifer and the full-time nanny. Casey
and Edith spent their own time. Just
after Casey’s returning, Edith and Casey
wanted to enjoy their life. Sherry
naturally became the third wheel...
A few days later, Casey devoted himself
to the family. Every day, he got up for a
run, shopping for vegetables and
cooking. He and Edith would take
Sherry for a walk in the park,
occasionally dealing with the affairs of
Davies family. He would have dinner
with the family in the evening and have
sex with Edith at night. It was so happy.
Of course, Casey also wondered why
his master had so many enemies. He
planned to find a time to visit his master,
and to tell him about this matter. By the



way, he wanted to ask clearly what was
going on. Besides, he killed a
Grandmaster. The Law family might
come to retaliate. Casey's troubles still
existed.
It was just that Casey didn't want to care
about it now. Now he just wanted to
spend a few days with Edith, and held a
party for Sherry by the way.
For other things, he planned to deal with
them after the party.
This morning, Casey woke up from his
sleep. When he opened his eyes, he
saw Edith leaning on his chest. Her
hand was walking lightly on his body.
Her face was a little red because of the
sex of last night just.
Edith was only covered with a thin layer
of silk quilt. Her beautiful body was
looming under the silk.
"Why did you wake up so early?" Casey
asked.
Edith smiled brightly. She said, "I want
to wake up early to see you."
"It seems I didn’t do well." Casey sighed.
"What?" Edith asked Casey with some
doubts.
"It seems that I have to work hard in the
future. You are not exhausted at all. You
even have the heart to stare at me here.
I didn’t serve you well." Casey said.
Edith's face blushed suddenly. She
glanced at Casey angrily, and said, "You
bastard! Who said you didn’t do well? I
almost fell apart last night. If you still
work hard, I… I can't hold it anymore."
When Casey heard Edith say this, a
satisfied smile appeared on his face.
What a man was most proud of was that
he heard his wife say such things.



"Can't you hold it? Why do I feel that it’s
not enough?" Casey said with a smile.
Edith snorted at Casey, then got up from
the bed and said, "Okay, get up quickly.
I'm going to feed Sherry... Ahem, ahem.
Hurry up!"
Hearing Edith's words, Casey licked his
lips subconsciously, seeming to have
some aftertaste.
After getting up, Casey and Edith went
to see Sherry together. Casey
experienced the process of changing
the child's diaper. The scene was quite
chaotic.
In the afternoon, under the strong
request of Foley and Dick, Casey took
them to the famous snack street in B
City. The two of them had not
experienced the prosperity of the city, so
they had always been a deep yearning
for places like snack street.
The snack street was called Wenchang
Road. It was a famous food gathering
place in B City. Because of its relatively
large reputation, it had become a must?see attraction in B City, so the
daily
passenger flow was very large.
Casey remembered that when he was a
child, he especially liked an old
restaurant in this street, so he brought
Foley and Dick to this restaurant.
The three of them found a table and sat
down. Casey ordered all the delicious
foods in the restaurant, then ordered a
few bottles of beer and ate with them.
As soon as Foley saw the food, he
immediately revealed his true face. His
behaviors were not like an inner force
expert who had reached initial stage. He
gobbled up the food.



Dick also couldn't help it. He was eating
so happily.
"You two eat slowly. If it's not enough,
you can order again. Don't choke
yourselves." Casey said with a smile.
Sitting at the table next to Casey was a
group of people who looked like the rich.
These people didn't look like the locals
of B City. But from their demeanors, it
could be seen that these people's life
experiences were definitely not ordinary.
Among these people was a girl who
immediately showed contempt when
she saw Foley and Dick eating.
"It's really a group of bumpkins. Could it
be that they starved to death in the last
life? Yuck! It’s disgusting."

Chapter 748
I Don’t Want to Argue

with Dogs
The girl didn’t lower her voice. Casey,
Foley and Dick heard clearly. After
Foley and Dick heard what she said,
they stopped immediately, turned their
heads and looked at her.
Sitting around the girl were a few young
men. At this time, they all looked at
Casey, Foley and Dick with mocking
expressions on their faces. They didn't
feel that there was anything wrong with
what the girl said.
"What? Did it have anything to do with
you?" Foley replied directly.
As a person who could survive in No. 5
Prison for so long, Foley could only be
polite in front of Casey.
Now he came out of No. 5 Prison and
faced some ordinary people. He didn’t
want to cause trouble, otherwise, he



might have just slapped the girl directly.
"It's annoying. I just express my
opinions. I didn't get you out directly.
Idiot!" The girl said indifferently.
Foley slapped the table directly. He
stood up, and yelled at the girl, "Fuck
off, who are you scolding?"
"You! So what? Are you dissatisfied? I’m
afraid of nothing. Is it possible that I’m
afraid of you?" The girl did not show any
weakness, and shouted at Foley.
At this time, the men who were sitting at
the table with the girl stood up, and
some even showed their muscles to
Foley, with provocations on their faces.
"Haha! So silly! Do you think that you
can beat him up? It's ridiculous." Dick
stared at them and said.
"Just have a try?" a man glared at Foley
and Dick, shouting.
Foley was about to take actions against
these guys. He had to teach these guys
a good lesson.
In No. 5 Prison, he couldn't provoke
others, but could only hide. Now, he
came out. Couldn’t he even provoke
these bitches?
"Foley." At this time, Casey shouted to
Foley. Foley turned his head and
glanced at Casey. Seeing Casey
beckoning him to sit down, he didn't
rush over.
"Dogs like to bark at people. If you care
about them, you will be stupid. Sit down
and eat." Casey said.
"Who are you scolding? Bumpkins!
Want to go to the hell?" The girl
immediately shouted at Casey fiercely.
"I referred dogs. Is it possible that you
want to admit that you are the dog?"



Casey asked rhetorically.
The girl did not know how to refute. Her
face was sullen with anger.
"Brothers, teach these three guys a
lesson. They are too arrogant." The girl
had no choice but to ask those guys for
help.
One of them who took the lead stared at
Casey and said coldly, "If you three
don't want to cause trouble, come over
and apologize to my sister immediately,
otherwise, don't blame us for being
rude."
"Don't be ignorant here. If you guys are
still like this, I promise you won't get out
of this restaurant." Casey stared at that
man, and a murderous look appeared in
his eyes.
An invisible aura emerged from Casey.
The temperature in the entire restaurant
seemed to drop a few degrees.
The girl and those men were shocked.
They didn’t expect that only Casey's
eyes would make them feel a little
scared. They all felt a little weird.
At this time, the owner of the restaurant
came over, looked at them with a
worried face, and said, "Sir, please! I’m
not easy. If you guys fight, my today’s
incomes will be zero. Please take it
easy."
The girl glanced at the boss and said,
"In that case, we don’t argue with them.
Check! Don’t need to give me the
change. Brothers, let's go. I don’t want
to see these disgusting things."
The girl directly patted a stack of cash
on the table, glared at Casey, and
walked towards the outside of the
restaurant.



The man didn't continue to argue with
Casey either. No one knew if they really
cared about the restaurant’s owner or
were afraid of Casey's aura.
"What a bunch of arrogant guys! Boss, if
you didn't stop me just now, I would
have discounted their legs." Foley sat
down and said.
"Yeah, boss, who are they? Why are
they so arrogant? They even judged us."
Dick also said.
"Forget it, just eat. There are many rich
and powerful people in B City. Their
children are generally arrogant and love
to cause trouble. When you encounter
this kind of people, just ignore them. If
you argue with them, you will be like
them." Casey said.
"Bro, it's a pity that you don't become a
philosopher." Dick said with a smile.
Casey rolled his eyes at him and said
nothing.
...
Outside the restaurant, after the girl and
a few men went out, they all felt the
invisible pressure on them disappear in
an instant.
"It's really a bunch of guys who don't
know good or bad. If it's not for the
restaurant’s owner, I must teach them a
good lesson. They really look like pigs
when they eat. I just tell the truth." The
girl was angry.
"Fine, don't bother with a few bumpkins.
You can see how they eat. They must
be from poor families. They may have to
save for a long time that they can come
here for a meal. So I can understand
them." The man who took the lead said.
"Humph, so what? It's not my fault that



they are poor. For this kind of people,
it's worthy to die in poverty." The girl
said indifferently.
"We are here this time to participate in
the party of the daughter of Davies
family. It's best not to cause trouble.
Otherwise, I will be scolded by Daddy
again. Especially you, you cause us
trouble every day." One man said.
The girl immediately made a face at
him.
These people were the ones who came
to attend the party of Davies family from
P City, where was close to B City.
Several of them were from the Simpson
family, a business leader in P City. They
were the children of the head of the
Simpson family, Shepard Simpson.
Their father was the same but mothers
were different. The man who took the
lead was Shepard's eldest son, named
Stuart Simpson. The girl's name was
Haley Simpson and she was the
youngest daughter in the family.
"I heard that the head of Davies family is
only in his twenties. He must be a suave
and handsome man. I can't wait to see
him." Haley said with excitement.
"Little sister, Mr. Davies has children.
What are you thinking about?" One of
Haley 's older brother said with a smile.
Haley immediately raised her head to
glare at him and said, "So?"
"Okay, don't make trouble, there was a
fitness club over there. Let's go there to
have a look, it happens that I am
training my muscle during this period of
time. Let me show it to you guys." Stuart
said.
...



After Casey, Foley and Dick finished
their meal, they walked out of the
restaurant. Foley burped with
satisfaction and then asked, "Where
shall we go next?"
Dick glanced around and said, "There is
a fitness club over there. I have never
been to fitness clubs. Let's go and see
there is any difference that fitness
people are from our martial arts
people?"
Chapter 749 Flexible Foley
At the entrance to the fitness club.
Casey, Foley and Dick came here.
Foley and Dick stared at the glass
decoration inside, both with a little
emotion.
"Look, it's so comfortable to exercise
here. It's not like us, having to suffer so
much in the mountains. What a big
difference!" Dick said.
"It doesn't matter whether it is
comfortable or not. Mainly there are too
many beautiful women here. Look, big
breasts and hips. I also want to exercise
with them." Foley said
Casey rolled his eyes at the two people
and said, "There is nothing good to see
below. I remember there is a free?fighting ring on the top floor. Go
there
and have a look."
After speaking, he walked towards the
elevator.
Foley and Dick stared at the beauties,
and then followed Casey very
reluctantly.
On the top floor, a group of young men
and women who loved fitness were
gathering in front of the free-fighting
ring, looking at the ring with admiration.



On the ring, there was a man who was
showing off his muscles.
This man was not someone else. It was
Stuart. At this moment, there was a guy
with muscles lying on the ground under
his feet, with a bruised face. Just now,
Stuart fought this man. The ending was
that Stuart achieved a complete victory.
"Brother, you are so awesome! You are
really the pride of the Simpson family!"
Haley looked at Stuart on the ring with
excitement and shouted.
Stuart raised his head triumphantly.
Obviously, he was also satisfied with his
performance just now.
"Is there anyone who wants to come up
and fight with me?" Stuart said with a
smile.
Everyone underneath shook their heads
for a while. The person who was
defeated by Stuart also went down the
ring in a desperate manner. He did not
dare to continue to fight with Stuart
again.
At this time, Casey also came here.
After seeing Stuart standing on the ring,
Foley and Dick were also taken aback.
"Why are we so unlucky today? How
can I run into these little shit guys
wherever I go?" Foley murmured.
At this time, Stuart also noticed Casey.
He was taken aback. Haley followed
Stuart's gaze to look over. After seeing
Casey, her face sank.
She rolled her eyes at them, and then
walked towards Casey. Staring at the
three of them arrogantly, she said, "You
three are perverted? You actually track
us? What the hell do you want to do?"
Dick was a little angry at once, and said,



"What? You look so ugly. Why do we
have to track you? Don't brag here."
Haley suddenly became angry. What a
girl couldn’t stand the most should be
said ugly by others.
"Damn it! Dare to say I'm ugly? You
want to go to the hell?" Haley shouted.
Foley looked at her with a sneer and
said, "We can’t tell the truth nowadays?"
Haley clenched two fists and glared at
Casey and the other two.
On the ring, Stuart watched this scene
with a cold face. He stared at the three
of them and said, "Since you three are
so arrogant, I don't know if you dare to
solve the problem in a man's way? I'm
on the ring. Who of you dare to come up
and fight me?"
Upon hearing Stuart's words, Haley's
eyes lit up. She immediately said, "They
are just cowards. They must not dare to
fight with you. Maybe they will pee their
pants in fright after a while."
Foley snorted and immediately walked
towards the ring, saying, "If I don't teach
you today, you really take yourself
seriously."
When Casey saw that Foley was about
to go up, he didn't stop him, but said,
"Just have fun. Don't kill anyone."
Foley grinned and said, "Don't worry,
boss. I got it."
When Stuart saw that Foley was about
to come on stage to fight him, he
immediately showed a sneer. In his
eyes, among them, the easiest to solve
was Foley. During the battle, the fat
man's body shape would become the
biggest burden. He could knock Foley
down so easily.



Foley stepped onto the ring. Stuart gave
him a sneer and said, "Don't think that
you have a thick skin, and it won't hurt. I
can smash glass bottles."
Foley laughed and said, "Then you are
really amazing, but... are you sure your
fist can touch me?"
Everyone in the audience had seen
Stuart's skills at that time. Now seeing
that Foley was going to fight Stuart, they
were not very optimistic about Foley.
"This fat man is not small in size, but
that guy is quite agile. He is so fast. I am
afraid this fat man can only be a target."
"So what? It's not me who will be beaten
anyway. It feels even better to watch the
fat man get beaten."
"Brother, kill this bumpkin! Avenge me!"
Stuart didn't continue to talk nonsense
with Foley, but directly assumed a free
fight posture, then jumped forward.
Foley didn’t move at all. He was also an
inner force expert anyway. Although he
was nothing in the No. 5 Prison, he was
a master of martial arts in front of
ordinary people. What kind of free
fighting, taekwondo, karate… It was
nothing for him.
As soon as Stuart's fist was approaching
Foley, Foley quickly raised his hand,
grabbed Stuart's wrist, and then
slammed it hard to make Stuart rush
towards the edge of the ring.
If there was not a guard bar, Stuart
would have flown out directly.
Everyone was shocked when they saw
this scene. They didn't expect that fat
man who looked like a ball would be so
flexible.
Stuart also didn't expect that Foley



would give him such a move. He was
angry and then rushed towards Foley
while yelling.
Foley completely regarded this as a
game. Although Stuart looked fierce, he
couldn't approach Foley at all. After five
minutes, Stuart was already out of
breath. But from start to finish, he didn’t
touch Foley at all.
"Brat, are you in a hurry? You can't even
touch my hair. Even if your fist can
smash the glass bottle, so what?" Foley
said with a smile.
Stuart cursed secretly, gritted his teeth
and rushed towards Foley again.
Foley felt it was the time. At the moment
Stuart rushed over, he directly was
against Stuart's stomach with one hand,
grabbed Stuart's arm with the other
hand, flipped Stuart three hundred and
sixty degrees, and threw him to the
ground.
"How about receiving my last move?"
Foley yelled with a smile, and then he
sat down on Stuart's face.

Chapter 750
Your Treat

Under the ring, everyone watched the
Foley sit down towards Stuart's face.
They all took a deep breath.
Foley was so fat. If he sat down on a
person and the person was not strong,
the person either would be disabled or
die.
Seeing this scene, Haley almost
screamed directly. She glared at Foley
and shouted, "Bastard! Get up quickly!
You shameless thing! You even use this
shameless trick. Shame on you!"



Foley who sat on Stuart's face turned
his head and glanced at Haley. He said
with a smile, "Isn't this free fighting?
What's wrong with my tricks??"
Haley stomped her feet with anger. She
almost rushed to fight with Foley. Of
course, she didn't have the guts.
After Foley sat on Stuart's face, Stuart
immediately began to struggle violently.
A group of people in the audience burst
into laughter.
About half a minute later, Foley got up.
He didn't plan to kill Stuart. At most, he
wanted to teach Stuart a lesson.
At this time, Stuart's face was so pale,
with blue veins popping out. If he was
not strong, he would have been
suffocated by Foley's ass just now.
He quickly got up from the ground and
breathed violently.
Upon seeing this, Haley and several
other men rushed towards the ring.
"Brother, these three mean guys are
really so bullying. I will call Dad now. We
are here to attend Davies family's
banquet this time. If something like this
happens, Davies family will definitely not
watch us to be treated like this. Just let
the people of Davies family come here
and punch them!" Haley said fiercely.
Stuart immediately waved his hand and
said, "No, I have a way to make them
regret it. You don't need to let Dad take
care of this kind of trivial matter."
After speaking, Stuart took a few deep
breaths, calmed himself down, turned
his head and looked towards Casey.
He got off the ring and walked in front of
three people.
Foley looked at him with a smile, and



asked, "How is it? Is it good?"
The expression on Stuart's face
changed instantly, but soon returned to
normal. He forced a smile and said,
"You are really strong. I failed."
Seeing that Stuart actually admitted that
he failed, Foley immediately curled his
lips, feeling very boring.
Stuart looked at Casey and said, "If I
guess correctly, you should be the
eldest brother of the two of them. There
are indeed a lot of misunderstandings,
so it has caused our current situation.
Just now, I also reflected on it. What
happened today is indeed because my
sister is not polite. She is so naughty. I
apologize to you guys. So can I make
up for our mistakes? Today, I want to
treat you guys for having drink to
express our apologies. What do you
guys think of?"
"Brother, what are you doing? Why are
we treat these three bumpkins? We
didn’t get even with them yet, and they
are not worthy of letting us treat them for
drink!" Haley suddenly shouted in
confusion.
Stuart turned to look at Haley, winked at
her, and then said, "Sister, you were
wrong in this matter, but you are still
arguing here. We should apologize for
this. Just leave it alone."
Seeing the look in Stuart's eyes, Haley
immediately understood what he meant,
and quickly shut up.
Foley originally wanted to reject them
directly, but after hearing what Haley
said, he was a little furious. He was
thinking, ‘Since you don't want to treat
us, I have to let you treat us!’



"Okay, since you invited us, we accept.
But we don't want to go some shit
places." Foley said. Since he could drink
for free, of course he had to go.
Dick also echoed. He had no opinions if
he could drink for free.
Casey thought that there was nothing to
do today. Since Foley and Dick wanted
to go, he would listen to them, so he
didn't say anything.
"Well, that’s a deal. I know there is a
high-end bar called Sunny Sky nearby,
so let's go there." Stuart smiled.
"Go." Foley turned around and walked
outside.
Dick and Casey also followed.
Stuart watched the three people walking
towards the outside, a sneer
immediately appeared on his face.
"I can’t beat you, but I have a lot of ways
to knock you down. Three bumpkins! It
is estimated that the total amount of
belongings in you guys will not exceed
two hundred dollars. You also want to
drink in a high-end bar? You wish! See
me how to teach you a lesson!"
Stuart murmured, and then followed
them to the outside.
At the entrance of Sunny Sky.
Casey stared at the bar sign, then a
smile appeared on his face.
In the lower right corner of the bar sign,
there was a very small sign, which was
Davies family's trademark. It meant that
this bar was opened by Davies family.
At this time, Casey also vaguely
remembered that after he took over
Davies family, in order to please Edith,
he arranged for Jordan to open various
industries. Now it seemed that this bar



should be one of them.
"Boss, what are you looking at?" Foley
on the side asked.
Casey said with a smile, "Nothing, let's
go."
They walked inside together, and Stuart
followed behind. After seeing the waiter,
he directly said, "I want to order a
transparent glass private room, the one
with the highest specifications."
After hearing this, the waiter froze for a
moment and asked, "Sir, are you sure
you want the highest specification
transparent glass private room? The fee
is 88,000 for an hour."
When Foley and Dick heard the price,
their eyes widened.
"Holy shit! It costs eighty-eight thousand
an hour. This is only the private room’s
fee, not including the wine fees. This is
really so expensive." Dick, who had not
experienced the life of the rich, sighed
with emotion.
Seeing his reaction, Stuart also showed
a triumphant smile on his face, and said
to the waiter, "Yes, the highest
standard."
Foley wanted to say something, but
when he thought of that it was Stuart's
treat today, he didn't speak.
Haley looked at Foley and Dick who had
never been around. She curled her lips
and whispered, "Sure enough, it is a
group of bumpkins form the countryside.
They are actually astonished by such a
price like this. If they see the price of
wine, I'm afraid that they will be scared
to death."
The waiter didn't hesitate anymore, and
quickly led them toward a transparent



glass private room.


